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Chapter 1

SUMMARY AND FINDINGS

The study was organized into three p~incipal subtasks
whose primary obiectives were--

(1) To identify and quantify those factors that affect
the costoquantity relationship of a given system.

(2) To quantify the effect of competition on the price
paid by the government.

(3) To test the hypothesis that commercial procurement
practices result in prices that are less than prices
paid by the military for like equipment.

Princ•:.S findings of Subtask I:

Correlations between the intercept (first-unit cost)
and the slope of the progress curve were found for-
a imber of different types of aircraft. The higher
the first-unit cost the steeper the slope was likely
to be. For a 10-percent increase in first-unit cost,
an average reduction of 0.72 percent occurs in the
prc•-s--curve slope.

SIn aircraft production the lot size' was found to be
statistically and quantitatlvely significant. For
most aircraft, unit cost could be reduced by ircreas-
ing the lot size. However, in the few cases where
average lot site was very large and statistically
significant, the increasing of the lot size increased
unit cost.

Principal findings of Subtask 2:

• Significaut savings were realized on the first com.-
petitive award when competitior was ittroducod during
the reprocurement phase of selected programs. For
the 20 cases in the data base, the average savings

IFor a discussion of the concept of lot size, see Chapter Il.,

Section G.I.



were 37 percent. The amount of the savings was
directly correlated with the sole-source progreis-
curve slope and the type of competition. Trhe flatter
the sole-source progress curve the greater the saving
observed was likely -to be. With respect to type of
competition, a winner-take-all competition resulted
on average~ in a greater percentage of savings being
observed than a competition in which the competiltiors
were competing for a share of the total award rather
than the whole award, However, the affect of a
winner-take-all competition on the course of future
competitions could niot. be determined from the avail-
able data.

*The post-competitive progress curve is characterized
by a lewer intercept (first-unit cost) and a flatter
slope than the sole-source progress curve. This means
that the gross savings (from what would be expeacted to
be pnid if the sole-source progress curve were ex-
trapolate~d), measured in percentage terms, will
decline for each succeeding competitive award.

Principal findings of Subtask~ 3:

*No significant price differ-ence could be found betweez
similar commiercial and military noncombatant aircraft
or wheeled vehicle5 when prices wtre compared on a
basis of vehicle empty weight. Nor were significant
price differences found between similar commercial and
military noncombatant ships when prices were compared
on a basis of useful load-~carrying capacity. Military
transport aircraft were found to cost significantly
less than commercial aircraft when they were compared
on a ::P,-is of useful load--carrying capacity. The
readoi is cautioned that, since this idngis based
on only threce different types of vehicles, it sboul'J
not be generalized to other types of products; nor

r q should it be used to infer that military procurements
cannot be m-ade more efficient.



Chapter II

INTRODUCTION

The genesis of this study is the Department of Defense's

growing concern with the rapidly rising procurement costs of

military equipment. This concern is intensified by the fact

that the percentage of the Doi budget available for research,

development, test, and engineering and procurement .has been

falling--due to higher manpower costs. In 1964, 45 percent of

the DoD budget was allocated for RDT&E and procurement, while

in 1973 it will be only 30 percent. Further, over this same
4-er',J J• time, the DoD budget has decreased as a percentage

of the gross national product. If the Department of Defense

is going to De able to procure in sufficient quantities the

t)ypes of equipme-7t it needs, it will have to find means to re-

duce r')sts of these weapons systems. Among its efforts to re-

duce costs, Doi had a task force on "Design-to-Cost," in which

a nLmber of experts made recommendations on how DoD procure-

ment practices might be modified to achieve greater efficiency.

The Institute for Dofense Analyses (IDA) was asked under

Contract No. DAHC 15-73C O¾00 to examine quantitatively some

aspects of the effý.ct of competition and of the effect of

quaneik.y-productioa parameters on the cyst of DoD equipment.

Because cost-quantity reiationships are i&,Ivod in all the

weapons systems procured by the Department of Defense, the IDA

analysis was performed wi-hin the framework of cost-qua tity

relationships, move c.rmonly referred to as learning curves or

Sprog•s-, cures.

This study is divided into the following thrlee separate

but interrelated subttsks:



*AnalyticaZ and empirical examination of coat-quantity
relationships. Because it luis been found that the
basic progress c,-1rvas are applicable to almost all
production p4 O~ters no matter how diverse,' the
progress curves have beeii .hosen as the str'ucture of
this study that'j'examines'prices -paid by the 'government
for a diverse vhriety, 'ýf gooid-.s The objective of this
subtask has been t'o 1` YP the, framework for the other
parts of the study a. ýýAteiapt to identify factors
other than cumulatilv s that might be incorporated
in the progress cur" ,~~eally, these other factors
are ones that can,,be -trolled to T'educe coz-t.
*Examination of comprsietiive procurements. The, t.bjec-
tive of this subtask was to examine quantitati~vedy the
effect of competition on selling price.

*Comparison of prices paid for s imilar military and'
cormmercial equipment. A commonly held belief isthat commercial piocurement practices are superior to-
military procurement practices and that, as a result,
commercial equipment costs less than similar military
equipment. The objective of this subtask is to test
this hypothesis quantitatively for the limited cla'ss'
of equipment for which roughly comparable military ani
civilian counterparts could be established and for:
which data were readily available.

Because the studly was primarily quantitative in nature, it*
has been heavily dependent on th-e availability of data.
Unfortunately, as is explained in the report, there is a dea4 'tIh
of data of the ty-pe required to address the questions of this
report in as much detail as might be des~ired. Therefore, the
ar-eas of examination and the scope of the lincings are much
more restricted than originally intended. For example, the
data needed to examina cost-quaitity relationships empirically
and in detail were available only for the manufacture of air-
-raft; and, the~rciort, our analysis of the basic cost-quantity
relationship was limited to aircraft. Further, 1It had been

intededto xamne uanitatively the effect of competition
starting with the initial design and carrying forward through

I'erapective on EXpex'iencle (11 presents data on how progress
curves fit price data for a large variety of products, rang-
ing from integrated circuits to beer.

4



production; but because the data do not exist for so broad an

analysis, the inquiry had to be limited to examining the effect
of competition in the reprocurement phase, where there was a

limited amount of quantifiable data. Likewise, in making com-

parisons between military and commercial prices, we are not

able with the limited data to address the question of whether

the military is specifying its equipment to meet higher perform-

ance requirements than are realistically required. On the

other hand, we have tried to address the widely held belief

that factors in addition to performance requirements cause

higher prices for DoD equipment.

This report consists of an Executive Summary (Vol. 1),

chapters below dealing with each of the three subtasks outlined

above, and 10 appendices of supporting data and analyses.

S
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Chapter III

ANALYTICAL AND EMPIRICAL EXAMINATION OF SELECTED
VARIABLES THAT AFFECT THE COST-QUANTITY RELATIONSHIP

The objective of this subtask was to anal-yze the basic
cost-quantity relationship, as well as to identify and quantify,
where possible, additional variables that affect cost. Particu-
lar attention was given to additional variables that could be
controlled, such as lot size and production rate.

A. BASIC MODEL

The basic cost-quantity relationship is variously referred
to as a progress, learning, or improvement curve. The progress
curve relates the average or unit cost of a product to the cumu-
lative quantity produced. On log-log paper, the standard progress
curve is a straight line. While some writers make certain dis-
tinctions (learning curves might apply only to man-hour cost
variations with quantity; progress curves might apply ro total
cost variations with quantity), others use the terms inter-
changeably/, We use the terms interchangeably and in the widest
sense. The basic form of the progress curve in common usage isIL

MC F x NL (la)
F NL+!

TC x (lb)
CA -F (ic)

where

MC the marginal cost of producing the Nth unit;
TC the total cost of producing N units;

CA the cumulative average cost of producing the N units;

Preceding page blank



F = the "hypothetical" cost of producing the first unit; 1

N - the cumulative number of units produced; and
L - the progress-curve exponent.

Since the progress curves are empirically derived from the
available cost-quantity data, implicitly embedded in them are
the contributions to cost reduction achieved through experience
by all activities related to the manufacture of a product

9 (e.g., management, manufacturing, engineering, procurement, etc.).

Reference to the steepne.-.; of a progress curve is generally
made in terms of a percent slope. For example, an 80-percent
progress curve has an exponent L of -0.322, which means that
every time the quantity is doubled, the unit cost is reduced
by 20 percent. Figure 1 illustrates two progress curves, one
with an 80-percent slope and the other with a 75-percent slop(;.
As can be seen by Figure 1, the smaller the percent slope the
steeper the curve. The exponent and slope are related to eazh
other by

L log (slope in percent/100) / log 2

If N were a continuous variable, then the three equations
(la-ic) would be completely compatible with one another. The
marginal or unit cost equation (la) is the derivative of total

cost TC with respect to cumulative number produced N. Ecuation
(Ic) is simply total cost TC dividc.: by cumulative numbe, pro,
duced N. Since N is discrete and not continuous, these equations

are all reasonable approximations for each other f. N > 10.

INote that the "first-unit" cost referred to throughout this
report does not represent the measured cost of the first unit,
but is the solution of a regression equation (fitted though
all, the cost-quantity data available) at the point where the
cumulative quantity is 1.0. When only lot (as opposed to
unit) cost-quantity data were available, a progress curve was
derived by using an iterative regression technique developed
by the Defense Contract Audit Agency (and described in [31).

8A
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While non-log-linear progress curves have been formulated, 1

the log-linear form, as given by Equations (la) through (ic),

has the following to recommend it:2

* It is consistent with most of Ct'he historical variation
in coat of production. For example, 1 the average of
the coefficients of determination (R") for 78 aircraft
and helicopteis ut-:ing Euuation (lc) was 0.915.3 That
is, variations in cumuilative output using a simpeh<' ~progress-curve equation explained 91.5 percent of the
variation in average cost. (See Appendix C for details.)

* The computation involved is aimpZe. As already illus-
trated, the relationship plots as a straight line on
log-log paper.

* The Zog-linear curve is aLmost universally used in
planning work.

The almost universal acceptance of ,:he basic progress-curve

model may be one reason that the model has such high explanatory

power. More specifically, Harold Asher [5] cites those who be-

lieve that the li,',ear progress curve is the result of the method

generally used b} airframe producers in production scheduling and

man-hour budgeting, a method that assumes the linear hypothesis.

At small amounts of c.,lnulative output, it has been suggested
that a progratss curve that is convex from below is a more
accurate reprosentatior of the r-Iationship between unit cost
and cumulautve output (4]. At large amouats of cumulative out-
put, it has been suggested that a progress curve that is con-

cave from below (flattening) is a more accurnue representation
[4, pp. 98-102]. If both of these suggestions ar9 adopted,
then a backward S-shaped progress curve is obtained.

2 1In the case of progress curves, a statistical analysi3 of
a.ternative forms usually does not indicate that one form
is superior to others. See, for example, Armen Alchian [6].

5it is necessary to note that some of those regressions mary ex-
hibit a significant positive autocerrolation of the residualls, as
reflected by a low Durbin-Watson statistic. Significant auto-
correlationgives an upward bias to the coefficient of deter-
mination (R'). To prevent high autocoerelntion requires the
use of "ge.leralized" least squares in place of "ordinary"
least squares; however, generalized least squares cannot be
used without a pr~ori' information on the structure :f the
autocorrelation.

10



Since we have presented tho progress curve in some detail,
it is a good starting point for asking two basic questions:

(1) What are the conditions that influence the first-unit
cost and slope of the progress curve?

(2) What are some of the variables, other th-i cumulative
output, that have a significant impact on ,,nit cost?

For each of these two questions, we have examined in this
subtask taree important relationships. For the first question,
we have analyzed--

* The effect of different levels of product performance
on the intercept of the progress curve.

o The relationshin between the intercept and the slope
of the progress curve.

SThe effect of large cumulative output on the slope
of the progress curve (i~e., whether or not the
progress curve flattens out).

On the second question, we have studied--

, The e.Ffect of production rate on unit cost
" The effect of lot size on unit cost

a The affect of model changes on unit cost.

Ir alddtioi to the examination of the progress-curve
lat-, t were analyzed from the Cost Information Reports

(•irerafr Lr•' ,Curved) o0 "e Naval Air Systems Command [71.

B. THEOR.TICA.. INTEGRATION OF PROGRESS AND COST CURVES

Befor- going directley to a discussion of the. six lis'ed
topics, we prre..irit a brief statement of theoreticas attempts
to combinc pr.-e.s curves and cost curves.

The oidtial de-elopment of the concept of a progress cu:ve
(first apliied to airframes by Wilght 131ý was based primarily
on empirical observation rather than on some 4 praiori theoretical

l.udget d&ta wt.re also analy:ed for Airframt and electronics,

but did not shed much light on the six topics lir'ed above.



structure. Since then, a firmer theoretical basis has been

developed. Some theoretical work has been done by economists

to integrate cost curves (which relate unit costs to rate of

production) and prcogress curves (which relate unit costs to

total output). Theoretical integrations of these two kinds of

curves have been done by several well-known economi.sts. Articles

by Alchian [9], Hirschleifer [101, and Oi (11] extend the basic

cost curves used by economists to incorporate total volume of

output, time period of prodt-Ction, rate of production, and

planned delivery date. These articles contain various proposi-

tions about the relationships between thcse variables. These-

theoretical' propositions, based on the economic concepts of fac-

tor substitution anid joint production, are compatible with an

inverse rttlationship between unit cost and cumulative output.

Although these integrations of cost and progress curves

arl, independent of on-the-job learning or techinical change,

another important article (by Arrow [1261) accepts the idea that

learnling by labor during the. production procoss leads, as out-

put accumulates, to some fall in unit cota But, believing

that there are diminishing returns to this kind of learning,

Arrow. hypothesizr5 the continual introduction of new types oz

capital, which act as a stimulus to loarning by laboy, The

hynothesis of a now stimulus is Important in generating the

constant r'ate of learning shown by the log-lna I omo

progres cHv.~ owever, Arrow does not identify the source of

the new machinery that changes the workers' epvironment; he may

be zssuming Implicitly some kind of tehnicall progresifrtn

'he inputs but. a'ot the production process te.

M ftpite ai the differeat economic explanations of progress

curves discussed .bove, thte -i~terprotatio-af are not mutu.ally

exclusive. Empiriz:allky derivtd progress curves are lik~ly to

combine variou~s economi1c factors. and the impacts m~y be hard

to separate.



C. OTHER EMPIRICAL WORK

Despite the theoretical work indicating that a small number
of additional explanatory variables should be incorporated in
the basic cost-quantity relationship (a primary variable being
rate of production), only a few empirical studies in the 37
years since the original Wright article (8] have tried to
incorporate other variables into the progress cýurve. Thc-se
studies sometimes have either statistically inconclusive or
seemingly conflicting results as far as the effects of these
other variables, (Some of the.ie studies are discussed iP
Appendix D, below.) There appear to be three miajor reasons for
the Enmetimos inconclusive and seemingly contradictory results
of these studies:

a Lack of _-piri'calt data. Accurate quantitative data
are not ordinarily collected or kept for variables
(such as rat-e of production) that theory indicates
should be incorporated in the progress-curve equation.

* Lifficult~y of obaer'virq effects. The high explanatory
power of the basic model and the correlation that cther
explanatory variables (e.g., rate of production) have
with cumulative oitftut make it difficult to observe
stýL1.stically the effects of these other variables.
L '16 of inacuat:e mathcrmaticat form. These other
variables are entered into the right-hand side of
the progress-curvo equation in the same way that
Cumulative Output is entered 'i.e_ usua'lly ill a log-
lineztr form). From a theoretical standpoint, a3 w~ill
bo explained below (Stecticmi C of this chapter), addi-
rional explanatory varia.bles (such as production ratte
or lot size) entering lia the 5ane way as cwnulcative
output msspecifies the way these viriahles should
enter.

D. PROGRESS-CURVE SLOPE VERSUS CUMULATIVE NUMBER PRODUCED

We will now proceed to examine the three topics presented
under the first of the two basic questions asked in Section A,

abo-;,3
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(1) Thie effect oi' different levels of product performance
on the intercept .cf 2-.; progress curve.

(2) The relationship between the intercept and the slope
of the progress curve.

(3) The effect of large cumulative output on the slope
of the progress curve (i.e., whether or not the
progress curve flattens out).

Examination of Figure I (above) shows that unit cost
continuously decr-eases as cumulative output increases. However,
at sonte level of cumulative output, it is reasonable to expect
that no further reduction in cost can be obtaii,ýd by increasing
cumulative output. But there is j question of whether the
slope is l.ikely to change over the range of cumulative output
experienced by expensive types of military systems such as air-
craft, missiles, tanks, ships, etc. This flat-tening of the
progress curve should be distinguished from the "toe up"'l
phenomenon that is frequently observe-d when a program comnes to
the end of its production run. While "toe ups" are unaesirable,
because of their transient nature, they have significarn~1y less
impact than flattenirng does on total program cost.

Most of the aircraft data observed do not show signs of
any significant flattening of the progress curve, but the air-
craft do not have production runs imuch In excess of a thousand.
The few aircraft that do show signs -.f having their progress
curves flatten out si~nifican-zy are ofzen inovdin model

We examined the p~ptte-ra of "residuals"~ In our regression
equations for Cive aircraft "fighter. and attack types) whose
cumuhative output. was greater than a tihousarid. A pattern of

'The "toe up" pheomaenon is c~ne In, which the last few Unit"
produced ccost more tha~n the trvious units produced, in con-
trast to what the 'nrogress curvt would predict. N=,e ro us
reasons htr-. !eer. given fni the "too un," ircuigtht shift-
ing of txpearienced workers to othar prgrams, the running out
Do. -)arts. et_~
",Rc~iduals" afre deviations from tht fitted lin~n.



residuals shown by Figure 2 would strongly imply a flattening
of the Progress curve. Two of the five aircraft, the AD and

the A-4, had this pattern of residuals. If the observations
fall within the data envelope shown by Figure 2, then the
residuals have a positive-run, negative-run, positive-run

pattern. Given this pattern, we can expect the flattening

point to occur approximately at the middle of the negative run
of residuals. We discuss the curvature of the progress cu-ve

in terms of a flattening point (as illustrated by Figure 2) for
expositional and statistical convenience. A more accurate

representation of flattening probably would be given by a
gradual curvature of the progress curve. The regression line,
taking the flattening effect into account, would be the dashed

line in Figure 2. Statistical problems occur in the actual
estimation of the dashed line in Figure 2, if we use "dummy"

variables. To obtain the dashed line tc the right of the flat-
tening point, it is logically necessary to have a "slope" dummy

and an "intercept" dummy associated with cumulative output.
However, the slope and intercept dummies have an extremely

high intercorrelat.cn (r > 0.99), which makes the estimated

coefficient values for the slope and intercept dummies un-

reliable. If only a slope dummy is used, then a biased esti-
mate occurs in both the estimate of the slope-dummy coefficient

and in the estimate of the flattening point (i.e., the amount

of flattening is considerably underestimated and the cumulative

quantity at which it occurs is considerably overestimated).

Therefore, in view of these problems, we estimated the dashed
line by completely segregating the data into two nonoverlapping

groups and running a regression equation of the form

.4
£c=aiD1 + a2D2 + a3 Dl•N + a4D2 •drN , (2)

whe v

I, if N < K; and D- 0, othtrw'ise; and

SD2 1, if N > K; and D . 0, otherwise.
215
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The flattening point K was chosen by trying several values and

selecting the one that maximized R2 (coefficient of determina-
tion).

The regression results statistically supported the propo-

sition that flattening of the progress curve occurred for the

AD and A-4 aircraft. Even in the rase of these two aircraft,

the results were not completely unambiguous, because of the

effect of an introduction of a model change. The apparenc
flattening point was around 460 aircraft for the AD apd 790
aircraft for the A-4. The specific ýtatistical results are
given in Appendix A.
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A cross-sectional analysis of the effect of cumulativo

quantity on flattening of the progress curve was made for six

aircraft types. The regression equation used bad the form

9nG a +tinF + cN* (3)

where

G -percent slope of the progrc:,s curve;

F = .'rst-u~nit cost in man-hours per pound; and

N*= total quantity pr-oduced.

the reasons for inclusion of first-unit cost F in Equation

(3) sr given in Section r, of this chapter. Of the six aircraft

types, two showed statistically significant and positive co-

efficients and four show'>.%1 not-statistically-significant co-3

efficients on cumulative output. These statistically signifi-

cant and positive coeffici.ents occurred for bomber and fighter

aircraft, which indicated progress-curve flattening for these

a.ircraft types. The small uumerical 'value of the coefficient

associated with N* suggests a gradval flattening of the

progress curve. The regression results f~or the two types of

aircraft- that fad statistically significant coefficients weie

(for bombers)!

2S 6 0. O6 nNb (R' .91; DF 4' (4a)

and (for fighters)

m-4.461 - O.07&vT-, + O.OInN~ (R' .59; DF 1$) ,(4b)

where all coefficients are statistically significant at the AS5

level'; R2 coefficient of determination; and DW degrees of

IFor bombers, first-unit cost F did not hai-e a str.zistically
- - significant coefficient at the .05 lev&l. An equation was ru~n

for bombers with cumulative output as the only explanatory
vari.able; the results of that run are given by Equation (4a).

17



Analysis of the limited data indicates that Zhe point at
which the progress curve flattens out (if such a point exists)
varies considerably for different products--and even within a
product class. Conway and Schultz [13] present two examples,
both with steep progress-curve slopes, based on direct man-

hours per unit as the cost measure, that can be used to illus-
trate the wide variance in the point where the progress curves

flatten out. The first example is the production of small
parts where the labor content of each unit is measured in
hundredths of ran hour. The progress curve follows a 74.7-pcrcent
slope until 8 million uvnits are produced, at which point the
curve flattens out. The second example is the final ass,-mbly
of an electronic unit where the assembly costs were measured in
terms of hours. Here the progress curve follows a 72.9-percent
slope until 29',000 units are produced, at which point the
progress curve flattens out.

It should be noted that the absolute reduction in cost
that occurs as cumulative quantity increases becomes progres-
sively smaller for a typical progress curve, as shown by
Figure 3. Thus, only a small difference in absolute cost
appears if the flattening point is at A (in Figure 3) and the
cumulative quantity produced is at B.

E. EFFECT OF PERFORMANCE ON COST

It is obvious from Figure 1 that unit cost depends on both
the slope and the intercept (i.e., first-unit cost) of the

progress curve. W'hat determines first-unit cost therefore

becomes an important subject of analysis. A number of studies

have examined this subject and, in almtst all cases, have

18
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concluded that cost is strongly related to performance require-

ments

'hese studies usually do not explicitly examine first-un't

cost and performance; they examine unit cost and pof-lo n

for C.orne specified cumulative quantity. However$ the i$pli-

cation of Pthose studies is that cost-perTOrmance tradeofs

existo7 • alny specified level of cuxlulativo quantity. Four

r~epf, esftative examples of such studies are (1) Cogt •ati •g

Relitionshipi for Saf~quard 
Air VehiOtao t141; (2) g~

Radar and Ai•iorna CoaIp"ter Cost Predict ,. •a~u4 on 0 e1hnioal

?arametee (iSI; (3) Coat Evaluation and Conot jatfl fE t

5hLpboz7'( Eletronic Equ~ipmenlt 1161; and (4) kCOet-satimati'

'.eatiot18hiP8 for Airoraft Airfrar.es 1171.



Inertial navigation systems are presented here to illus-

trate the relationship between first-unit cost and performance.

These systems were selected for several reasons:

4 An inertial navigator is a fairly expensive piece of
avionic equipment.

* Performance parameters are essentially one-dimensional
(the radial error rate).

0 IDA has done considerable work in the area of naviga-
tion equipment cost and has an extensive data base on
this equipment. 1

Because the black boxes making up an inertial navigation

system interface with many other pieces of equipment and may

or may not include computers, digital convertors, and displays,

it was necessary to separate the cost of tl'e inertial sensors

from Lhe costs associated with the computers, digital convertors,

and displays. This separation was made subjectively, following

the rule that only the cost of equipment (sensors, power supplies,

and electronic controls and displays) necessary to run the

inertial navigation set arc part of the sensor cost. Figure 4

presents a plot of inertial sensor first-unit cost (in 1970

dollars) versus radial error rate.' The regression shown in

Figure 4 had a coefficient of determination of 0.942. Thrat is,

the one performance paraneter (radial error rate) explained

94 percent of the variance in the first-unit cost variable.

T!jhe steep slope of the cost-estimating relationship illustrates

lhow str-ongly performance affects cost. An inflexible require-

ment for an inertial nItvigator with a radial error rate of 0.S:

knots (when a radial error rate of 1.5 knots would satisfy

'The performance co-t relationships presented here were
originally developed in %'r,• a " ," A•2r.-?:"in"

2 To prevent this report from hein g cons i eerd c as i i ed
data points were deleted from Figure I. Curves with the
actual data points are ava•lable to all a-uthori-ed govern-
ment personnel with a need to know.
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mission requirements) unnecessarily increases firit-unit •jro-
duction costs by 129 percent.

Another use'ul insight Lan be gained by analyzing the
first-unit cost of inertial navigation systems over time.
Inertial navigation systems are a particularly good illust~ation



because, unlike many other systems, buth lol- and high-

performance systems have recently been built. Over time,

especially in rapidly developing fields such a!3 inertial navi-

gation, advances in the level of available technology should

have a noticeable effect on first-unit cost. To test this

hypothesis, a second regression was run to derive an estimate

that included calendar time as an additional variable. Figure
5 illustrates that for constant performance che cost of an

inertial system i3 decreasing at thi rate of 9 perent per year.

The coefficient of calendar time is statistically significant

at the .05 level.

It would appear from this discussion and from past work of

IDA and others, that high-performance requirements are a

primary cause of high production costs While this study could

have been devoted to deriving cost-peiformance relationships

for a variety of othei equipment, we believe that, having

indicated that performance requirers, T!rs are a major cause of

high cost, the rest of the study a,su.tes that p-rformance re-

quirements are given. Additional results relati.g cost to

performance are not needed to identify and quantify other
factors that affect cost.

F. FIRST-UNIT COST VERSUS SLOPE RELATIONSHIP5

It is not oossible simply to look at a product's progress

curve and determine whether the curve is efficient. A progress

curve with a high first-unit cost (bad) might have a steep

slope (good), and vice versa. it is generally acceptod that

higher-performance products hav-o higher first-unit costs, an

illustration of which was given by the inertial sensor SYstem.

Since higher performance normally implies a more sophisticated

and complex product for a given state of technology, it .s
logical to assume that more learning (i.e., a steeper slopte)

can be achieved when a product hr.s a high first-unit cost.
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Since high first-unit cost is associated with high-performance

products, it follows that there is a negative relationship

between first-uni'. cost and slope. The first-unit cost and

23



and slope data' for various aircraft types support this relation-

ship, as illustrated by the plots for fighter aircraft in

Figure 6. In this figure, the progress-curve slope is measured

for 22 fighter aircraft on the vertical axis, and the corre-

sponding first-unit cost is measured on the horizontal axis. A

negative relationship between first-unit cost and slope is

found for all aircraft types, as illustrated by Table 1.

Table 1. SLOPE VERSUS FIRSI-UNIT COST FOR
DIFFERENT TYPES OF AIRCRAFT

Percent Reduction Coefficient Number ofj
in Slope for 10- of Aircraft I

Percent Increase in Determina ion Models
Aircraft Type First-Unit Cost (i.e.,Rz) (by type)

Attack 0.40 .14 9

Bomber 0.60 .37 8

Cargo 0.33 .42 12

Fighter 0o.4 .52 22

Helicopter 0.82 .52 16

Trainer 1 .42 .92 I2

The line shown in Figure 6 provides a weak measure of the

efficiency of a particular program. Points falling below this

line indicate equipment produced more efficiently than the

industry average; points above this line indicate equipment

produced less efficiently than the industry average. Of course.

since for any particular program the relative importance of the

first-unit cost and slope is dependent on the number of units

to be produced (i.e., if only a small number are produced, jow

first-unit cost is more important than slops, the line is not

a universal measure of efficiet'y.

ITt.e bes. ',;i;aable cost data were in terms of direct manufac-
Loriiig man-hours per pound Therefore, all the progress
curves pertaining to aircraft were derived in terms of direct
man-hours per pound rather than dollars.

--------------------------
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The negative relationship between slope and first-unit

cost also has implications for the high-performance/low-

performance force mix. For example, a higher-performance

fighter whose first-unit cost is twice that of a lower-

perfoi rnce fighter might be expected to have a unit cost only

1.4 times as expensive as the lower-performance fighter at the

hundredth unit.

G. THE IMPORTANCE OF ADDITIONAL EXPLANATORY VARIABLES

Having examined in Sections D, E, and F) the first of the

two basic questions asked in Section A, we will now explore the

second basic question and the three topics under it--namely,

the effect on cost of (1) model change, (2) production rate,

and (3) lot size.

The relationship between cost and each of these variables

is given in the three subsections of this section, Of these

variables, lot size appears to be of particular importance,

from two standpoints: (1) it frequently shows up as having a

significant effect on cost, and (2) it is a factor that can be

controlled. Table 2 shows the improvement in the R (adjusted

for degrees of freedom) that occurs by addin- additional

variables to the regression equations. For each aircraft type,

either lot size or production rate Nras one of the additional

variabies added to the regression equation. Because of I ata

litations, it was not possible to include beth lot si.e and

production rate in thQ same regression eWqhatin. Whether or

not model-change variables were addei depended on the particular

aircraft, model. The regression-equation results for each air-

craft are given in Appendix A. The regression equation used

was of the form
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STable 2. IMPROVEMENT IN R2 BY ADDING ADDITIONAL INDEPENDENT VARIABLESa

R (Cumulative OuLruut Other
R (Cumulative and Other Irndependirnt Independent Number ofAircraft Model Output Alone) Variables) Variables jObse;'vations

Attack Airoraft I

AD .721 .942 S, F, 04 57
A-4 .843 .981 S, F, DI 43

A-3 .930 .941 S, Dl 16

B-52, Seattle .884 .Cc 53
B-52H, Wichita .967 .972 X !9

B-58 .978 .979 X 54
B-52G. Wichita .990 .993 X 29

Carg5 Aicraft

C-130 .846 .978 S, 0l 26

C-123 .872 .932 S 22

C-124 .876 .895 S, 01 22
KC-135 .952 .964 X 72

C-119 .952 .9b3 S 45

1C-82A .9b4 -- . 14

IF-100 .657 .969 S. 03 35
F-8. 670 .19B 01 34

F-94 .829 .955 13

F-86 .84l .935 s 44

F-J2 -.919 .997 16

r*84 j .921 .I2?

F-•.9S3 .9 3 2
1-0 9 7 R 01 2.4

.977 9a) 140 -.9- 14

77 IV

c-. e 0
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where

M a direct man-hours per pound of airframe;

N - cumnulative number of planes;

Z other explanatory variabies (i.e., lot-size or
production-rate, and model-change variables); and

k number of explanatory variabl~es.

For the AD and A-A, where the flattening effect was incorpo-

rated into the regression analysis, Equations (2) and (S) were

combined.

The form of Equation (5) is consistent with thý- practice

in the literature, but may represent a misspecification of the

form in which some explanatory variables should enter this

equation. If the true relationship between cost and production

rate or lot size is Ui-shaped. as the theory suggests, the

correct form for the specification of production rate and lot

size is "quadratic," as explained in Subsections 2 and 3,

below. If production rate or lot 'ze has values that are not

close to the optimumt production rate or lot size, then

Equation (5) gives a correct repreetto oI rslsoe h

region of the observed data. Two possible- quadratic forms that

could be use(I are (Z~ or (Z and Z') However, both th0-ee

quadratic forms have statistical or mathem~atical problems. In

the first form, (2-~ the form that should be used for

is unknown - in tesecond form, Z and Z_, thar- is a high inter-

correlation be-teen Z and that makes the estimated Nsuo of

# he 2and Z~coifficients unreliablu. Wiwh the. limited yuanitity

of diata avatl1a'Ie., we have used Equation (5) for analysis

(rather thann attempting to develop a quadratic form whosýe

*estimators would h~ave cotiplex statistics asociated with them),

recognizing that we may be introducing~ a misspecification error.

A5 can be seen from Table 2,if cumulativo output "expiainý.'
al~os al te ar~tin n ost, which will be reflected i n an

R ciose to !.G, then additional variables do not add much to



"explanatlon" of cost. Hovever, if the R2 is not Close to 1.0,

then additional variables usually add a great deal to the
"explanation" of cost. In the case where cost behavior is

dominated by cumulative output, it may be that not enough

variability occurs in the other independent variables for their

effects to show up statistically. If, in addition, these other

variables are not at their optimal values, then the entire

progress curve woald be too high. This inefficiency would not

be evident from the esti:qated progress curve.

I. Effect of Model Chan•_

We need to examine model change at least for the following

statistical reason: In order to isolate the effect of produc-

tion rate and lot size, it is desirable to incorporate within

the statistical analysis any other variable that has a signifi-

cant effect on cost. In *he case of aircraft (and probably of

many o.._'er products), suc. a varl.able is moodel change. It

often shows up as improrViment of the fit of te rcgression

equation, as indicated by Table 1 and by Appendix A. The

typical --,y in which model change affects the progress curve is

3hown by Figure 7.

If we measure the distance between the actual progress

curve (solid line in Figure 7) and the progress curve projected

for no model change (dashed line in Figure 7), then we obtain

the shape of the dummy variable required to account for model

change (-hown by Figure 8).

The curve shown by Figure 8 can be approximated by a

"geometilcally lagged" dumuny variable. To give an example of

a geometrically lagged dummy variable, let vs sippose the

origiiial model is produced for the first 15 lots, but a new

model is produced after lot 15. Then the geometrically lagged

ciummy variable D would be represented by the following values:
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-,-.MODEL CHANGE

SFigure 7. EFFECT OF M~ODEL CHANGE

U

z

Fiur . E CT C FHODE CHNG

ON PROGRESS CURVE

•. CUM•ULATIVE QUANTITY

Figure 8. INCREASED IN UNIT COST CAUSED BY
MODEL CHANGE
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D 0 for lots 1 through 15

D 0.5 for lot 16

D 0.25 for lot 17

) 0.125 for lot 18

D = 0.0000305 for lot 30.

The rules for obtaining these values are as follows:

fl) The value of D for the first lot with the new model
is 0.S.

(2) Each subsequent value of D is one-half the immediately
prezeding value of D.

If all the values assigned to D were summed up, a value of

1.0 would be ibtained. In effect, these weights assume that S0

percent of the increased cost of a model change occurs in the

first lot of the new model, 25 percent occurs in the second of

these lots, 12.5 percent occurs in the third of these lots, etc.

If the points given for this dummy variable are plotted,

and a straight line is connected between each pair of points,

then we approximate the curve shown by Figure 8.

Suppose we had two model changes, one at lot 16 and the

other at lot 25. Then we wo'ld use two geometrically lagged

dummy variables.

DI 0 for lots I through IS

D2 0 for lots I through 24

Dl - 0.5 for lot 16

D42 - O.S for lot 2S

DI - 0.ZS for lot 17

D2 - 0.2S for lot 26

Di *M 0.0000076 for lot 32

02 0.0000076 for lot 41.
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The form of the equation used to incorporate model change
was

k

=-- a1  b b1ý4N b b2onZ + b1 D1  (6)

where

m. direct man-hours per pound of airframe;

N cumulative number of planes;

D -cuinetricaly lagged dummny variable for model change;

Z =lot-size or prodi,-ction-rate variable; and

k number of explanatory variables.

We found that this approach gave a good representation of

the effects of model change when most of the variance in price

was being explained by the cumulative number produced. However,
it did not adequately represent situations ina which two or more

models were produced simulatneously or in the portion of the

progress curve that exceeded the flattening point for the two
cases observed, the AD and A-4 aircraft. (See Appendir A for
a disucssion of the problems associated with incorporating the

model-change variable in the progress curves of the AD and A-4
aircraft.)

2. Effect of Production Rlate

A considerable number of empirical studies have been under-

taken over the last quaz'tor-century to measure the effects of

production i-ate on cost without referen-ce to the progress-curve

concept. A summary of the results of several studies are given

by Tables D-1, D-2, and D-3 (see Appendix D). These tables are
taken from a survey article by Walters (19]. These results

show that average and unit costs may be either falling, constant,

or rising. In other words. increasing (or reducing) the produc-

tion rate may either reduce, leave unaffectcdi, or ;ncrease unit

cost. These r~sults are not inconsistent with the conventional

...... .... 32
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thsoreti,.al 1 relationship between production rate (output per

unit of time) and marginal or average cost: variable inputs

tenC to show first increasing and then diminishing returns when

applied to fixed factors (e.g., size of plant or the availa-

bility of a skilled work force)--as illustrated in the U-shaped

curve of Figure 9. (Appendix E presents a mathematical deriva-

tion of the U-shaped unit-cost curve.)

Ln0

PRODUCTION RATE

Figure 9, RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN PRODUCTION RATE AND UNiT COST

We now turn to the much more limited empirical wcrk on the

effect of production rate, on cost within the conte;t of progress

curves Ailchian (61, usimi World War II data [411, tested the

following equation:

log P1 * b log N b2 log AN , (7)

where

IPaul A. Sazvuelsor., Chapters 23-24, 3 onomia: An introdutor
Anatysai f20].
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m - direct man-hours per pound of airframe;
N - cumulative number of planes; and

A - rate of aircraft production per month.

This equation has rate of production added to the standard log-

linear progress-curve formulation. It was t;STed on 22

"model-facility combinations (MFC)." Examples of MFC tested

by Alchian were Boeing B-29, Wichita; North American P-51,

Inglewood; and North American P-51, Dallas. His conclusion was

that "the results cast doubts on any of the alternatives being

better fits than the usual progress curve. The principal

reason that little improvement would be expected is the presence

of very high correlation among...N [cumulative output] and AN

[rate]" [6, p. 131.

A study by Hirsch [22] also examined production rate

within the context of progress curves. Data consisted of five

years' worth of monthly observations on production ;-ate and

cost for a single-plant machine-tool manufacturer. Manufactur-

ing was performed by lot. Since lots were initiated on an

approximately monthly basis, lot size in this case could be

used as a good proxy for production rate. For each type of

machine, avera/,e direct-labor hours by lot (for machining,

assembly, and the total of the two) were regressed against lot

size (rate) and cumulative quantity. For the two types of

machinery having the greatest variation in rate, it was found

that (1) the effect of cuwmu.ativ- quiiitity was always signifi-

cant., with negative reg'ession coefficients indicating progress;

and (2) thi effect of rate never was significant. and the

estimating coefficionts were both positive and negative.

A study by Preston and Keachie on radar equipment 123)

used regression relationships containisig both cumulative out--

put and production rate as independent variables. Total cost

and labor cost were used as alternate dependent variables.

Five of the six regressions that were run had both cumulative

34
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output and production rate as significant variables. Production
rate was significant at the .05 level., with a consistently

negative coefficient. However, from their remark that "from

examination of the data, it was determined that the rising

phase of the short-run cost curve would ný;z be observed with

sufficient frequency to permit estimation" [23, p. 104], it

could be surmised that data that would hi•i indicated a positive
relationship between production rate and cosi. were not included

in their regressions. If this surmise is correct, then to
obtain consistently negative rate-coeficients that are

statistically significant is not surprising and does not prove

much. However, the results in all these cases are consistent

with a U-shaped cost curve.

For several aircraft in the SACSLFILL files [24], data were

available on either monthly shop production or monthly

scheduled deliveries of aircraft. Some of these data were not
used because of serious interpretive or statistical problems

caused by the concurrent production of different models of the
same aircraft. We used these data in conjunction with data

from the Naval Air Systems Com.mand [7]. Regressions having the

saine basic form as Alchiai's were- run:

jam a + blN b (8)

where

m - direct man-hours per pound of airframe;

N - cumulative number of planes; and

X - rate of aircraft production per month.

Table 3 gives the coefficients obtained for production rate.

A negative coefficient indicates that increasing the production

rate will reduce cost, while the converse is tyue for a posi-
tivo rate.

From Table 3, we find that thr!.o production-rate coeffi-

cients are not significant at the .05 level; one is significant
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Table 3. EFFECT OF CUMULiTIVE QUANTITY AND PRODUCTION RATE
ON UWIT CGST

Progress Curve Production RateMonthly

Aircraft Model Coefficient (Slope) Coefficient (Slope) Production Rate

B-58 -. 488 (71.3) -. 050 (96.6) 1.84

B-52H, Wichita -. 2 ? (F5.2) -. 109 (92.7) 4.34
B.52, Seattle -. 325 (79.8) -. 022 (98.5) 5.33

B-52, Wichitaa -. 266 (83.2) -. 090 (93.9) 6.1A

B-52G, Wichita -. 423 (74.6) -. 065 (95.6) 7.17
KC-135 -. 452"* (73.1) .134 (108.9) g8. l

:*Statistically significant at the .001 level (two-sided test).

Statistically significant at the .05 level (two-sided test).
aExcluding G and H series.

at the .AS level with a negative sign; and two are significant

at the .001 level, but with opposite signs. Since, according

to certain theoretical considerations, a U-shaped relationship

may exist between unit cost and production rate (see Appendix E),

the three not-significant results may be due to the nmisspecifi-
cation of the form that the production rate enters into the

regression equation. This misspecification also occurs in all

the empirical studies we are familiar with. Instead of imX,
X should enter into the regression with a I'orm such as tX

H~owever , without some zr informat ion r soz e specci.'t

technique, the value of '• cannot he dete-mined.

1, judge the quantitative effect of the production ratte,
we have presented the production-' te ".lcpe" that corresponds

to the rate ,:oefficje.t. These production-rate slopes initially

can be itnterpreted in the same way a: progress- curve slopes.

An $0- perCent product ion-rate slope mean,- that f product ion

-ate doubled, unit cost taisr. by 20 percent. I1 is ovident

from the numerical values of the prods',:.o on- rte slope that
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¢I
the quantitative effect of changing the production rate appears
to be small I

If tha U-shape of the rate relationship holds, these slopes
may actually overstate the savings that could be achieved.,-
as is illustrated by Figure 10. If we are at point A on the
cost cuvve, then we could achieve the lowest average cost by
moving to point B. However, using the slope derived froi the
regre.sion equation would indicate point C, which wc-ild con-
siderably overstate the amount of cost reduction. If too sharp
a change in the right direction occurred in the production
rate, (e.g., moving from point A to point D), then Lhe average
cost at the new rate might be higher than at the old rate.
Only if the production rate were far too small (point E) or far
too large (point F) would _ignificant cost reduction occur by
moving the production rate toward point B.

A
Z
D

0

U

RA-F Of PRQG( 2-TtcN PiR MONTH (X

Figure 10. TYPICAL U-SHAPEG COST CURVE

•Nevertheless, •e must caaution that this small Quantitative
effect could be duc to a misspecification of the production-
rate variable.
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The re'Alationship between U-shaped cost curves and progress
curves is shown by Figure 11. (The mathematical relationship
is given in Appendix E.)

r ti

t3

t
04

U4

z

r PRODUCTION RATE

Figure 11. SHIFT IN U-SHAPED COST CURVES OVER TIME

AS Figure II illustrates, at any particular time t unit
cost is represented by a V~-shaped curve. over timle. however,
the ti-shaped urveC is shifted -lownwards because of' "learning~
Thus, fcr an-y gi ven proctuct ion rate (rr itz Figure I) unit
cos;t is deceeasing over tine andJ therefore is also dereasing
as cumulative Output is increasiag. A typi cal prog~ress. curve
vesul ZS if t~.' unit costS a55C~aVC- With 0h0 PointS r. arla

pletted against cumulative output.



3. Effect cef Lot Size

"Lot size" is the output obtained from one round of tool-
Ing setup. General practice is to schedule tooling setup,
fabrication, and assembly by lot size. An annual buy frequently

comprises a number of lots. At least in the case of airframes,

the lot size appears 1to have a more iirý.portant effect on cost

than the production rate has. This apparent fact is also

likely to be true for other products that are characterized by
small lot sizes. Such products Usually at-C eIXpensive, complex,

arid specialized; and they often. undergo considerable teccV'no-

logical development. For small, lot sizes, setup and other non

recurring costs related to improvements anid any othet. modi fi -

cations specific to any given lot can be exp-cted to be an

important part of total co-st. However, lac'ger lot sizes will

spread the costs specific to the lots over more units, thereby

reducing the averaecsifec nt In addition, large,

lots may lead to larger vtl ume buys of parts and Components,

%ith a resultaint co-st reduuti~un. ;'hose COSt-CCduction CffeCts-

are cited bv the 1limited I ituriiture onl thle r~lt; jionshil olf

aver, ge Cos-t to lot sai-Ze. For very l~relot si~,however,

tool ing and m~ach inery hbegin to ý%var out - -ý $;ituat ion !ha.t
necesiae increasd ~aintcnn~ an ht a nterrupt

product io aCt IVivity. inventory c-osts a lso) wne ~i th lot

i ize. Another Offect i5 tho tit roduict ion of enginccrinig n d

r vo dtc u ofgurto chaxe theI argr tilie 1vt kn ; thetOrc'e

~i ol ("1 t it that Otaiver wi l be I lt rodkiced ýeor th 0 " i S
com~p Ileted The si changes -tiu- t ýhtln bo i ncrporat e,' by . t rw:avk

xnw ov h parts; tji~tt lhav airvady bt-: i'roduc:ed. Increased
tool ~ ~ ~ ~ -mattac~uvnoysi and product - onf ii -at ion

11 a a C (caused by the vlm of ! erh .11.~n Not icscal

a sig fica~ riC inU11t cost with Iargce lot se. I

W(- combirw the two~. &nfluvrcrý o: (1) setup eo;t. InO (2)cot

Of tool m~ainten.Ancc. inventory 5i~e- .* and prqd-uct Change, wo Can
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expect a U-curved relationship between cost and lot size,

similar to the curve found for the production rate.

While occasional mention is made of the effect of lot size

on cost, we did not find any statistically rigorous quantita-

tive results in the literature. Therefore, we had to determine

the quantitative importance of lot size without refe.ence to

the literature.

'To determine empirically the effects of lot size on unit

cost of airframes, we ran regression equations on 24 aircraft,

with both cumulative output and lot size as explanatory

variables of unit cost. These regressions had the following

basic form:'

,=a1 ÷ bl1 2N + biS , (9)

where

m - direct man-hours per pound of airframe;

N - cumulative nuaiber of planes; and

S lot size.

The results of these runs are shown by Table 4. Despite

the overwhelming effect of cumulative output on unit cost, lot-

size coefficients were statistically significant for 14 ot the

24 aircraft--9 of theor at the .001 level.

While some of the 10 not-significant coefficients for lo!

size appear to be duo to a small samIpe size, as indiyated by

Table 5, a more likely explanation is that lot size S.how.s up as
being • imporltant infuenco on cost nly when cumulative c utput

is su~ficiently •arge, as indicated by fightor, attack. and

lkhlle it is believed that the relationship of lot size and
co:t is U-shaped, the-re are serio,;s nethodological problem:; o0
introducing "h•- lot-size t•rn, in an•y non-log-linear form. The
mcthodological problem-s and the effect of -issPeciing th
form of the iet-size term in the regres.ion equations are
identicall to the ni s.pecif c:ltion of the :,-od uction-rate. tern
(previously discussed in Section G.2., above.
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Table 4. EFFECT OF CUMULATIVE QUANTITY AND LOT SIZE ON UNIT COST

Aircraft Progress Curve Lot Sizei Averaqe
Model Coefficient (Slope) Coefficient (Slope, Lot Size

C-124 -. 054 (96.3) -. 408 (75.3) 20.3
F-86 -. 187 (87.8) -. 317 (80.3) 55.2

C-123 -. 293 (81.6) -. 263 (83.4) 13.7

C-130 -. 349 (78.5) -. 242 (84ý6) 17.3

P-3 -. 273 (82.8) -. 196 (87.3) 13.5
T-28 -. 212 (86.3) -. 192 (87.6) 59.8
AD -. 462 (72.6) -. 181 (88.2) 39.0

F-1O0 -. 266 (83.1) -. 168 (89.0) 55.2
A-4 -. 375 (77.1 -. 072 (95.1) 42.2

O-lA,B -. 178 (88.4) - ,056 (96.2) 22.4
F-24 -. 296 (81.5) -. 025 (98.3) 22.5

F-8 391 (76.3) .093 (106.3) 32.8

T-33 -. 203 (86.9) .117 (107,a) 90.3
F-84 .423 (74.6) .208 (113.4) 96.0

FJ-2 -. 396 (76.0) -. 118 (92.1) 46.1
A-3 -. 434 (74.0) -. 100 (93,3) 13.4

F-101 -.292 (81 7) -. 072 (95.1) 26.7

T-37AB -. 426 (74.4Y -. 052 (96.5) 37.6

F-80 .418 (74.9) -. 044 (97.0) 61.6

C-119 .256 (G3.7I -. 037 (97.5) 22.8

F-94 .262 (83.4) .139 (90.8) 35 8
F-89 -. 252 8(.o) _ .8

C--82A -. 483 (71.5) .15.7
F-3 '-.• 74 6 .a • 7 .

Statistically significant at 0ýe .001 level 'two-sided test).

Catistically significant at the .n5 level (two-sIded test).
aLot sife did not idd to explanatory power of equation.
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trainer aircraft in Table 6. For reasons that are not apparent,

this is not the case for other aircraft types.

Table 5. DISTRIBUTION OF SIGNIFICANCE OF COEFFICIENTS

BY NUMBER OF LOTS

Number cf Models

I Coefficient Less than 20 Lots 20 or more Lots

I Si gni fi cant 0 14

iNot significant 7 3

Table 6. DISTRIBUTION OF SIGNIFICANCE OF COEFFICIENTS
BY CUMULATIVE OUTPU T

Number of Fighter, Number of Caroo,
Attack, and Patrol, and Ob-

Trainer Models servation Models

Total Total Total I Total
Output Output Output OutpuC

Coefficient < 1 ,000 > 1 ,OO < 1, 00 -0 lO00

Significant ]8 4

S 7 1 02Not significant 7102

The results of these regression ezua.-.ions showed that the

avorage lot si-e 0or airirames usuially wls too srnaII; unit

costs in most cases could fe reduced by ic reasing te Io-I si- .
as illustrited by Table 7. Of the 14 ai,'cra modes t... .i

this table. the unit cost of Ii oL thie *would be reducod by
incre-asin. the lot size. Yor tht I iircraf t mode s where unit

cost would be increaied býy increasine the lot size, we2 e

being produced in very large iot si:es.
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Table 7. RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN AVERAGE LUT SIZE AND UNIT COST

Number of Aircraft Models* with
? verage Lot Size--

Item Smaller than 60 Larger than 90

iUtit Cost Reduced by
Increasing Lot Size 11 0

Unit Cost Increased by
Increasing Lot Size 2

•*Thi• table is composed of the 14 aircraft having statistically

•.•Ignificant lot-size coefficients.
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Chapter IV

COMPETITIVE PROCUREMENT

A. INTRODLCTION

Th6 primary emphasis under this subtask was to measure

quantitatively the effect of competition on selling price.

The objectives of competition among suppliers are lower

prices charged to the government and improved quality of the

products. Because no objective measures of product quality
were available, we have restricted ourselves to an examinatiop

of price competiticn. Further, while it was the original in-

tent to examine quantitatively the effect of competition

throughout a product's life, the available data precluded our

quantitatively examining the iffect of competition in atl. but

the reprocurement phase of a program. Therefore, the follow-

ing analvyis is based on and directly applicable to competi-

tion introduced during "he reprocurement phase of a program.

Basically, the reason that data are not available to examine

quantitatively the effect of competition in earlier phases of

a program is that ver> few programs had competition beyond the

prototype stage, and those that did had no control group by

which a comparison could be made to seo what the cost might

have been if there had not been competition.
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Improved quality may incorporate greater reliability,

a broader base of technology, and more varied approaches to

the weapon-system objectives; but these factors are multi-

dimensional and difficult, if not impossible, to quantify to

scalar values without imposing enough subjective value judg-

ments to bias the results completely. Regarding the character-

istics of the weapon system as fixed makes the problem of

measuring the benefits of competition more tractable, since

we are left with prices and costs. Nevertheless, the simpli-

fication may ignore substantial benefits of competition, some

of which are qualitatively discussed by Schairer [25] and

Schiaifer [26]:

The Schairer article [251 presents numerous examples of

the qualitative benefits of competition in the aircraft industry.

One example that is particularly revelant to this study deals

with the development of the Boeing 707 and illustrates the

distinction between long-run and short-run costs. In, 1955,

at the start of the 707 program, Boeing designed a single

Boeing 707 that would have maximum commonality with the KC-135

and that would be sold to both domestic and overseas airlines.

This cheapest single 707 model had the disadvantage that its

range exceeded the needs of domestic airlines and yet was not

great enough for all overseas operators. Despite those obiious

disadvantages, Boeing proceeded with the development of a

single-model airplane until competition was introduced in the

form of the DC-8. The competitive pressure forced Boeing to

change its plans and develop the 707-120 series and the 707-320

series. While producing two airplanes increased initial cost,

it had the beneficial effect of reducing the operating costs

of the domestic airlines and ovwrseas airlines 20 percent and

7 percent, rOspectively--compared to the proposed single-mcdol

707. These reduced operating costs more than offset the higher

initial cost, with a resultant long-term cost saving to the

traveling public.
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Schlaifer [26] cites an example that illustrates how

competition may be the only way to achieve some desired results.

At the end of World War I, Stromberg-Carlson had a virtual

monopoly on carburetors for aircraft engines. The Stromberg-

Carlson carburetor used a float control that had a number of

serious shortcomings. Yet in the absence of competition,
Stromberg-Carlson simply refused all entreaties on the part Cr

the government to design a new type 1that would be truly suit-

able for aircraft. However, when the government funded a com-

petitor, Chandler-Groves, to dev"elop a floatless carburetor,
Stromberg-Carlson quickly doubled its engineering budget,

provided the technical thin-.4ng, and produced the pressure

carburetor that was the only carburetor used on new high-powered

aircraft engines in the United States at the end of the Second

World War. To quote the author: "The history of the Stromberg

carburetor is thus one of the best possible illustrations of

the great need for competition in development."

-efore setting out the analysis, it is useful to examine

briefly the current procurement cycle for major new systems.

For our purposes, the procurement cycle can be thought of as

four distinct phases:

* Preliminary design phase

& Development phase

a Initial production phase

0 Reprocurement phase.

Under current procurement practices, for the most part, competi-

tion exists in the design phase of the program and occasionally

in the reprocurement phase of the program; but rarely is there

competition in the development -'- initi-xl production phases.

The winner of the design competition, -;ually is awarded a

sole-source contract to undertake development. For large sys

tems, because of the high development cost and the generally

limited size of the market. losers of the design competition
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generally drop out of the marketplace for that particular

product, in essence giving the winner of the design competition

a virtual monopoly. However, as a precondition of winning the

design award, the contract signed generally allows the govern-

ment to have access to cost data on the development and any

subsequent sole-source production contracts, along with clauses

prevcnting excess profits. The problem with the present system

is that, since the contractor is put in a position in which he

must justify all his costs, greater attention may be spent on

cost justification than on cost reduction. Further, at the time

the design awards are made, many of the problems associated with

the development are still unknown. As the problems arise, the

government has little recourse but to stick with the origi:ial

contractor. Thus, while the current contracting procedures

generally prevent the winning contractor from making a monopo-

iist's profit, they do uot insure that the most efficient

producer does the actual work. (See Appendix F for a discussion

of efficiency and competition.)

Because the development and production phases of most

programs overlap, the contractor who does the development also

is awarded a sole-source contract for the initial production.

If the product is relatively simple and there are to be

recurring purchases, the government maY procure the production

drawings and data and introduce competition into the reprocure-

ment phase of the program.

The original intent of the study was to examine quantita-

tivtly the price effect of compotition throughout the product's

procurement life. Unfortunately, the available data precluded

exarining quantitatively the effect of competition in all but

the roprocurement phase of a program. Therefore, the following

analysis is based on (and directly applicah'.e to) competit'on

introduced during the reprocurement plaa.• of a program.



Basically, the reason that data are not available to examine

quantitatively the effect of competition in earlier phases of

a program is that very few programs had competition beyond the

prototype stage, and those that did had no control group by

which a comparison could be made to see what the cost might

have been if there had not been competiton.

B. DEGREE OF COMPETITION EXISTING TODAY

One of the first questions that has to be asked when

examining the effect of competition is, How competitive is

DoD currently in their procurement? Table B is presented

to show the degree of competition that presently exists in

DoD procurement. As can be seen from the table, the degree

of competition has been stable over the recent years, with sole-

source procurements accounting for approximately 65 percent;

competitively negotiated, 24 percent; and advertised, the most

competitive, 11 percent of the dollar value. However, approxi-

mately 40 percent of the sole-source awards are follow-ons to

contracts that evolved from an earlier design or price competi-

tion.

Table 8. PROCUREMENT AWARDS EXCEEDING $10,000

[By percent of total dollars]

Fiscal Year

Type of Action 68 69 -- 70 71 72

Sole-source 64.2 65.8 63.0 65.1 67.0

Negotiated 24.0 23.0 25.2 23.9 22.4

Advertised 11.7 11.3 11.8 11.1 1 0.6

CjompetI t veIy.
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L A search of the literature on the effect of competition
reveals that there are many subjective estimates of the price
effect of competition, ranging from 15- to 67-percent savings,
but few actual data are presented to support these estimates.
Most of the data that d9 exist were collected as part of the

DoD cost-reduction program of the early 1960s. Table 9 pre-
sents the form c-f these data. There are serious shortcomings

to the type of data presented in Table 9 (from (27]):

* The data were "selected" to demonstrate cost savings.
Thus, they do not necessarily represent an unbiased
estimate of the true effect of competition.

* There is no narrative to indicate whether the percent
reductions have been corrected for the effects of
cost-quantity relationships.

Table 9. EXAMPLES OF EXISTING DATA SHOWING THE SAVINGS
RESULTING FROM COMPETITION

Non- Savings on
competitive CompetitiveP RecentUnit Price Unit Price Percent Procurement

Item (dollars) (dollars) ' Reduction (dollars)

Power Control Box 1.50 1.11 26 214,838

)Extendible Earth
Anchor 75.43 52.25 3u 231.800

Radio Set (AN/PRC-47)1 4,370.87 2,797.67 36 1,296,317
R-l051 Receiver 24,473.00 1 1,750.CO 52 4.016,718
Portable Ship Instru-

Smentation Package 795,777.00 595,987.00 25 399,554
Iomb Fuze, M-905. I

'fail Assembly 18.06 15.14 16 168,797

IPiver Supply I I
(P0-205b/ULA-26V) 1.238.591 834.10 32 27.118

Shroud. 7teering I ,
Control Module
(SP GAX-5766) 750.00 I 538.00 28 27,560

Doppler ev-ioeution
Radar (AN/APh-153V) 2,924.01) 1,567.00 46 1 4.221I,15

veraoe '

,source. tFvr~m~r ý, , or
~ ~ '~,',v.~~ ~Congress ofth

United States, 89th Congress, 24 January 1966.

So



C. THE IMPORTANCE OF PROGRESS CURVES IN THE ANALYSIS

Figure 12 presents the cost-quantity history for the
guidance, control, and airframe subsystems of the BULLPUP A
missile. The BULLPUP A guidance, control, and airframe sub-

systems were produced from 1958 to 1961 by the Mprtin Compeny

as a sole source. In 1961, with Martin providing a data pack-

age, the subsystems were competitively bid--with the result

that Maxson also started to produce the subsystems. From 1961
through 1963, Martin and Maxson competed for a portion of the

total award; each was more or less assured that he would get
some portion of the award.

While Martin's price dropped significantly between 1958
and 1960, it had nothing to do with competition, which was not

introduced until 1961, but was presumably due to a corrac .n4g

drop in cost caused by the natural cost-quantity relationship.

On the other hand, a significant part of Martin's price drop

in 1961 might be attributed to the introduction of competition.

Data of the type presented in Table 9 does not provide enough
information to separate the nattiral cost-quantity reductions

in price from price reductions caused by the introduction of

competition. Attributing all the cost reduction to competition

when a program changes from sole-source to competitive procure-

ment can lead to overestimation of the competitive savings,
Note in Figure 12 that in 1964 there is another discontinuity

iQ both Martin's and Maxson's progress curves when the competi-

tion was intensified by making it winner-take-all. The 1964

point shown for Martin is Martin's unsuccessful bid, while the

1964 point is Maxson's actual price. There is an interesting

sidelight to the 1964 BULLPUP history that reflects on some

of the hidden costs that may be associated with the intensified

comnpetition. Prior to the 1964 award, all the iBULLPUPs had a

spun nose con- In order to lower cost in the 1964 winning hid,

Maxson replaced the spun nose cone with a clam sholl. 1u'ring
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a f'ight, one of the clam-shell nose cones failed and opened.

The Air Force grounded all the BULLPUPs with clam-shell nose

cones until a fix was made. While Max~son made the fix at their

expense, the costs associated with the grounding were, f.rf course,

borne by the government and are not shown in Figure U~ or in

any of the BULLPUP data used in this report.

D. DATA AVAILABILITY

Since the objective of the study was to measure qu~antita-

tively the effects of competition, it was necessary to develop

a data base of procurement awards that was both competitive and

sole-qnuice and to make comparisons. As mentioned earlier, the

design phase of a program is usually quite competitive. The prob-

lem, of measuring the effects of competition in the design phase

is that the on~y meaningful measures are the results at the end or

the development phase. No attempt was mande to measure the effects

of competition in th~e idesign phase. because quantification of re-

suits at the end of the development phase is so' difficult. An

attempt was made to identify and acquire data on systemts that

had competition during th:ý developmdent and initiol! production

phase of the programs. A few candidate systems were identified.

but attempts to obtain quantifiable data were unsuccessful. Thu s

the emphasis of the study was to analyze the effects of compl-ti-

tion during tht, r_1prOCUreMkenft phase of the program.

Aai effort ogas madv to assemble a data4 basec Of case' histories

M1-miilar to the BULLP,1UP price history. Four sinple criteria were

cestablished to identify systcms for which data might be !;Ought

for 31 aly-is of ýth'2 effect of competition in the reprocurement

z process. The four requircmrn-s Weri.-

ii* -vcblg pri;ýic d~e.price data for many systetnS
no longer being actively procured have been irretriev-
ibly lost.

* A ~ i~ - c'n~ .In order

to establish a sole-source progress curve, it was ne
cessary that data from at least two successive produc-

tion buys be available.



* At least one oomnpetitive award. In order to determine
the benefits of competition, the data from at least
one competitive buy were needed.

0 Unit coat of at least $1,000 to avoid biasing the data
base with inconsequential items, since the results
should be applicable to more major weapon systems.

The original plan was to identify all systems meeting these
simple criteria and to select a random sample for further
aralysis. It was found impossible to identify all the procure-
ments that went from sole-source to competitive. Re-ords that
would allow the tracking of procurement from contract to con-
tract are not usually maintained. This lack of formal procure-
ment history by specific products necessitated the surveying of
procurement activities in order to identify systems meeting the
above criteria.

Before going further, two caveats should be mentioned
about the data. One is that ,eiying on the memory of procure-
ment personnel probably introduces abibis into the data. Per-
sonnel were likely to remember their successful procurements
moit than their unsuccessful. Secondly, since all the programs
in the data base were changed from sole- source to competitive
procurement, the changes involved a decision that a substzantiai
price reduction could probably he obtained by "going competi-
t ive" Therefore, the analysis of this data base may oversrate
the expected savings that might he achi.-ved by changitjg to
competitive procurement any system current ., procured sole-ource
and selected at random.

Despite the extensive sur-vey taken to identify a large
number of syst•ms meetivz the abrx,.. criteria. only 19 systems
were so identified,i

1Sve cAppendix (; f-.r a detailed list of procurement actiyitie:
contacted in an effort to identify svstmes vi ib•e for inclu-
sian in the completitive data base.
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While progress theory is based on a relationship between

cost and quantity, it was found that the only data available

to us were price data. Under a sole-source contract, where

the government is monitoring the contractor's costs, marginal

costs and marginal prices are highly correlated; and it is

expected that progress theory will acCurately reflect price

behavior. Therefore, we have referred to the sole-source

price-quantity relationships as progress curves. Under a

L competitive contract, where the government is not necessarily

monitoring costs, the Marginal cost and marginal prices may not

be correlated. The significance of this fact will be explored

in Section F of this chapter. However, for notational ease, we

have referred to the price-quantivy relations~hip after the intro-

duction of competition as the post-competitive progress curve.

E. SAVINGS ON FIRST COPTITIVE BUY

Table IV presents a brief summary of the procurement

histories of 19 systems)1 The second and third columns pre-

sent the sole-sourc-ý2 first-unit cost and progress-curve

exponient, .,hich completely specify the log-iinear progress

CUrVe. iThe fourth coumunn present-_ the cumulat ive number of

uni.t s that were procureCd Under all the s ic - source cont ra-L.-

The fifth column joreSentS the 1nu1-bC1 Of Units cont ratced for

under the first competitive award. The sixth column lists

theý estimated savings on the first coripetitive award; !his value

was calculatedj using Equation (10a):

* ~iee ¾ppendix HI for a dezailvd. discus,:ýon anid I isn;f he
data v-nX lected for each of the!se-~~t~ in add it ion to a
number of sytms that wcre originally identified asi being
potential candvidates for the data base but, "or reasons d-s-

* - cussed in Appendix H-, were- not included.
2 he TOW and the second MIUMIIP procurvmtnt data shown in

Tal 9 di ffer f ron 'thle ot her Tabl e 10 dat a I n one, Important
respct.-he TOW' was procured as a dual -source procurenent

from- the very start of pioduction. Thus, It wias not possiblc
to mceaurv the price benefits of having (continued cn p. 5")

k zC'- 11 r



Table 10. SYSTEMS WITH A SUMMARY OF CHARACTERISTICS
MAKING UP COMPETITIVE DATA BASE

S,,urce ISavings ofe
Fi rst- Stale- Nun'.7er Size of of Fi-st Bidders,
Uni t Source . Ff First Corm- F Hr st
cost Pro~jress- sole- Corm- pet it ive Corr-

Chousnd Curves Source petitive j Award bpttv
Systr.-n Idollars) Exponent Un its Award j(percent) Award

BULLPUP (Martin)r 1222 -. 49 j10,195 1 .278 13.9 6
BUI.LPUP (Maxson) f 10 -.149 4,438 3,580 45.8 2

TALOS G&C Unit 1 1,200 47 42,? 3

~TD-660 Multiplexer 239 -496 I2, 17. 425 30 .2 3

I1"0-352 Multiplexer 16 -062 1,383 2,.218 57 .8 6

T'D-202 Radin Combiner 29 -272 1 .057 2 l18, 52 .5 6

TI-214 Cable Combiner 32 .24 1 ,8 ,67 5.
HAWK MNMP 56 -.432 8,128 2,.34-6 6 .4 4

IA P-72 Airborne
Transponder 66 -3 434 1 325-) 13 .373 32 .6

NX-48 Wdrhead 34 .171, 5521 4R0 53 .?
IMK-48 Electrical I316~ 1

Aerro 60-4402 ii-.063 5 3 LE 39 57.0 2

SPA-25 Raaar 1 nd I- 27 46J 3 2 2 1.-3--
c a t o r 27 -46 1,3 32

'S41LLF.*S Missi le c 153 -395 1,393 2 .512 j ~ 2 9 9

R0C.KEYý DotrbC 33 216J f 35,.855 f32.0-87 51 1?

e ro isld 16 .1 3 Z4,'750 I12 .1'0~0 48. 1 4

1 U4.i81 Telephone
11@5t Set 5 -285 142 35 36 1) 1
.G-0 Teletype Se.t .r -. 044 1,'704 1

Dodiator !54 I ? 18'

CV- " 148IS~ i 9m Cnti- 0.

31 979

*re a rt. thc Ic-ta sourct raqný ý,ýv cfar~cttrittici ktpt for k It r'06 4nd

bena e'Ics of !i!4l-soUr'zr !r~et. 'hit r~r the dl;,-10tirr< ;ýro-

t i wir %;Ift V~-v two g-odrwcqrs-

td t ~t h rc h av @r d -m4 f-r- k-



Savngs E -A

SvnsX 100 , la)

Savings the percent savings realized on the firqt
cumpetitive procurement;

E the estimated cost of buying the units
bought under the first competitive contract
as an extension of the sole-source progress
curve; and

A =the actual cost of the first, compet'tive award.

For example, in the BULLPUP case the first competitive
award was for 1,278 units, of which Maxson built 2100 and Martin
built 1,078. The actual price chargc-, r-3r these 1,2`78 :Irnlts

was $S.26 million. Yet if the 1,278 units were an add-oft to
the 10,195 sole-source units already built by Mari n and thle
sole-source progress curve were extrapolated, it is estimated
that the cost would ni.ýe been $6.11 millior kc~cor-Jingly, tIie
savings were

$6.11 - $5.26x 0=139-$6.11 1.9

Table 10 shows that the r'rithmetic vea saving of the
filrst competitive reprocurement buy wa~s 37-S pc-rcent. Th er e
vas, however, a vvry 1.g iprso u s~mti~ di";

tr ibUt ion about' the aver-age , with a median of ',7.S, a 1. i:h of
ooi.S percenit, a low of -0.23 perctent, and a st-andard dleviation

(ccnt 'd) two sour-ces. Wha t wi pos si ble to m~easure W.I:; t 1w
price changes that occurred witer the dual-;ource procurc.ement

wsshifted to) a 'dnW-aealcomtiet divr pi-ocirene-nt . AllI
the characteristics for the TOW pjro,ý s s c u -%e shown iiiCbl

e0 pr t an rto t he i rnni ng c0n t ra c tor o f th c wI in e r- t a ýc -
competition. The ..ý thod f-or proc,,:vin thie. inuISI.UP went froem
i sole-sotuvce Procurement to a d~lal-50kurcc Procurri-Int to a
wirnner-zakt- al I procurtment. The first sect of fITt.'PUP Jiltaare for tre case whereth 17 iLtJ et&o a -'oe -ouc to
a dual-scturce precurem-nt. rhe second ý,et of d~at& et:
to the point ;where the BUILPUP procurement ;.:nt to winmzr-1.gCý
aland reprcsent Nfaxson's pre-wnner-ta-all progress curve.



of 18.9, A regression analysis was performed on the data i::

order to try to identify some of the factors that would corre-
late with the cost savings. A regression equation relating the

actual cost of the first competitive Duy to the number of other

parami,:ters was derived as shown by Equation (10b). Because we

find no a priori knowledge of what form the equation should
take, we assumed the most simple form, a basic linear equation
where each component of the equation merely arithmetically adds to
(or subtracts from) the total. The exact form of the equation was
dictated by the fact that it was our desire to come up ultimately
wi-h an equation of the form of Equation (10c). While Equation

(10c) is not a direct regression equation, it is an arithmetic

manipulation of the regression equation and presents the expected
cost savings on a percentage basis for the first cont ct that
has had the intensity of the competition increased as a function

of the parameters shown.

N, N2A = 0.383E - 0.732E x L+ 0.926 x E x * 0.018 x E x N- (10b)

IN2_N 2
Ný NE -A 0.635 + 0.785 x L1 0.897 x 0.018 2 I (10c)

E 
N

where

A = the price paid by the government for the firt
significant competitive award;

E = the estimatE, cost of the first competit ve award
calculated from an extrapolation of thi. ';ole-source
progress curve;

L1 = the progress-curve expone-nt of the sole-source
progress curve;

N1  the number of units that were built uncer a sole-
source contract before competition was introduced:

N2 = the size of the first competitive award in units; and

N' the size of the award to the smaller of the two
contractors in the case of a split competition
(where there is only one contractor winning the
award, N2 is zero).
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All the coefficients of Equation (lOb), which explains 96

percent of the variation in the price of the first competitive

award, are significant at the .05 level. It should be noted

that the basic linear regression model requires that the

variance be constant over the range of the data. Undoubtedly,
in the case of our data, the more expensive the award the
greater the variance was likely to be. To compensate for this,

Equation (lOb) is a weighted linear regression with each obser-

vation weighted by I/F•. It is believed that once all the data

point- are weighted by this factor, the assumption of homo-

skedasticity required for the linear regression model is met.

From Equation (lOc), it can be seen that. the expected cost

savirgs on the first competitive award are correlated with--

,o The sole-source progress-curve slope. The steeper the
progress-curve slope the less that is likely to be
saved.

"e The tztpe of ýom p ett ition. Maximum savings are achieved
on the first competitive buy on a winner-take-all com-
petition. If, however, there are additional buys after
the first competitive buy, then a winner-take-all
strategy may not be optimum. The minimum expected
savings occurs when each competitor c"apture.s 50 percent
of the award.

* re Ia. ti e siz" of th ;'{rr..t -'0i. .:, t it 1'*,' .,u'i. The
percentage cost savings -are negatively cerrelated with
the ratio of the number of units bought under the first
competitive award to the total number of units produced
under all the sole-source awards. Although this term
was statistically significant, it was not quantitatively
too important in predicting the savings for the first
competitive buy because of the small size of the coeffi-
cient. However, for a series of competitive buys, this
term can become quantitatively significant. (See Sec-
tion F, below, on the bohavior of the post-competitive
progress curve.)

Suriprisingly, one variable that does measure the intensity

of the competition was not found to be statistically significant--

namely, the number uf bidders.

It was also obse J that of the 17 winner-take-all competi-

tions in the data base u.ily one was won by the sole-source producer.
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The empirical data present a paradox. As opposed to what we

observed, logic would suggest that, because of the progress

curve, the sole-source producer should have a great competitive

advantage in any winner-take-all competition and should win most

often.

A number of reasons have been advanced to explain why the

sole-source producer in our data base won so infrequently.

Reference to Figure 13, which is a conceptual description of

the data we observed, helps to illustrate the arguments. Let

us define the most efficient progress curve as a cost-quantity

relationship such that for any quantity no producer could ever
have costs lower than the costs represented by the most efficient

progress curve (illustrated by Curve 1). Presumably, an ideal

procurement environment would force producers to be as efficient

as possible and would lead to the selection of producers with

the most efficient progress curves. Curves 2 and 3 are meant to

represent symbolically all the other possible progress curves

(less efficient than the most efficient progress curve) that

could be followed.

If a sole-source producer were following the most efficient

progress curve, except for either the case where this producer

was making excess profits (generally precluded in a sole-source

contract unuer the Armed Services Procurement Regulations) or

the case of a "buy-in" by a competitor, there would be neither

much likelihood of achieving significant savings by introducing

competition nor much chance of the sole-source producer's losing

the competition- On the other hand, if the sole,source producer

were following an inefficient progress curve (2 or 3), there is

a signific3nt opportunity for price reduction by introducing

Z!'!1petitio.,, ,: :rce - competition weuld allow some other pro-

dater (who miyht ".-low a more efficient progress curve) either

to bid on the product and win the compet it ion or to force the

sole-source producer to more efficient progress curve. There
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REPRESENTED

V1 IN THE
0 '- AABS
U

MOST
1EFFICIENT

CURVE NOT
SEEN IN
DATA BASE

CUMULATrIVE QUANTITY

Figure 13. ALTERNATIVE COST-QUANTITY CURVES

are somec institutional reasons that may make it difficult for

the sole-suc producer following anl inefficient piogres

curve to shalft to a more efficient progress curvt. These

institutional reasons, which would mitigate against the changes

that the sole-source producor must make in his cost structure

if hie is to win the competitin may more than offset the sole-

source producer's advantage in being experienced lit the pro-

duction of the product. Since the savings achieved by intro-

ducing competition exceeded 10 percent for all but three cases

in our data base (and only one of these was a winner-take-all),

it would appear that the most effTicient progress curve was
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seldom, if ever, observed, The fact that our data base was

composed mainly of products following progress curves that were

not the most efficient, combined with the institutional diffi-

culty of changing an established production procedure (with

attendant costs), goes a long -way to explain why the winning

of the competition by the sole-source producer was so infre-

quently observed.

Referring again to Figure 13, it is obvious that for some

quantity produced the potential savings that can be achieved

by shifting from an in~efficient progress curve to the most

efficient progress curve will be greater for products follow-

ing an inefficient flat progress curve than for products

follow~ing an inefficient steep progr-ess curve. This is exactly

what our derived regression equations for savings predict.

Before leaving this section, an important caveat should

be res'ated. Our data base was not a random sielection of all

sy-stems being procured sole-surce. In order to enter our data

base, the system had to be competed at least once. Therefore,

someone had t'o make the conSCious decision that it was techni-

cally possible to compete "he system and that the potential

savings fromt competition more than offset the costs associated

with developing the nece-ý.;ary data t~o run the competition.

1hus, the regression equations we have d-ýrived to predict the

savings that might be achieveod whent compet it ion is introduced

may not yield ta-bi~ssd estimators f'or predicting t`- savings

that. might be achieved when competition is intirduced intio 4ny

sole-source procurement chosen 3t ranldom.

F. POST-COMPETITIVE PRICC-QUANTITY CURVE BEHAVIOR

In order to determine what thappens to the progres, curve

after thie introduction of compc-titicirl, 14 post-competitive

progress curves were developed ~from. systems in the data batce

that had at lleast one additional procurement after the first
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competitive procurement. It was necessary to have at least one

additional procurement after the first competition in order to

develop a post-competitive progress curve. of the 14 post-

competitive progress curves, 6 were for the case where bidders

received percentages of the total award, 5 were competitive

winner-take-all in subsequent buys, and 3 were sole-source

awards to the winner of th2 first competition. In addition,

the only data available to us were price data (rather than cost

data), forcing us to deal with post-competitive price curves,

which might not havc. the same slope as the underlying cost

curve. The iimplicationý, of having price data rather than cost

data will be discussed more fully in Section F of this chapter.

In deriving post-competitive progress curves for some of

the systems, a problem arises that does, not arise in derivi g

sole-source 'progress curves. The problem is determining ýh' t

cumulative quantity should be used as the starting point for

the progress curve. if the winner of- the competition has been

the sole-source producer, there is no ambiguity in selecting

the quan1-tity against which to start plotting the post-competitive

contract prices. The quantity is Just a continuation of sole-

SOUrcQ cuTmulative units. ~Iowever, if the producer that wins

the ,:ompetition is , newC pI-OcCICer, there is some ambi-guity as;

t.o 4here his pt gro~ss cur-ve should I~e started'. On the one

hand, conventional practice in deriving p~rogres-, CurIVes is- to

plot cot vcers-us ctnia~jtivio quantity' built by A givepodcr

'rhis practice would susggest that the ae,-- producer''; quaylt:it~i

should start a * un it 1 HIowever, in, the case 0rt sOcoid-sourC'

Producer, who may hlave been supplied dra~wings and even working

models. the~r* is a particularlY large aminhijity as to where to

start his progress curve.

ideally, if enough data existed, a nonlinear rgesr

equation could be derived that would estimjtte not only the

interccpt. and the slope but also the starting quantity.
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Unfortunately, we did riot have enough data to do this. What

was done, instead, was to construct post-competitive progress

curves for new producers under two different assumptions:

(1) the starting unit was unit 1; (2) the starting unit was the

cumulative number of units produced by the sole-source producer.

Table 11 presents the results of this comparison for the 11

syste-is. As can be seen from Table 11, the effect of starting

the progress curve at the point where +the sole-source producer

left off is to accentuate the slope of the post-competitive

progress curve. Four of the 10 systemis- -RtLLPUP, ROCKEYE,

HAWK, and Aerno 60-64021, whose slopes were derived by starting

at the point where the sole-source producer was at the time of

the first c~ompetition--c-an be rejected because they are well

outside the range of progress-curve slopes that are commonly

observed. Trhe slope of a fifth system (the TD-202) is so flat

that it makes no difference where the starting point is taken.

With 4 of the 10 cuirves giving implausible results when they

are plotted starting at the poent where the sole-source producer

left off, there is a strong indication that the starting point

must be some number significantly less than the point where

the sole-source producer left off.

Further, there is st-ong evidence that the post competitive

progress cutrve will have aslope that is flatter than the sole-

source progr-ess curve. As can be seen f rom Tabl e I I, 10 of tho

* ~14 post -comp't tit ive progress curves have Slop1) that ae

flat or fiatter than the solo-source progress curveý.. even when

the post -compot it ive progress curves. ar,ý dcrived starting at thle-

Swhlen cmeiPnwas introduc:ed. In addition, thle satis-

tical ly significanlt ncga! ive -;ign on the coefflliQent associated

with the size of the first competitive- award shown inEquat is -

(loc) is 'Confirmat ion tlhit th ot-Opit4Nv rors uv

is flatter than the zsolo-so-arce r~rogress curve. it should be

noted that Equiation (10c), as opposed to Table I1, was derived

from, a datla h.ise that tired~~i to assump~tionl about wher h
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Table 11. COMPARISON OF POST-COMPETITIVE PROGRESS-CURVE SLOPES

[in percent]

Post- Post-Competitive
Sole- Competitive Progress-Curve Slope
Source Progress.. Starting at the

Progress- Curve Slope Cumulative Number
Curve Starting at Produced at the

System Slope Unit I Point of Competition

BULLPUP (Martin) 78.5 -- 79.9
BULLPUP Maxsonj 78.5 90.2 39,5

TD-660 Multiplexer 70.9 96.6 78.9

TD-352 Multiplexer 95.3 9".3 93.4

TD-202 Radio Combiner 87.4 99.8 99.6

TO-204 Cable Combiner 84.1 1 95.9 91.5

HAWK MMMP 74.1 90-9 61.1

APX-72 Al'borne Transponder 78.8 96.3 77.3

Aorno 60-6402 95.7 103.7 161.5

SHILLELAGH Missile (Philco) 76.0 -- 76.0
SHILLELAGH Missile Martin) 76.0 90.1 84.9

IROCKEYE Bomb (Honeywell) 83.3 -- 83.4
ROCKEYE Bomb (Marquardt) 83.3 100.8 110.8

TOW Missile 91.6 - 100.9

'Does not start at Unit 1 because follows units produced by same con-
tractor under sole-source procur6ment.

"post-competitive progress curve started and that was larger

than the data base used in conjunction with Table 11. If tlhc

post-competitive progress curve were either as steep as or

steeper than the sole-source progress curve, then we would

expect the coefficient associated with the size of the firsr

competitive award shown in Equation (lO) -ither to be insignifi-

cant or to have a positive sign, respectively. The negative

sign means that the larger the post-competitive award the

smaller the percentage savings.

A corollary of the post-competitive progress curves

flatter slope is that it will have a lower intercept (iirst-unit

cost) than the sole-source progress ,:urve.

Detailed theoretical arguments haL been developed in

Appendix F for both the cormpetitive cost and price curves
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having lower intercepts and flatter slopes than the sole-source
progress curve. These arguments take into consideration such
concepts as the producer's efficiency, including the effei-t of
-the Armed Services Procurement Regulation (ASPR) profit guide.
lines, and the likely shift in pricing strategies as the type

of conitydct award shifts from sole-source to competitive.

Our main interest' in this Section is the behavior of the
post-competitive price-quantity curve; therefore, we have briefly

supmmarized below the major argument (which is based on a com-
petitive pricing strategy.) about why the post-competitive price-

quantity curve should have a lower intercept and flatter slope
than the sole-sour-ce progress Curve:

On the one hand, during the sole-source procurement, DoD
forces the sole-source producer to lower his price as he
proceeds down the cost-progress curve. On the other
hand, in a competitive procurement (where the emphasis is
on price rather than on cost) , the competitive producer
has an incenti ' e to, establish a price that is sufficiently
low to capture the market. However, once the market is
captured, he has no further incentive or DoD requirement
to lower the price or thnirecsryto maintain the
market, regardless of how his costs decline. In the case
of the 'limited market for specialized DoD products, where
there is a winner-take-all competition, there is little
incentive fAor the winner of the first competitive award
to lower his price significantl-' on the second competition,
since he knows that none of the losing competitor.; of
the first competition were able to lower their costs

thouhth pors-curve pheno-etion; and, hence, the
losers' secornd-round co;-petitive bids Ir n Ikeyt
be much lower than their first-round competitive bids.
The flatter competitive price-curve. is quite consistnt
with what is sometimes observed for certain. products
(particularly vehicles) in the commercial (cornpetitivc)
miarketplace, where the product price,-s tollow an
essentially flat price-quantity curve over relatively
large production quantities.

~:j~r. 14ii ustare r~ rlatior~hi bewen the sk

source progress curve and thc po~st Pvt I' Ivporescr-

njmreiY, that, Zhe post -conlpctit iv trens f~trslove n
-a wr irt -un It Cos t "pito ndi~eitr in
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Figure 14. POST-COMPETITION PROGREsS-CURVE MODEL

F i gure 14 is that the two curves ron.my actuallyv Intelrcct. It

is apparent from the geometry of Figure 14 that the number of

unit.s thit must be produced before the intersecttion point

occurS, if one exists, is dependent on zhe number of Units

that have been produced before conmpetition is introduiced, and

the degree at which the post-competitive curve flattens cut.



In order to examine parametrically the number of cumulative

units that must be produced before an intersection point might

be expected to occur, it is necessary to derive equations that

could be used to predict the post-competitive progress-curve

slope and interccpt.

The procedure used to develop estimators of the post-

competitive progress-curve slope and intercept (first-unit cost)
are s fllos: reression equation was derived from the

post-competitive progress-curve slope data shown in Table 11

inder the assumption that a new producer's post-cmptiiv

progress curve starts at unit 1.

Equation (Ila), presents the equation that was derived from

the slope data:

L~, ~0.220L1  0 .221P 0 .064S 2 .64 x 10 N1  (lla)

where

L the post-competitive progress-curve exnonent.

L tile sole-SOUrce progress-curve exponent;

P a dummy ViricAbl (it is I if thle po't-co'ttive
curve i~for the producer who was the sol-e-source
producer; otherwiso, it is 0);

S a dummyv variable (it is 0 if thle COMnPetition wa's
wi Winer- tak-all; if 'lot, it is 1); and

I hIe cumulative number of uniit:s built unerth

:quat ion t ha) expla~ins 49 percent of the variatice i.n 1,1,

with all thle coefficijents iirgnificAnt at the .01 level. A

Zrirst,-rdcf, ýproirnat~cn of the effoct that the number of

units built byasolo.sourc.- producer has on the estimated

slope of a sc~ofl" Ource,!s progrescurre CU ,Under the su~to

that the second-source's progress curve starts at unit 1 is

given by th^eCC Cofi;cient on % in Equation (a. While the



term is statistically significant and shows what we would

expect (that the larger N is, tho flatter the estimated sole-

source progress curve would be- -under the assumption that the

curve starts at unit 1), it is not too significant quantitatively.

Equation (11b) presents the equation that was derived from

theiintercept data of Table 12.

F 0.833 x F1 x P + 0.463 x N I x F lb

1, -_ O.833P 0.63 1 (ilc)

where

F7 the post-competitive progress-curve intercept

F, the sole-source progress-curve interceptl

P =a dummy variable (it is 1 if the post-competitive
award producer was a1.so the sole-source producer;
otherwise, 0);

N1 - the cuImulative number of sole-source units pro-ducedl;
and

-~the sOle-SOU.':C progýress-curve exponent.

I-quaktioll (jib) , which is a -eighted regression with each

observationi weighted by~l/, explains 95 percent of the varia-

t Ic-n in the post -corpetitive pr~~scurvels frst -unit co;t.

it should be noted. that because tite sAime dIata were u-sed tO LICIiVie

Equations (1111) andl (1 ih) they ilre potenýrt lailv correlited. HOW -

,vr, thleir residual-, -ve:~ .rrelat ion cocf f ic iont of orl1ý

0. l1. Fquat ion (lc smerely l.'ouajt iot t lb' -igebaica1

transformed so th.at the perc-entage reductiOn iTI the fir.St-unit

cost may b-e calcul4ted directly.



G. !t4PLICATIONS OF TH1E CHAR~ACTERIZATION OF THE POST-
COMPETITIVE COST CURVE

Returning to Figure 14, let us examirne the implications of
the post-competitiv~e progress curve's having a lower intercept
and a flatter slope. The flatten;ing out of *he post-competitive
prog;',ess curve raises the quistlon o.- what happtns whea the
sole-source and competntive curves intersect: D)oes -lhe competi-
tive curve turn down and foic.,q the sole-soturce curve, or does
it remain flat and cross ovt~r' If it does cross over, then all
points on the right side of tlh- intersection represent higher
prices due to como~etition. The derived i-egression equations for
the post-competitive progress-curve sliipe and intercept can be
used to examine parametrically for what quiatitities the intersec-
tion is expected. The mathematics are such that the intersection
point is very sensitive to the sole-source progress-curve slope
and to the point at which competition is iu~oue. Figure 15
shows this relationsh½--. It can be seen from F. ure I' that for
rncst reprocurement situations the question of wheth~er the two
c~irvcs cr~iss over o-t merely intersect is academic, sincýý the point
of intersect ion occurs ýit ~uzint it ies far In excess u:1 t h, normal

prourmen q~n~tis c -jcr !zvstems. Further-, it Aiould he
noted that -the effect, it any, of srart inlg the pos;t ..ompecirive
progress c~urves of the second- source produce:1- III 0L- daz~a base
at unit 1 wilK bias the estimation of the post-cormpet,)tive

progress-curve Slope. 1'1.e actual slope should ht eq(uii. *D0.
stecptr than the estimatted slope. 4'f the, actual z~liupe i teiper
than the estimated slope, Figure IS will understart! the point

of into(rsect ion.

Alt"hough th,- questio0n of' whtheScr the curves merel inte'r-
sect or cross over is academic orot ouren stuton~,-

the fsact tha! *,he progress. curvie does fl1tten has tht f'ollowing

1m-ora~implicat~ions: (11) t~here i!s a limit to *he amount of
5Avingý; fron compe~tition, no na4tter how large the .'roc-urentent

wi1.) be. aTJ :2 savings (fion what wiould be expected to be paid
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if the sole-source progress ;urve were extrapolated), measured

in percentage terms, decrease wit) each successive t-,st-

competitive procureme:;t. It might be noted in passing that the
cost savings from the second competitive buy averaged one percent

less than the savings achieved on the first competitive buy.

Figure 16 is presented as a sideli.ght to the analysis.

It shows that because of the progress-carve effectE, the posi-

tive effects of a continuing dual-source competition may be

diminished for system- with steep progress-curve slopes. When

the competition is split between two contiact,-rs, each producer
will produce fewer units an±d be further up on his progress

curve. The additional coAt that will be incurred by having

two producers produce a combi1 .ed total of N units, compared

to the cost incfurred by a single producer producing the N units,

is shown in Figure 16 r I function of the progress curve and

the proportion of the I...-LS made by the s.naller of the two pro-

ducers. Figure 16 is 1cased on the assumption that both producers

are efficient and follow the same progress curve. Note that

Figure 16 represents cost and not price. It is possible that

with the pressure of competition the producers may take a

lesser profit ard reduce their prices. Or, in the absence of

competition, they might not be on as efficient a progress curve.
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Chapter V

PRICES OF MILITARY SYSTEMS COMPARED WITH THOSE OF
SIMILAR COMMERCIAL SYSTEMS

A. INTRODUCTION

There is a commonly expressed belief that military systems

cost considerably more than comparable commercial systems. The

objectives of this chapter are to test this hypothesis and to

quantify the difference in price between sim~lar military and

commercial systems.

In making a comparison between prices of military and com-

mercial equipment, we are limitt;d to equipment for which mili-

tary and commercial analogues exist. Furthermore, since miili-

tary and commercial equipment are not identical in performance

characteristics, the comparison has to be limited further to

equipment that can. be normalized to a common basis. For non-

combatant Pircraft, ships, and wheeled vehicles of similar

types, p-ici can be normalized on a basis of empty weight and/

or the wei-ht of useful load carried ,ayload, crew, supplies,

and fuel).

For several important reasons, weight was chosen as the

parameter to normalize the end items being compared. First,

it is an unambiguous measure. Second, empty weight is highly

correlated with the amount of material in a vehicle and, hence,

for a particular vehicle type, with the amount of work that

went into its fabrication. Thus, it was felt that for the

Preceding page blank



types of products compared in this study (transport aircraft,

noncombatant ships, and wheeled vehicles) weight v-as a good

surrogate for the "value" purchased. That weight and price

are highly correlated is borne out by the regression results

that will be presented in sub,;equent paragraphs, where the unit

weight explains 94 percent and 93 percent of the variation in

unit-price varia'.le for transport aircraft and wheeled vehicles,

respectively.

Some readers may feel that, despite the high correlation

between price and weight for the products compared, the products

should be compared on a performance basis, since weight does

not tell the complete story. The problem with compariag products

on a performance basis is 'hat performance is multidimensional.

In the case of cargo ships and--to a lesser extent--in the case

of transport aircraft, there is a single predominant performance

parameter, which is the useful load-carrying capacity of the

vehicle. Therefore, in the case of cargo ships, we have made

the price comparison on a per-pound basis of useful load-carrying

capacity. In the case of aircraft, we have made two comparisons:

one on a per-pound basis of useful load-carrying capacity, and

the other on a per-pound basis of vehicle empty weight. In the

case of trucks, there is no one predominant performance char-

acteristic (e.g., two trucks with the same payload rating might

operate over a wide range of terrains and have different horse-

power, different numbers of drive wheels, different degrees of

ruggedness, etc.). To attempt to develop a technique that could

normalize for all the dim,!ensions of performance with the available

data would be impossible, and ai. 'ttempt to account for only

some of the performance measures would be subjective and not

likely to result in price-predictive equations with properties

superior to the regression equations that were derived by use

of vehicle weight. Of course, in the case of trucks, comparing

military and commercial prices on a weight basis begs the question

of whethe- (for a given payload) military vehicles weigh more
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than commercial vehicles, Heavier vehicles for a given payload
may be correlated with the ruggedness of the vehicles. If the
military are requiring their vehicles to meet a harsher environ-
ment, then the higher military weight and correspondingly
higher price are probably due more to performance specifica-
tions than to other procurement practices.

Cnmplicating the comparisons is our inability to obtain
commercial cost data, as well as the different relationships
between cost and price that generally occur ii the civilian and
defense marketplaces. In most major military procurements (and
aircraft in particular), there is generally a direct correlation
between marginal cost and marginal price, while with commercial
procurement practices in thoee industrie8 that manufacture
ivehiclea the prices tend to be fixed over large production
quantities, even though the marginal production costs may be
falling. For example, the cumulative average price per pound
(in constant dollars) of delivered C-141s was $101 after the
first 21 and $58 after the first 248, over a seven-year period.
On the other hand, the cumulative average price per pound paid
for delivered DC-8s was $58 for the first 21 and $61 for the
first 5$6, over a 13-year period, The relationship between
cost and price for military aircraft programs is conceptually
illustrated by Figure 17. In commercial programs, the selling
price is approximately constant (in real terms) over an extended
period of the program. initially, the company loses money
while the selling price does not cover costs; and later the
company makes money when the selling price is greater than costs.
Should the company's profits become excessive, other firms would
be attracted to the market and the prices would eventually be
lowered, in order to maintain the company's competitive advantage.
In the case of a military program, the government usually buys
in yearly increments and pays a price that covers costs and
provides a profit to the company. Because of these differences
'n pricing practices, it is necessary to compare the revenues
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Figure 17. RELATIVE COSTS AND PRICES FOR COMMERCIAL AND
MILITARY VEHICLE-MANUFACTURING PROGRAMS

that a commercial producer receiv2d for a given product that

has earned a profit and the revenues that a .ilitary supplier

received for an analogous product--both normalized on a weight

basis.

B. COMPARISON OF MILITARY ANu 2OMMERCIAL AIRCRAFT

Military combat aircraft generally have characteristics

not found in commercial aircraft, and it would be difficuit to

compare them with any similar commercial system!:. However,

we believe that large military transports are quite similar

to commercial airliners, and we will compare prices for these

two types of aircraft. In order to compare pri es, it will be

necessary to normalize for weight, quantity produced, calendar

time, and the amount of government capital provided to the air-

craft industry for military aircraft production.

Table J-1 (see Appendix J) presents the airfraine cost

index used to normalize prices to 1970 dollars.
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As part of one of the defense profitability studies cited
ia Appendix I, the General Accounting Office (GAO) Defenee

Indu8try Profit Study, 1971 [28] presents comparative financial

data en commercial and DoD sales for 12 aircraft, missile, and
space contractors. This report shows the following profit
figures for DoD and commercial sales by these companies:

Profit as Percent of-- Commercial DoD

Sales 6.6 4.3
Total Contractor Capital Investment 10.0 12.9

As explained in the following text, Table 12 car be constructed
with these data, assuming an equal sales price of $100 to both

DoD and commercial buyers.

Table 12. COMPARATIV, FINANCIAL DATA FOR $100 IN SALES,
COMMERCIAL AND DoJ BUYERS

Item Commercial DoD

Contractor Cost $ 93.40 $ 95.70
Prcflt 6.60 4.30

Selling Price $100.00 $100.00

Total Contractor Cavital Inv,!stment 66.00 33.30

Total Government Capital Investment 0 32.70
Charge for Government Capital. Investment 4,60

Note that for equal selling price the commercla" profit is

$6.60, while the DoD profit is $4.30. The amount of total con-

tractor capital investment can be calculated from the profit
figures Ls follows:

For commercial: $6.60/.i00 = $06-00

For DoI): $4.30/.129 - $33.30

In the case of commercial business, there is no government
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capital investment; but in the case of DoD business, there is

government capital supplied in the form of progress payments,

cost reimbursement, equipment, and facilities.

If we assume that the same total capital investment is

required for an equal amount of military or commercial sales,

then the government capital investment must be approximately

$32.70, as shown in Table 12. The total contractor capital

investment incveases the selling price in two ways: the physi-

cal part of the investment (plant and facilities) increases

contractor cost through depreciation, and all the investment

(physical plus working capital) increases profit, sinca a return

must be earned on this investment. The $32.70 of government

capital investment (see Table 12) should also increase price

in these same two ways. In order to calculate depreciation on

government capital investment, one would have to know the portion

represented by plant and facilities and the depreciation sched-

ules for the various plant and facilities items. This inforina-

tion is not available to us. In order to make a calculation,

let us assume that half the $32.70 represents plant and facili-

ties and that the average rate of depreciation is 8 percent per

year. Depreciation cost would then be 0.5 x $32.70 x 0.08 - $1.31.

If we char-' a return on investment for the government capital

investment equal to that realized on the contractor investment

in commercial sales t10.0 percent), then the return on invest-

ment for the government capital investment is S3.30. Hence,

the cost to the government must be increased by $1.31 + $3.30,

or 4.6 percent, to account for depreciation and return on in-

vestment of government-provided capital.

AlJhough commercial programs differ in profitability (and

some have been unprofitable), the aggregate of commercial

programs shows a profit in percent of sales comparable to that

of DoD work, according to the figures presented earlier.

In the case of commercial sales, RIT~L costs must be recovered
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in the selling price of the aircraft to the airlines over the

life of' the program. In the case of miliý,ary programs, the

RDT&E costs are paid for by the government as theiy are incurrd.

Hence, a typical military program will have much higher costs

to the buyer (DoD) in the early years than is the case in

commercial programs. However, by taking the total sales over

the life of these programs, we should capture the RDT&E costs

as well as the production costs for both. In that way we will

be able to compare total program costs for military and com-

merci.al programs.

Where RDT&E costs of military aircraft programs were Ln-

obtainable, we have estimated RDT&E. This estimate is 30 tLies

the cumulative average cost of th,. first 100 planes. This

estimate was derived from a sample of 12 transport and comba.

aircraft programs for which actual RDTfjE figures, production

quantities, and costs were available-, Fo obtain a total pro-

gram cost, we have usea "flyaway costs" as procurement costs

and added this RDT&E estimate. Unless otherwise noted, all

prices are in 1970 dollars.

Another difference in the cosc of military relative to

commercial procurement may lie in the in-house procurement cost

of the buyer. There is some evidence that the number of govern-

ment employees (both civil service and military) involved in

DoD procurement is considerably greater than the number of,

say, airline employees involved in procurement for programs

of similar size. We have not been able to quantify this

difference and have not included any such differences in our

v,,thod of analysis.

Two types of comparison were i.ade of military and com-

mercial aircraft prices: (1) on a case-by-case basis, in

which individual pairs of military and commercial aircraft

were compared; and (2) oi, an aggregated basis, in which the
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aircraft prices and weights (empty and useful load-carrying

capacityl) were correlated and a statistical test was made to

determine if there were significant differences between the

com-Aercial and military prices.

]. IIndividual Comparisons

The following is a single c6.se to illustrate the case-study

methodology. Note that comparisons are made on bases of air-

craft empty weight and aircraft useful load-carrying capacity.

a. Case Study: C-141 Versus DC-8

The DC-8 was developed by Douglas and powered by four

Pratt and W'hitney jet engines. The C-141 was produced by

Lockheed and was powered by the same basic engine as the DC-8.

Both were four-engined subsonic transports of approximately the

same empty weight.

Table 13 presents data for the DC-8. Note that the total

program consisted of 556 aircraft delivered over the 14-year

period 1959 72. Sales prices are shown in both current

dollars and in 1970 dollars. Total empty weight delivered was

75,310,000 pound. (the total useful load-carry ing capacity of

the airplanes was 9b ,7142p,000 pounds), ind total receipts from

flyaway sales prices to the airliies were S4.0 ,iih ioin in 1970

dollarIs- - for price per pound to the airlines of $6l1.08 on an

empty-weight basiq (and "38.79 per pound on a basis of useful

load-carrying capacity).

LUseful load-carrying capacity i.z calculated as the difference
between aircraft ma, imum tjakeoff weigt an.t aircraft empty
weight. ks such, it incliu-es the pay-lr, ad, fuel, crew , and
any specialized payload-han ling equipment th0:t i, peculiar
to the payload and no! the aircramt. ecause payl oad and
range are se interrelated, it i s not practical to specify"
paylop' by itself.
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Table 14 presents C-141A program cost data. The current-

year dollar figures have been converted to 1970 dollprs by the

cost index of Table J-1 (see Appendix J). Note that total

RDT&E cost was approximately $203 million. A total of 284 air.-

planes was built; the unit flyaway costs for each year's buy

are shown in Table 14. Flyaway costs were conver.ed to a

cumulative average basis and plotted in Figure 18. A trend

line was fitted through the points. To normalize the C-141A

program prices with the DC-8 program for number of aircraft

built, it is estimated from Figure 18 that the C-141A cumula-

tive average cost would have been $6.8 million if production

had been continued to a total of c56 aircraft.

Table 14. C-141A ROGRAM COSTS

Unit

Flyaway
RDT&E cost

(million ( il111ion
Year 197O $) Quartity 1970 $)

1961 013 5 17.70

1962 88E27

1963 83.95 16 12.38

1964 12.41 45 7.46

965 12.25 84 9.46

1966 5.03 1 0-0 5.85

1967 -- 34 6.33

1968 1.21

Total 203.25 284

In Table 14, it was assumed that the 1961 and 19(l.' R•T•1,

funds were used to p,'duce the five aircraft Faid ýor with

RD!"&E funding. Hence, Ohe RDP"E- funding not reflected in

aircraft flyaway costs w'as the total RDTFE futding for 1963
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through 1968, or $114.85 million. C-141A total cost in millions
of 1970 dollars for a program -f 556 aircraft would have been

as follows:

RDT&E $ 115
Aircraft Flyaway (556 x 6.8) 3,781

$3,896

To account for government-provided capital, the price paid to
Lockheed should be increased by 4.6 percent--for a resulting

$4,07! million.

The empty weight of the C-141A was 134,203 pounds with

a useful load-carrying capacity of 188,890 pounds. Hence, totcl
empty weight for 556 aircraft would have been 74,616,868 pounds,

and tho average price per pound of empty weight would have been

$54.61. Likewise, the total useful load-carrying capacity for

556 C-141s would have been 105,026,000 pounds and the average price
per pound of useful load-carrying capacity would have been $38.79.

The ratio of price per pound for the C-141A versus the DC-8

was $S4.61/$61.08 = 0.89. Similarly, the ratio of price per pound

of useful load-carrying capacity for the C-141A versus the DC-8

was $38.79/$47.53 = 0.82. The higher price per pound for the

DC-8 was probably due to the fact that there were eight models

and many airline customers. The stretched DC-8-60 series, in

particular, was quite different from the earlier DC-8 models.

On the other hand, only one model of the C-141 was built; and

all were delivered to a single customer, the U.S. Air Force.

Nevertheless, the analysis above indicates that in the C-141A

program the Air Force obtained airplanes at a price competitive
with prices of comparable aircraft in the commercial world.

b. Other Aircraft Comparisons

Table 15 presents the results for all the aircraft-pair

somparisons. The method for making the pair comparisons
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-was similar to the comparison of the C-141A and the DC-8. (The
detailed analyses may he found in Appendix J.)

'Table 15 shows the comparisons made on bases of both
dollars per pound of empty weight and dollars per pound of
useful load-carrying capacity between the other 1 pairs of
commercial and military aircraft normalized using progress
curves to the number of commercial aircraft actually built.
In the case of the 747, which is still being built, we extrapo-
lated to a quantity of 556, which was the number of DC-8s built.
The pairs are all of essentially the same technology, and they
are grouped by engine type. Normalized price ratios on a basis
of dollars per pound (both empty weight and useful load-carrying
capacity) were d'ývelopeO. 'he ratios are the military price
div,,ded by the commercial price. if the ratio is more than i..GO,
then the military aa.rplane on a per-pound ba'is cost more than
the commercial plane; if it was less than 1.9.0, then the com-
metcial price was higher.

The C-319 was individually compared with the Cc-vair
series, Constellation series, DC-b, abnd DC-7; and the four
derived price ratios were arithmetically averaged. This average
indicated that the C-ll9 cost 10 percent less than these civilian
aircraft. Similar coiiparion:; were made for the C-123 and C-124.
In the case of the Ilectra, wheti Lockheed lost $127 million,
this amount wat added to thne LockhUod cost.

As can be seen frotm fable iS, the average of the eight

pair comparisons is 0.99 on an empty-weight basis and 0.85 or.
a basis of useful load-carrying capacity. One reason that
commerciai aircraft seem to carry loss useful load for a given
"empty weight than military aircraft do involves the financial
exposure of the manufacturer to claims arising frcm commercial

.1The me.had- for making the other pair comp.arises was similar
to that for making th-e comparison between the C-141 and The
DC-8 (the detailetd aialyses may be found in Appendix J).
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aircraft operations. The commercial aircraft fly many more hours
over their lives, and the manufacturers are required to give
warranties to the airlines. For example, Boeing warrants the
747 for 10 years or 30,000 tilight-hours. In order to assure the
necessarily greater fatigue life for a commercial transport,
as well as to provide protection against commercial warranty
claims, most manufacturers design more strength into their
commercial aircraft; hence, for equal empty weight, the aircraft
carry less useful load (or for equal gross weight, the empty
weight of the commercial aircraft may be ereat*r). Admittedly,
the method we used to make the comparisons was qutite rough; but
if military costs were much greater than civilian costs, even a
rough measuring technique would detect them. The results cer-
tainly indicated that if differences do exist they are not large.
However, this is riot to say that the military can be satisfied
with the costs. There are a number of factors (such as number
of customers, which results in numerous different configurations
and model changes; belter commercial warranties; etc.) that
would tend to inflate tie civilian costs that the military
does riot have to contend with.

The B-52/Boeing 707 comparison (shown in Table IS but not
included in the averages) was undertaken after it appeared that
there was no difference in normalized price between military
cargo and commercial transperts. The Boeing R-S2 was the
obvious choice of a combat aircraft 'or the comrariscn because
of its data availability and its comparahility (with the
Boeing 707) of cruising speed, cruising altitude, period of
prnduction, and number produced. A normalited price per pound
of $65.08 was ca.,ulated for the first 704 of a total of 742
B 52s ultimately produced. This compares to a normalited
price per pound of $62.26 for the first 704 Boeing 107s pro-
ducej, which results in a military price/commercla) Price
ratio of 1.05, Th- closeness of the 707 ,ind B-S2 prices Is
even more striking in light of the fact that the B-S2 has tch
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more avionics equipment than the 707. The B-52 avionics equip-
ment not found on the 707 includes more communication equipment,
bomb navigation equipment, and ECM equipment--all o which are
included in the B-52 flyaway price and have high price-to-weight
ratios. Further, the B-52 (anlike some of the other military
aircraft) went through extensive model changes, in addition to
having the production plant shifted from Seattle to Wichita
during the production run.

2. Aggregated Comparisons

a. AircraftEnpty-'e Basis

A statistical comparison of commercial and military air-
craft prices was made, using a broader spectrum of aircraft
than was used in the specific aircraft-pair comparisons. Fig-
ure 19 presents a plot of the average price (adjusted to 1970
dollars) versus the average empty weight of the aircraft for
the 30 aircraft used in the comparison. All the average prices
of the aircraft shown in Figure 19 are based on the actual num-
ber of military aircraft built; they include the RDT'E cost and
have escalated 4.6 percent to adjust for govornment-furnished
capital. The average price shown for the Electra and Convair
880-990 aircraft include the losses reported for these aircraft
by Lockheed and General DYnamics, respectively.

A regrossion equation (!Za), which explained 94 percent
of the variance in the average price, was fitted to the data
iid is represented by the solid lines in iigure 19:

C 0,060 0 0. 4 4 2 x W'084 (1?a)

where

C cumulative average cost (in millions of 1970
dollars);

P * a dummy variable (if the aircraft is piston, P - 1;
otherwise, P -0); and
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W a-.;rcraft empty weight (in thousands of pounds).

All coefficients of the equation are sign-;.ic'ano at the .01
level. While there was a sign~ificant difffcrA-nce in prices
between piston and jet aircraft, no significant differences
could be found between military and commercial aircraft prices.
This is visually displayed in z'igure 19, where it can be saen
that there is i strong correlation between empty weight and price

f~or both military and commercial aircraft.

It is interesting tc. note that the three aircraft that

fall farthest from the regression line (the C-SA, C-133, and
KC/C-13S; the first two on the high side and the last on the
low side) lie at the two extremes for production quantities.

Only 81 C-SAs and 50 C-133s were built. while 777 KC/C-135s
were built. These empirical data are consistent with the

military pricing practice shown in Figui. 10, which indicates
that military prices drop as the cumulative 4uantity of aircraft

increases. A second regression,. Equation (M~), was derived
that used as explanatory variables both the average weight

and the quantity of military aircraft bu~ilt. This iecond
regression 0equati (12b), which explained 95 perccnt of the
averago price variation, indicated that there were significant

differences between military and cownerc-ial price z~dthat the

quantity of milit~ary aircraft produr:? was sigificant:

C 0,06ý2 5 .344M x 0.454P X W1.03S X A*012246N 1 Zlb)

where

4 a dutimy vakiable (ii L. wrzcraft is '*litary, 14 *1;

otherwise, M -0) ; and

X theo cumulativo number of aircraft produced.

All Coefficients are Siguificant 4t tilt .04i lCVCl.

The su!utiorn of the second regression equation (~'

indicated that uiliitary and- commecrcial prices clould he *xpected

to be equal whien 230 military aircraft were praducit!. *f less



than 230 military aircraft were produced, commercial prices

would be expected to be less than military prices; and if more

than 230 military aircraft were produced, commercial prices wozi'ld

be expected to be more. For example, Equation (12b) pr-edicts

that the ratio of average military price to average commercial

pricc for a given weight and type of aircraft woul.d be 1.10 when

150 military planes had been built and 0.90 when 380 military

planes, had been produced.

b. Aircraft Useful-Load-Carrying-Capacity Basis

The analvcis was extended by comparing military and com-

mercial aircraft prices on a basis of useful load-carrying

capacity rather than empty weight. Figure 20 presents the

average aircraft prices plotted against the Z-verage use~ful

load-carrying capacity of the aircraft.

A regression equation (13), which explained 93 percent of

the variance in the average price, was fitted to the data and

is represented by the lines int Figure 20:

C 0.113 X O.551 x 0.747M U (3

where

C cumpulative average cost (in mil'liOrs Of 1970
dollars);

P aa dummy Vatiab~t (if the aircraft is pist=n, P 1;
otherwise, V )

M a dummy Wkriable (if the aircraft is milituary,
M ; otherviie, b u and

UW * the useful load-carrying capacity of the aircra'at
(in ;,housands of pounds).

All coeffji~intý of the equation are significant At the -02S

level. A,% can be seen from t~he regrerrsian equation. a

"significant" differoeat wAs found betweett the Prices Of

military and commercial aircraft when. comp1 ared on A basis Of

usefij! lo~d-carrying capacity. The rejeressiofl tquatiofl statcs
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that the most likely relationship between military and com-

mercial prices is that, on average, vtilitary prices will be

26 percent lower than commercial prices. For a 95-percent

confidence band, the true amount that military prices are

lower than commercial prices could range between 8 and 40 per-

cent.

in addition to the regression equation (13) depicted in

Figu-re 20, another regression equation was derived that had as

an explanatory variable (additional to the explanatory variables

incorperated in Equation 13) the number of military aircraft

produced. This regression equation, which explained 9S per-

cent of the var-ance in the average aircraft price variable

and had all coefficients significant at the .01 level, is

gi.ve by

C - 0.113 x 0.591P x 3 . 2 8 7M x 9 (14)

where N a the cumulative number of aircraft produced, and

other variables are ai defined for Equation (13).

The solution of the regression equation (14) indicated

that rgilitary and commercial prices could be expected to be

equal whe., 100 military aircraft were prioduced. On a basis

of useful load-carrying capacity, if less than I00 militarY

aircraft wvre produced, commercial prices would be expected

to be lýs• than military prices; if more than 100 military

airclaft were produced, cimmercial prices would be eXpected

to be mero.

This analysis does hot support the hypothesis that

military aircraft price% are higher than siAilxs commertal

aircraft prices. This i; not to say the wilitary should be

satisfied with its aircrafit prices. There are some factors

that would tend to Incr~ase cozercial costs relative to
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military costs. Among them are the greatel number of customers

for commercial aircraft, resulting in more configura'ion changes,

more stringent commercial warranties, greater commerc-tl risk,

etc. Accordingly, it is possible that military aircraft should

cost somewhat less than similar commercial aircraft.

C. COMPARISON OF MILITARY AND COMMERCIAL SHIPS

Navy combatant ships have many features and much equipment

not found in commercial ships, and any valid comparison of con-

struction costs of Navy and commercial ships would be most

difficult. Case studies for both the tankers and the roll-on/

roll-off (RO/RO) ships are presented below. They were compared

on a basis of unit price versus useful load-carrying capacity.I

Figure 21 presents a plot of contract price versus dead-

weight tons (DWT) for nine different types of commercial and

Military Sealift Command (MSC) tankers in the size category of

25,000-120,000 DWI' currently under constru~ction in U.S. ship-

yards. As can bc seen from the plot, the price cf the military

tanker lies within the normal commercial price- trend for tankers

from 2S,000 to 120,000 !M4T.

te performed a similar analy•is for US.-built commercial

and military RO/gO ships by plotting prices versus woight.

Figure 2.2 indicates that prices of military RO/RO 3hips iie

within the norral range -0 cooaerci-i RU/RD •hp prices.

1 or tankers, the mrasurtr of useful locad-carrying cpapcif 9%sed

was deadweight tons UWI)T de•fine-d 4$ the total 1.Žight of

liquid and/or dry cargo, equipment, fuels, cre e@uipcent and
provisions, and pora'-Ae vter. For RW/IO shipt, tht ucasure

of useful load-carrying capactty u•.cd was gross tons (approxl&
mately1 the total internal c•npi-•ty in cubic feet divided b-

100). which indicate the, revnue-earfing capacitY the sh.ps.
Two sinilar but different measures of useful ,aad-carrying

capacity were used bec4use of the forn in ut1ch the AvAilible
data were found. (Source of the defir.itiot. U.S. )4&rItImC
Administration, Psip Ckurceta•i•t'-CQ (s).)
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* 0. COMPARIsON OF MILITARY AND COMMERCIAL WHEELED VEHICLES

In making a compsrison of rilitary and comercial wheeled
vehicles, we are again forceu to olt�Thate all the combat
vehicles� since �horo are no civilian rounterrarts Therefore,
we compared a br9ad W�agc of gaittral-purpo� military and
cozmorciaL trucks. All the' military vehicles were vehicles
built to military specifications and fiot merely commercial
ofUtho-shelf vehicles with paAnc of �nother color. Figure 23
shows a plot of the cost versus the curb weight of the vehicle.
�urb weight is defined as the weight of the vehicle inchading
fuel, lubricants, caoiant, aiid on-vehicle iatrrial but e�cludw.g
payload and operating personnel. A regression analysis was run.4

on the data to see whether significant di .erenccs could he
detected between the military and co�merciaZ ;ehicles. The
lines in Figure Z3 present the solution o� Epaation 83).
which was derived by the regression analysis.
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Note that a significant difference was found between
military and commercial vehicle!. On average for a given
weight vehicle, the military prices were 24 percent lower than
the commercial prices. These data are consistent with data
obtained in a 1970 U.S. Army study (301 that is presented in
Table 16. Of special interest is the fact that tracked vehicles
were included in the Army cost comparisoa and that, on a per-
pound basis, the standard military average list prices are
23 percent lower than prices paid for standard commercWa• vehicles.

Note that Table 16 shows that the price of air mobile equipment is
significantly more expensive than both commercial equipment and
standard military equipment. This result is not too surprising.
since extra expenses are included in making air mobile vehicles
lighter than standard vehicles. These extra costs, together
with the lighter weight, not surprisingly result in significantly
higher dollars-per-pwiad figures for air m&bile vehicies.

Again, there are some reasons why the commercial prices
seem higher. The commercial prices are the manufacturer's
suggested prices, while the military prices are tihose actually
paid by the military. There are undoubtedly discounts' that
would tend to reduce or eliminate the 23-24 percent price
difference founds However. it would certainly appear thau
standard military vehicles on a per-pound basis are nut sig-
nificLutly mot* evpensive than commercial vehicles.

As was mentioned earlier, the analysis excludes the ques-
tion: For a given performsace or payload, do the military and

1The Whaelo study 131d-Office, Chief of Staff, U.S. Army,

estimated that the ArM. when baying commercial trucks voild
receive a ZS-percent iscount from the mauu'acturer's 1ist
price (Annex E to Part 9 of Vol. I, PRgust i 4?). Telephone
conversation with a representative at Iord Motcr Co peer if2I
indicated that Ford sells trucks to the Federal •overn.ent
at a price that is $2o0-S!"2 per truck less th4 Ford chrges
its dealers. Doaier mar*ap is approximately 20 percent.
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commercial trucks weigh and cost the same? The Wheels study [31',

which attempted to identify commercial trucks that could be used
as military equivalents, sheds some light on the question. Rec-
ognizing that military vehicles are design~ed for -a degree of
mobility that would be experienced only in-a front-line combat
situation (a situation that many vehicles will never experience

while doing their assigned missions), the WheeZ' study set out
to identify commercial trucks 'that could be used as substitutes
for military trucks that would never be expect-ed to be-in front-

line combat situations. Paragrapb V.3.b.1 of Annex. D to Part B
of Volume 11 of the Phaar !I Report (which discusses ..the' rationale
for selecti.on of the candidate commercial trucks.) is of particular

relevance:

Commercial vehicles selected for substitution into
,he military vehicle fleet were configured to the
same. GVW as their military counterparts, Inasmuch
as the curb weight (CW) of the commercial vehicle
is, i-i most cases, less-than the military version,
a greater payload capacity can be credited to'the
commercia'. Howevi-r, zhe cargo volume is essen-
tially the same for both a,,% thi5 is considered the
limiting f:ýctor. The result i.- that the Study Group
selected a rugged truck for the sommercial candidate
instead o, t'.e lightest possible version~.....

Further. the Wh~els study identifiod six payload classes

ii- which,1 cosmmrc:3,& trucks iiiiht sulbstitute for military trucks
all some missions. .,able ?~r (excerpted, With the excepi4on of
the I-Ast column, from the Who study) p-reschts the prc

dat~a fer 4ene ra-purpcost truck~s for whic;h coraercial substitutes

were identified. Titer.- .re seve.:41 factr~rs to be caonsidered in

i~d~Zig ",o41 the pric-ýs. presentedI for the, com-
vercial vehi,-lcs wea-e dis:ounted (by~ the Whoelo stuciy) 2S per-

cent from the monufacturar's list prices to account for the

discounp tht-emiiay ght expoct. SOC011d. military
vehicles have a groater moiivcapabilitv (in terms of tile
terrain they can traver-;o) than the siimtilar com~orcial trucks.

Third, maay of the com4mer..cial truck!: may have a greAter



Table 17. PRICES OF SELECTED GENERAL-PURPOSE MILITARY
AND CANDIDATE COMMERCIAL-SUBSTITUTE TRUCKS

- Average

14i tary
Unit Price/

Payload Hat'dware Curb a AverageCless f-ci--e Weight Comnmercial(tons) Vehicle Designation (1972 $) (pound.)- Price

1/4 MISIA2, 4x4 3,207 2,700
MlS1AZ, 4x2 2,608 2,700
MNSIA2, 4x4 (derated) 2,530 2,700 1.1,

Commercial, 4W 2,326 3,540
Commercial, 4x4 2,726 3,540

1-1/4 M715, 4x4b 4,788 5,900
M4715, 40' 4,184 5,900
Commercial, W4 2,866 4,500 1.46

Commercial, 4x4 3,266 4,500 J
2-1!2 M35A2C, 6x6 10,857 13,800

H35A2C, 6x4 9,773 13,800

Commercial, 4W 5,817 9,520 1. 46

Commercial. 4x4 8,318 9,520
5 M813AI, 6x6b 15,379 21,840

M813Al, 6x4 13,682 21.840 1.1.8

Commercial, 6x4 12,278 7,(15
5 " I1, 68 6 bl 14,984 34,930

Mf818, 6x4 13,267
Commercial,. 6x4 14,900 17.830 0.89
Com"erci 4l, 6E4 17,000 17,830,

22-)I/2d X4746, 88b 89,339 73,669
Commercia•, .814 55,1100 60,738 1.55
Co~mercila, 8X8 60,000 60.738

Average 1,v

•Arskitlated by subtracting the payload from the gross vehicle
weight, &inte only the latter was pretented in the source.

bStandard militar- vehicle.

Trictor with 12-ton 4-wheel trailer.
dTractor with 52-1/2-tof tr-Ailer.

Sou~rce; Offi@ce, Chief of Staff, U.S.Ar-iy, p 3,4 alyj( of
Wchc ~d h tWhveZ), PMjae jr Rpo*', Vo¾dme II
(Augut 1972), Part 6, Annex E, Enclosutes 13-18.



load-carrying capacity than Table 17 indicates, since the
requirement for the commercial vehicles to be considered a
military substitute was that they carry at least as much as the
similar military vehicle. Finally, the commercial vehicles
cannot be considered a random sample. Since the object of the
Wheel. study was to identify low-cost alternatives, no commer-
cial vehicle would be consiJered whose cost exceeded that of
the military vehicle for 'hich it was ,oing to substitute. For
that reason, the standard military truck is most expensive in
every payload class: except Lhe S-tor tractor. The military
S-ton tractor was considered under-powered; and, hence, the
commercial tractor selected has significantly more payload
capacity than the military tractor.

Because the commercial trucks shown in Table 17 were
selected by the Wheels study in such a way that the commercial
trucks would almost always cost less than the military trucks,
the Wheecs data cannot be used to test the hypothesis that
military trucks, on average, cost more than similar commercial
trucks of the same payload class. All that the data from the
Wheels study demonstrate is that there are some specific -om-
mercial trucks that are cheaper than specific military trucks
of the same payload class--and further, that when commercial
substitute trucks are selected with the criterion that they
must be cheaper than the military trucks titey will substitute
for, then they are, on averege, 27 percent cheaper than the
military tzucks.

The quotation from the Pkhai rl RpoPr and the subsequent
discussion (above) would indicate that, for a given payload.
military vehicles are heavier than commercial vehicles and,
theretore, kwhile costing the same or less on a pet-pound
basis) may cost more on a payload basis. However, it should
be pointed out that the weight of the vehicle is correlated
with the ruggedness of the vehicle. Thus, the potentially
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higher military vehicle prices are probably due more to per-

formance requirements than to other procurement practices.

E. COMPARISON OF MILITARY AND COMMERCIAL ELECTRONIC

EQUIPMENT

In the case of electronic products, where the packagiug

makes up a significant amount of the weight (but is relatively
cheap, compared to the electronic components), it is believed

that weight would not be an appropriate parameter on which to

base comparisons. An attempt was made to Identify performance-

related parameters on which to normalize electronic equipment

prices.

An exatKple of the problems encountered in tryýnig -o make

a comparison betweeu military and commercial prices of !lec-

tronic equipment is illustrated by two inertial navigators:

the LTN-ST, used in c. number cf commercial aircraft; and the
ASN-86, designed for military tactical use. Both items are

built around .he samc inertial platform (the LN-15), have very

similar coraputers, and perform with about the same rate of
error. However, the more costly ASN-86 wes designed to nmet

more difficult environmental conditions and to have a complex

interface with other military equipmenf. For example, in the

military version, the aircraft's position could be automatically

updated from the TACAN set. These additional requirements

impacted throughout the entire system to the point that the

Litton engineers stated that the two equ.i1ments were not at

all comparable and that to make the LTN-SI meet the requwxrtmeats

set for the ASN-86 would mean the completo redesign of the

former and increase its cost to that of the latter. It quickly

became apparent that, within the limited resources allocated L-or

this portion of the study, meaningful quantitative comparisons

between military and commercial electronic equipment could not

be made.
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Appendix A

TABLE OF REGRESSION RESULTS FOR AIRFRAMES,
SHOWING THE EFFECT OF EXPLANATORY VARIABLES ON UNIV COST

This appendix includes regression results that have

cumulative output and additional variables that "explain" vari-

ations in cost. These additional variables are lot size,

flattening effect, production rate, and model changes. The

resultant regression statistics are listed for ozch aircraft.

The regressions were based on data contained in the Cost Infor-

mation Reports (Aircraft Learning Curves) of the Naval Air

Systems Command [7]. All variables except model "dummies" were

transformed into natural logarithmic form. For the dependent

v-Ariable, we used each lot's man-hours per pound tf airfrome.

All coefficients that had absolute t-values greater than 1

were included ia Table A, since they improved the coefficient

of determination (U ), corrected tar degrues of freedoms, even

though they might flflt *ti tatieti;ally significant. While the

exact t-value that a ceefficien, would haio to have to be con-

sidered statistically significant at the .1 level in a two-

sided test dopends on the number of degrees of freedom associ-

ated with the regression equation, a good rule of thumb is that

any coefficient. that has an absolute t-value less than L. is

probably not :tatistically significant.

As explaioed in Chapter IM. Section D, the flattening

effoet for the AD and the A-4 aircraft was o.tained by dividing

the diata for each aircraft into two parts (one representiog the

steep part--and r.he other, the flat nart--oi the progress curve).

The model chanse variable Di is a "geometrically lagged

duny," It is described in Subsection 1 of Chapter M.i, Section G.
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As can be seen in Table A (and as noted in Chapter III,

Section G.1), for the AD and A-4 aircraft, tha dummy variables

associated with model change are not particularly satisfactory

when they are utilized in the flattened segment of the progress

curve. We would normally expect an increase in price with the
introduction of a model change, with the result that the coef-
ficient associated with the model-change variable should always

be positive. However, in the case of both the AD and the A-4,

w'e find a negative coefficient associated with one of the model
changes. The reason appears to be that, in the flat range of

observed data, the cumulative-quantity and model-change effects

are so collinear that the estimated coefficient pertaining to
cumulative quantity is also picking up the influence of model

change, thus overstating the effect of cumuiative quantity or

cost. Therefore, for the segment of the progress curve beyond
the flattening peints, it is not warranted to consider the

estimates to be structural estimates; and, consequently, no

particular emphasis may be placed in either the magnitude or

the sign of the respective estimated values.
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Appendix B

FIGURES SHOWING RELATI;'SHIP BETWEENF!RST-UNIT COST AND PROGRESS-CURVM SLOPE

Regression equations were run to determAne the correlation

between first-unit cost and slope. Incorporated in this analy-
sis of 78 aircrrft are data obtained from Aircraft Learning

Curves, Naval Air Systems Command (June 1969) [7]. The air-

craft are listed in Appendix C and include attack aircraiý

(Figure B-I), bombers (Figure B-2), cargo aircraft (Figure B-3),
helicopters (Figure B-4), trainers (Figure B-S), and fighters

(Figure 6 in the main report).

Each figure in this appendix presents a set of plots of
progress-curve slopes (ia percent) versus first-unit cost, the
fitted regression line, and the regression-line equation. The

results of that equation indicate that first-unit cost and slope

are nrgatively related (i.e., t:he higher the first-unit cost the

steeper the progress-curve sloue--a smaller percentage slopa is
steeper). In other words, those programs with a higher initial

cost have a greater percentage reduction in cost as output

increases.
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Appendix C

TABLE ILLJSTRATING EXPLANATORY POWER OF
PRO'RESS CURVES OF 78 AIRCRAFT

This appendix lists the 78 aircraft used for analyses in
Appendix B and Figure 4 of the Executive Summary (or Figure 6
of the fvll report). The "estimated first-unit costs" and
progress-curve slopes were obtained from Airaraft Learning

Curves [7). rhis source derived these progress-curve results
by fitting regression lines through actual cost• (in man-hours
per pe-und) and cumulative output data for each system.

Note that there ari some differences between the progress-
curve payameters and coefficients of determination (for a few
aircraft) shown in Tahles A -nd C. The reason for the differ-
ence is that tne progress curves shown in Table A were derived
from all the cost-quantity data for a given aircraft, while
the pzogress curves shown in Tabli C were ,'erived (by the
authors of Aircraft Learing Curveo [71) by using data that
had eliminated all the cost-quantity data associated with
major model changes.

The very high R21s (coefficients of determination) that
rosulted from thi3 procedure indicat-3 the high explanatory
power of the progress curves.

C-1



Table C. ILLUSTRATION OF EXPLANATORY POWER OF PROGRESS CURVES

Estimated
First-Unit R

Plot- Cost (direct Progress- (Coefficient
Point man-hours Curve of

Number Aircraft per pound) Slope Oetermin.ition)

Attacok Ai•2,oaft

1 A,-2, 2P 17.02 81.2 .87

2 A-lA 17.67 76,5 .99
3 RA-3e, EA-3B, TA-3B 19.05 75.2 .96
4 A-lG, A-1E, EA-1E 20.81 78.3 .76
5 A-2A 20.93 73.9 .98
6 A-SA 24.61 77.5 .95
7 A-6A, EA-6A, EA-68 25.97 80.6 .99
a A-3A/A-3B 36.07 72.8 .93

9 A-4 SERIES 47.67 75.7 .98

Bombr*o

I 8-45A, C/RB-.45C 1 11,85 80.0 .82

2 B-62G 12.06 74.5 .99

- 12.18 78.4 .92
4 8-47fi,E 13.37 78.0 .97

5 B-365A,8,0,F,H,J/R8-368 15.44 78.5 .92

6 RS-66C/WB-660 16.40 71.3 .98
7 8-S7A,B,C,.E/R8-$7A 17.44 80.0 I .94
8 YB/YRB-51A 53.43 71.0 .97

Cwe-ga Airoraft

I C.-119e.k ,FG/R4Q-1,2 5.75 82.8 e95

2 ,C-121D/EC-M11K/WC-121N 6.07 82.8 .97
3 -111iAIBD 6.97 82.1 .76
4 ,1 7.89 18.6 .87

5 C-12,AC 8.32 82.1 .,8

. YC.122A,a,C 11.82 11,5 49
S7 1•$•A,• 14.64 77,7 .85

8 KC-l 3l 15.21 74.8 j .95

9 R3Y-1,2 18. O 81.0 .80

10 C-133A., 21.32 70.1 ,98
11 C-82A 21:.1 71:6 .96

L ~12 C-97A. '._1KC-9?E ,PF,G 5.882.2 .86

(coltlioued oa ooxt paqt)
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Table C. (continued)

S.. ... I Es trated
T2First-Unit R

Plot- Cost (direct Progress- (Coefficient
Point man-hours Curve of

Number Aircraft per pound) Slope Determination)

)Ze~iooptera

1 0H-230 6.62 88.4 .92

2 N14-41A 8.75 86.3 .86

3 H-53 SERIES 9.72 81.8 .95
4 YUH-l0, UH-1D 10.75 91.7 .86

5 H-19 SERIES 11.38 89.3 .78

6 H-34 SERIES 12.75 88.6 .91

7 CH-2'1B/C, V-42/43/44 14.26 82.4 .85

8 H-47 SERIES 14.43 80.3 .93

9 0'I-2A 23.07 79.6 .94

10 H-46 SERIES 23,86 7E.4 .78

11 CH-37A/CH-37C/HR2S-1W 25.59 77.8 .98

12 SH-3A/VH-3A/S-61 27.61 79.5 .94

13 HOSS-1 32.36 75,1 ,90

14 UH-258/H-25A 35.18 82.5 .84

15 TH-43E 40.44 89.3 .81

16 0H-430. JI-43C, HN-43A 70.24 69.8 .79

1 T-3SA 5.19 88.5 .98
2 T-29ABCv 6.70 90.2 .31

3 T-25,C 8.53 88.1 .93
4 T-34AS 10,24 81.2 .88

Y T-28A 12.30 80.0 .97
6 V`- I02A 13.46 82.9 g9o

7 T-1A 18.04 74.4 .98
S T-2A 23.18 72.8 .9g

g T-38A 24.13 75.9 .97

10 T-17A,O 29,46 73,s .99

11 T-31A.R 43.76 65.8 .99
(concluded on nes page)
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Table C, (concluded)

Estimated
First-Unit R2

Plot- Cost (t!Irect Progress- (Coefficient
Point man-hours Curve of

Number Aircraft per pound) Slope Determination)

FighteJ-a

1 F-89A,BC,D,H 12.31 84.6 .69
2 F-4U-5N 13.59 79.2 .90
3 F-86F 14.36 80.5 .98
4 F-IOOC,D 18.18 75.0 .86
5 F-94C 18.48 76.5 .98

6 F-bIOB 20.51 ýQ.3 .99

7 F-105D 21.91 80.0 .99

8 F-104A,C 22.38 78.7 .95
9 F-IE/AF-IE 23.06 73.9 .99

10 F2H-1,.,2N,2P 27.66 76.6 .95

11 F-BA,C,D 27.90 77.5 .98

12 F-80A,RC 28.13 74.4 .96

13 F-IOA/B 28.89 74.2 .92

14 FJ-2 34.45 71.2 .98

15 F-3B/MF-3B,F-3C F-3H- 1 35.08 74.6 .^9
16 F-4 SERIES 35.38 78.7 .93

17 FH-I 35.68 74.5 .98

18 XF7U-I/F7U-1,3,3M,3P 38,17 74.5 .88

19 F-106A 18.27 71.7 .94

20 F-102A 31.09 75.3 .96

21 RF-84F 40.12 72.6 .98

22 F-6A 61.20 74.2. .99
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APPENDIX D

TABLES SUMMARIZING EMPIRICAL STUDIES OF
RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN PRODUCTION RATE AND UNIT COST
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Appendix )

TABLES SUMMARIZING EMPIRICAL STUDIES OF
RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN PRODUCTION RATE AND UNIT COST

This appendix presents a list of empirical studies done
on cost curves. Extracted from a survey article by Walters

[191 in Econometrica (1963), the tables illustrate results
obtained in measuring the effect of production rate on cost
when no progress-curve effects are explicitly taken into account.
The tables present the relationship bctween cost and production
iate when time series, cross section, engineering, and survey

data were used. These tablez indicate that an increase in the
production rate may aither reduce, leave unaffected, or increase
unit cost. The interpretation of these. results in terms of a
U-shaped cost curve is given by Appendix E.

Tdile D-1 RkSULTS OF STUVIES OF COST CUMVj5. GENERAL INDUsT2Y STUDIES

I I
Refer- Author($)of Ti l
eneee V*I ldustry oeat per~zd 4u

F 34 1 Eiters na d y~qll cos W O$ COU 4yepa

* .Guthrie (1952) oti &1 01itovoi ýee

(19A~)

( 'il, t 
(Varf~cu rf

1*6ý tuI Irqa -ift? dts. CS cebst s I.t r; L -14-uftý end

D- 1
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Table 0-2. RESULTS OF STUDIES OF COST CURVES, ANDUSTRY STUDIES

Refer- Author(s) of I Timeence (Year) Industry Data IPerin' Result

[41) Johnston (1960) Multiple TS S "DIrect" cost is linearly re-
product ' lated to output. Marginal

cost constant.
[42] Dean (1936) Furniture TS S Marginal rost constant.

Short-run average cost
"failed to rise."

[431 Dean (1941, Leather belts TS S Significantly increasing mar-
ginal cost. Rejected by
Dear

[443 Dean (1941) Hosiery TS S Marginal cost constnat.
Short-run average cost
"failed to rise."

[45] Dean (1942) Department TS S Marginal cost declining or
store constant.

[46] Ezekiel and Steel TS S Marginal cost declining, but
Wylie (1941) large standard errors.

[47] Yntema (1940) Steel TS S Marginal cost constant.

(48] Ehrka (1933) Cement TS " Ehrke interprets as constant
marginal cost. Apel (19481
[491 argues that marqinal
cost is increasing.

[50) Nordin (1947) Light plant TS S Marginal cost inc-easinq.

[51] Alpert (19S5) Metal I L Economiei of scale to 8a(,O00
pounds per month; then con-.

; st4At returns.

(521 Dean and James Shoe store$ CS L Long-ran.e aversge cost is U-
(1942) shaped (interpreted as rot

41,e to dlsecoflomies of
s•cale),

NO Iton(196) ot 5i ti E L Loftaqranqv aiverage cot% ts L

•uorto Afe) shaped. -But Holton Irtluei
I that1 I•n•ut of managemont M#y

be wnderv.u4 at high out-

S* •time Setel% E *itineerfe9 4q;ta1 C5 cross %ectlQn; S a ndet•-v• *ei

I.-v



Table D-3. REULTS OF STUDIE.ý OF COST CURVES. PUBLIC UTILITIES'

I TypeRefer- Author(3) of Time

ence (Year) Industry Data Period Result

(41) Johnston (1960) U.K. ITS S Short-run average cost fall-
ing, then flattening w, th a
tendency toward constant: mar-

I qinal cost uD to capacity.
5 4~ Lomax (1 952, U..CS L Long-range average cost of

production dccllining (no
analysi s of distribution).

(4) Johnston (1960)1 U .K . CS L Long-range average cost Q'f
production declining (no
analysis of distribution).

[55) McNultý (1ý55) U.S.A. CS L Average costs of administra-
tion Constant.

[56] Nerlove (1961) U.S.A. CS L Long-rargip avi'rage cost (4x-
cluding transmission costs)

I f declining, then showing signs
of increasing.

571 r~ser 1938 U.K. S S Operating cost per onit of

5ot 15) U. S.A. CS L Long-range avvraqý cost~either constant or fal~lnq.
C-1 orts (1960) WS.A. CSI L Long-ran'ge 4verage cost in-

cr'easing in East, decreasiniq
in South and Wdest.

(60] Mansifeld anu
Wei" (19581 U.K. E L 94rginal cost constant.

(411 '!ohnstaft (1960), oa ~jferS o-un*rg@ ot -f creating.

L1 .oa (91 ta (.. CS L. tnj-rtnqo averaqeý cest of
I I raduetlofA deeliftfti jnn

6z rribt (95) asCS L Lono-sronf..9 4Vtr$¶;e coto

.j~~4alI~s oftof Life ASbAt4WI5

TS~ terle as ý,S crols svctiae,. k Afee 44ta; S Sitqrt-rr;et. fA4
L
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* Appendix E

SIMPLIFIED THEORETICAL DISCUSSION OF RELATIONSHIP OF
PRODUCTION RATE. PROGRESS CURVES, AND UNIT COST

It is useful to present a simplified theoretical structure

that relates production rate to unit cost. This theoretical

framework is ronsistent with that of standard economic texts.
It will be demonstrated that this theoretical structure leads to

a U-shaped relationship between unit cost and production rate.

A U-shaped cost curve explains empirical results that sometimes

show an increase and sometimes show a decrease in unit cost as
productiun rate is increased. A brief and simplified integra-

tion of cost curves and prnress curves also is presented in

this appendix.

First, let us postulate a simple production function with
constant returns to scale. A production function relates the

rate of output to the amolint of labor and capital used in a
given time period. "Constant returns to scale" means that if

labor and capital are doubled, then the rate of output is
doubled. We use constant returns to scale to simplify the dis-

cussion of the theoretical relationship between production rate

and cost. The qualitative results that will be presented for

constant returns to scale also apply to docr&a;ing or (modratoly)

increasing returns to scale.

We will use a Cobb-Dougýas production fwDction P)--.
S-AK (a0,a>O,a's-l) , (L-I)

X AL C.

where

-

'4!•-
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quantity produced per unit of time;
L units of labor input (i.e., index number of

man-hours);
K units of capital input (i.e., index number

of machine-hours); and
Ata,p =constants.

More complex production functions could be prese ted; they would
not change the conclusions we will derive from a CDPF, but tVey
would complicate the mathematics and the discussion unnecessarily.
The amount of capital K can be treated as a fixed factor of pro-
duction (i.e., the amount of plant and equipment available can beconsidered in fixed supply for short periods of time). The
amount of labor, however, can be considered a variable factor of
production (i.e., the amnunt available to a particular product
can be increased or decreased in a plant within short periods
of time).

Therefore, we can rewrite the CDPF to reflect these
assumptions:

X BL (E 2)

where R A4 constant

Total ;ost equals the sum of labor cost and capital cost--

C 4- • kX , (E-3)
where

C total 1'ýst;

w ft wagoe rate;
1 - "units of labor input ,amac as in Eq. E-');
k - price of capital inputs; and
K - units of capital input (same K as in Eq. E-I).

Since capital is here treated as a fixed factor of production,
capital costs are fixed; the total cost equation (E-3) therefore
can be rewritoer. as



C wL F , (E-4)

where F - fixed costs n constant. Substituting the rate

of production X of Equation (L-2) ior units of labor input L in

Equation (E-4) yielas

w 1l/0
c o* F S)

Average cost can be derived from Equation (E-S) by dividing both

sidez of t},.ft equation by the rate of production X:

1

C w -- 1 F (E-6)
yrwX

B
C

where average cost. For simplicity, we rewrite Equation

(E-6) as
C r:

qXC + (y>O) > (-7)

where q {jand y 1

If average cost C/X is plotted agai--.t production rate X

using Equation (1-7).. then a U-shaped average cost curve
ome rgos)

1To derive a marginal or unit-cost equation, Equation (L-7)
needs to be differorvtiateu wth respect to X, The resulting
margiral cost oquation is

dC -

Wheiwe marginal or unit cost. Thouretically, the narginfl

(rather than the average) oquatiort should be used for purposc.o
of decision-making. As a practical matter, decisions based otr
average cost usually -ii be close to those based on marginal
c;St.

k-S



The precise shape of the curve, whether it is nearl.•,

symmetrical. or skewed to the right or left, depends on the

numerical values for q, y, and F. There are four obvious con-

clusions that can be drawn from a U-shaped cost curve:

(1) Whether increasing or decreasing the production
rate will lower average cost depends on whet;her
the rate of production is "too small" or "too
large." Too small or too large a production rate
is only used here in relation to minimum average
(or marginal) cost. "Too small" or "too large"
does not imply that a firm is economically inef-
ficient or that it is not max.imzing profit.

(2) An empirical analysis that tries to fit a mono-
tonic relationship (e.g., linear, log-linear)
between average cost and production rate across
several models of a product (e.g., models of air-
craft) is most likely not to come up with any
significant relationship between cost and pro-
duction rate (unless there is a strong systematic
bias towards too low or too high a production rate
among models of a product). If a significant rela-
tionship did occur, then a question as to whether
the sample was representative and statistically
unbiased would occur.

S3) An empirical analvsis that fits a monotonic rela-
tionship ('.g,, linear or log-linear) btween
avora,,e cost and production rate for a specific
model in a time-series analysis is not likely to
come up with a significant relationship when the
production ratt is sometimes "too high" and some-
times "too low."

(4) If thtŽ rate of production-i; 6ystematically oither
too low or too bi.gh for a particular model at
different points, ,n time, then either a negative
or a positivý. relationship will show up between
pfoduction rate and average (or muarginal) cost.

Lot us further exami~ne Equation If--). If we consider

-two plant-. that have the sae A. a, ,md B parameters but one

with twicD 'As much capi':al as the other, then what will the

cost r-urve of the s~allor plait bo relative to the larger

plant?

m•--4



For the smaller plant, we will use Equation (E-7) to

represent its average cost:

c qXY+ (E-

The cost af the plant twice as large would be represented by

TC qX+ + 2F (E-S)

Figure E represents the average cost curves for smaller

and larger plants. The production rate required to achievz a

minimum average (,r r.tinal) cost for the larger plant is

twice that of the smaller plant. Thus, in a procurement pro-

gram that requires smLil cwaulative quantities with (probably)

low rates cf scheduled delivery, a small plant will achieve

lower costs than a large plant- conversely, for large cumula-

tive quantities with (probably) high rates of scheduled

delivery, a large plant will achieve lower costs than a small

plant. If there are economies of scale (doubling labor and

capital more than doubles output) or diseconomies of scale

(doubling labor and capital less than doubles output), zhr;. the

minimtum cost will be different for the large plant and the small

plant. .With economies of scale, the theoretical minimum cost

will be lower for the large plant than for the small plant; with

diseconomies of scale, the converse is true. These results

hold, provided that the progress-curve parameters are the same

f•r large and small plants.

To obtain a progress curve from a production function,

let us assume for simplicity that the a=ount of both labor sAd

capital used in a plant remain fixed over timz Furthermore,

let us assume that "disembodied" technical progress is occurring

at a constant rate over time. "Disembodied" technical progress

meaits that the rate of technological progress that occurs is

independent of the level of labor or capital used. The exist-

11-
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SLARGER PLANT

PRODUCTION RATE
A -•

Figure E. COST CURVES FOR TWO SIZES OF PLANTS

ence of disembodied technical progress is consistent with

learning by labor. For example, let

L atL (E-9)

where

the amount of labor-equivalent units (one labor-
equivalent unit produces a constant amount of
output per unit of time);

L the amount of labor in man-hours per unit of time;

t time; and
a * .onstant.

For the reader's convenience, we repeat equation (E-Z), which is

based on a Cobb-Douglas production ifunction:
S~~X -BLO g•

Equation (L-Z) is consistent with Equation (B-.) ottly when

B L(ct)

where c a constant. But it is precisely the case when

B = (ct) that disembodiod technical progress exists.

, . . . .... •-. + -+... •..,........................-.....".'....................".........'..............,.............."...... -. -.
-'., + .:..'.• +LU -I -. •''+:•+'VZ "'•,,A • + "• +• -',++'' • + .,



Cumulative output Y can be obtained from Equation (E-2)
by taking the integral of this equation with respect to time.

Y =Xdt =j(ct)OLudt Cc- mt (E-10)

Dividing Equation (E-10) by L and taking the inverse yields

L 2L 't'2

Cu

The term L/Y is the average cost, in terms of man-ho rs (per

unit of time) per cumulative unit.

Taking logarithms of both sides of Equpt.on (E-11) gives

(k. t (E-12)

where h (2Li__ constant. Taking logarithms of both sides

of Equation (E-1O) yields

*Y 2k (E-13)

where k eOnw constant.

Since Y is linearly related to t, the term L/Y can be

interpreted as the average cost, in terms of man-hours (per

given amount of output) per cumulative unit.

Substituting Equation (B-I3) for Z't in Equation (E-10)
gives

9M h *a'kY (-

where E- quation (E-14) represents an ordinary log-

linear progress curve. This progress curve has been derived

7E-



directly from a (Cobb-Douglas) production function with disem-
bodied technical progress.
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Appendix F

THEORETICAL EXAMINATION OF
THE POST-COMPETITIVE PROGRESS CURVE

This appendix attempts to provide a theoretical basis for

the empirical conclusions presented in Chapter IV. It is show-

that negotiated sole-source procurement contracts, ýven if

executed after a design compe•:ition, can lead to an inefficient,

and hence more costly, mix of inputs; and that, due to this

inefficiency, subsequent reprocurement of a particular piece

of equipment under competitive conditions may result in the

contract award going to a different supplier. This latter

result can be expected in many cases even after allowing for

the cost advantage that the original supplier obtains from the

progress-curve efiect.

A. ASPR PROFIT WEIGHTS AND INEFFICIENT PRODUCTION

In this section, the incentives proviued by the Armed

Services Procurement Regulation (ASR) for the cuntractors to

use efficient production methods will be analyzed. Every

negotiated procurement-action requires some form of price or

cost analysis, and an important part of the pcice-negotiation

wolcies and techniques is the calculation of profits. ASPR

k xplicitly states that "It is the policy of the Department of

Defense to utilize prufit to stimulato efficient contract

performance (and that) the aim of negotiation should be to

employ the profit motive so as to impel offective contract

performance by which overall costs are economic:Ally controlled"

[3-808.i(F)). yevortholess, the way profits are calculated

may induce a bias and an inefficiency in the use of certain

iactors of prcduction. After a brief description of how

F-J



profits are determined, a theoretical economaic analysis of the

incentives toward inefficient resource use will be made.

I. Description of Profit Weights and Their Use

ASPIR's weighted-guidelines method for establishing profit

objectives is designed to tailor profits to circumstances

of each contract by taking into account the ccn-Lractorls costs,

the contractor's assumption of cost risk, his past Performance,
and other selected factors. Table F, derived from~ ASPR 3-808.4,
lists the various profit factors and weight ranges. For the

"Contractor's Input to Total Performance," the contracting

ufficer assigns a profit percentage within the designated

weight ranges to each category of contract cost, and multiplies

the costs by the specific percentages, to arrive at specific

dollar profits. The total dollar profit from all the cost

categories is then divided by the total input costs to get the

profit objective as a percent of total input costs. To this

profit objlccti~ve is added the additional percentages that allow

for the "Contractor's Assuioptiun of Contract Cost Risk," which
is primarily based on the type 3f contract to he granted and

the ability of the contractor to pass op increases in costs;

"R'ecoy'J of Contractor's Performance"; "Selected Factors,"

whtcro governwient-provided inpuzs would be coniidered; and

"Special Profit Consideration." The -sum of thtse percnages

,!Ves the total profit object'Ive.

Blecause the profit objective varies with the specic
procurument, the govear:nmnt hopus to encouragge got.-, contractor

peirforancQ. Althauqh cjs-t risk anid the. sourct. of the material

and financial resourcas are q~uite loitimate factzors io leter-

atining an adequatu rate of return, the differential ve.\ghtý.

attached to the cost, categories in "Conrato's Input xoToa

Perforrmuice" can lead to an inefficient combination of input's.

The use of engineering labor gives profits -)f 9 to 15 pcrc-nt

...... ......



Table F. ASPR WEIGHTS

Profit Factors Weight Ranges

CONTRACTOR'S INPLT TO TOTAL PERFORMANCE

Direct Materials
Purchased Parts ..... ............... . ... 1 to 4%

Subcontracted Items .......... ............ 1 to 5%

Other Materials. . . ............... 1 to 4%

Engineering Labor ..... ............... .... 9 to 15%

Engineering Overhead ....... .......... ... 6 to 9%
Manufacturing Labor .................... 5 to 9%

Manufacturing Overhead .... ............ . 4 to 7%

General and Administrative Expenses .... ...... 6 to 8%

CONTRACTOR'S ASSUMPTION OF CONTRACT COST RISK. 0 to 7%
Type of Contract

Reasonableness of Cost Estimate

Difficulty of Contract Task

RECORD OF CONTRACTOR'S PERFORMANCE ... .... .. -2 to +2%

Small Business Particip".tion

Management

Cost Efficiency

Reliability of Cost Estimates

Value Engineering Accomplishments

Timely Deliveries

Quality of Product

Inventive and Developmental Contributicns

Labor Surplus Area Participation

SELECTED FACTORS ............ ............. -2to +2%

Source of Resources

Government or Contractor Source of
Financial and Material Resources

Speclal Achievement

Other
SPECIAL PROFIT CONSIDERATION .... _,_.. .. .



of that labor's cost, while use of manufacturing labor yields

profits of 5 to 9 percent of that cost; and purchased parts have

profit weights of only 1 to 4 per-cent. If the production facili-

ties must be provided by the contractor and charges for their

use are recorded in manufacturing overhead, there is a profit

factor of 4 to -' percent of these amortized costs. In a com-

mercial situati-ji.. the firm would normally look at the cost of

an input, consider th"e value of the output that input producý..s,

and choose the reiati-.ve amounts of all illputs ont this basis.

The profit in the camipercial situation depenes on the overall

costs and the price that buyers are willing to pay, and 'the

buyers' demand is independent of the method of production. But

when the profit rate depends on the use of specific inputs,

as in negotiated military procurements, the firm has an incen-

-.ive to use the inputs with the highest profit weights.

2. Theoretical Analysis

The following disctnssion may appear to be excessively

complex, but a careful theoretical discussion of the inc ntivLes

facing a firm is ticoded to indicate how production inefficien-

cies cart arise. Since the study has been uf~ahle to got dat~a

on production costs that wjfl" show the ch~ange in costs (rather

than prices'j as procurements go from negotiated to forMa lY

advortised bidding, the diSCUSsion1 Will show why costs tooet

cally should fall. The simple ch~inoe in ince--tive'S fromR

neotiated contracts with weighted profit guidelinOs to firm

(ixod-prico contracts With no gave-roMeM contr~ol over profits

call lead to a lower-cost produc:tlp mtthod.

Figure F-1 detcribes% in graphical to'rMs the &termanatiOn

of the lowest cost. (most efficient! mothod of produti~ton. Here

1-,t Y he a Constant ano~unt of output that can heC Produced With)

different combinatizons of the inputs (capital K and labor L).

The curvature oil thit. equal-output line sosdxiih~
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Figure F-1. CHOICE OF MOST EFFICIENT PRODUCTION METHOD

returns in the use of each input, which means that as the firm

tries to produce Y with less and less capital, larger amounts

of labor will have to be substituted. The choice of which

combination of t and L to use to produci Y will depend an the

prices of the inputs, and these prices reflect both the scar-

city of the inputs and their value in other uses. If the input

prices are aisumed to be constant, the relative prices of K

and L can be shown by a ýtraight line. The *ooition c-4 the

line reletive to the axes reflects the total money Available;

and the slope shows the ratio of prices which ii Figure F-i

is the ratio of the price of labor to the price of capital.

For a given ratio of input prices, the lowest cost cotubiation

of inputs can be determined by the point of tangency of the

relative-price line with the equal-output curve, in Figure F-I,
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this, is point A, which will take LA unt f1To n A
units of capital at a total cost of MI. Y can also be producedi
for m~ore than MI by using other combinations of K and L, but it
c:anrnoL be Droduced f.;r less, given the priceý PK and Pfor capi-

* tal and labor. ",hereforf., point A shows the most efficient way
of pioducing the des.ir,.c output for the existing relative prices.

Although profit in a simple two-input model is usually

thought of as included iin the price of capital, it may be use-

ful (in order to make tne above discussion compatible with the

weighted-profits method) to think of an additional return, say

to the person providing fund~s during the production process.

Thus, if the cost MI fox, producing 7 is less than the price

offered for Y, there will be a return to these fUi1.This

profit is maximized by producing at the lowest cost (point A

in Figure F-1.), because the price offered is independent of

the method of production.

Incentives providz., by the ASPR weighted -prof it factois

(Table F, above), howe~ver, distort the cost-miinimization process.

The government is not indifferent to the way the constant output
V is produed but is will ing to pay a Frice that 'ncludesa

highf r prof it rate. whan ai crtain input. is used. The differen-

tial prtfit factor we(ighti, say 5 percent o~f the cost ef K tard
~ perent f th~cos~o~ L. Oh~ngr the relaciye prices of an

1 t. Tho, market price.ý of~ K an,! . remain unchauged, hut tne uso

vf _. aiei. 4 -pc-ir-ezit ýkdd it, i ur,4 p rofi ~a d t bvc k~e s r eIa! ive~
more profitblt. Th;4s, in Vigorv~ . tho~re are two important.

ratiQs beweon i~Azt~laiind I.bor. Tile knte %A"' tngent to thiw
tqu~l-outpur curve at p~oint A is baosed on thet market prices

and ~s~i what mvtist he paid to the ipputs. Any point Along
this Unei carro-pons t o 4 c~sant iiput. cost of M. but V
cAn he ohtz~iflU for t~hig colst only i.f the coblicnat of in~put,

at point A I-, used, 1.1 torms. of th1e cc.-ntribution ko pr'ofit~

however, A new reiarv-:! price line WW1~ cones ift. Now the

lIntercept on the capital axis is (1.05) 4/Pr rather rh~an



K, and the intercept on the labor axis is (1,09) M/PL. Here

(l.OS)M would be the price including the profit if only K were

used in the production process; and (1.09)M would be the price

if only L were used in productioa. Since the line WW' shows

the costs plus profits, the combination of inputs to produce Y

must still be determined.

v V,
PK P L

j L. w,). M (1.09)M

K L

V PK L

A = POINT OF FST COST PRODUCTION

B POINT OF Ul PRODUCTION UNDER
t: ,DIFFERENTIAL PROFIT WEIGHTS

A

Figure F-2. CHOICE OF tNEFFCIEal PRODUCTION R<7HOD
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If production decisions are made on the basis of profits,
the inputs will be chosen on the basis of their differential

contributions to profit, as zl1 as on the basis of their market

prices. The lowest-cost production point using these two cri-

teria of price and profit contribution is point 5, which is the

po~int of tangency between Y and the line XX,, which, birlg

parallel to WW', shows the same contiibution• to profits. But

producing by method B will cost more than the ".I by method A
Ifor the same input prices of P and P1. This increase in the
budget constraint to M can be shown by a line YY' that passes

through point B (to enable production by this method) alid has

the same slope as VV' (to show the same relative prices of the

inputs). Thus, when inputs have differential contributions to

prorits, the combination of inputs chosen is less efficient

and costs more than the most efficient method. Alt,,,ugh the
most efficient raethod was described earlier as resulting when

the price offe.-ed is independent of'the costs, an equal-percentage

profit contriblition for all inputs would also induce the most

efficient productiioi method.

So far ,:he increased resource cost fo, using Method B

rather tian A haz been discussed. The government, however, is

concerned with the price including profit the! it must pay. For

t.he given .rofit weog;,ts, the government pays a higher price

fo, gook : produced by inet:t -combination B rather than by the

f . ffcient cor.biration A. This is both beO-ause mo, i of the

WroVe heavily lfeighted input is used at h ( incretasrng the profits)

and because the costs on which tOe profits are based are hightr

at U.

Ar, even mre expensive way of producing *9 than by method 0

cot,ld hav been chosen, wbijh would have used more of the heavily

weighted input. Put if thLere is enovgh competitio;. from other

potential producers evei) when negotiated prices are required,

the most efficient 'lowest cost) method, for the given incen!ives,

Will tend to be chosen.
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3. Theory Sum~marized

To sum up the axbove necessarily theoretical discussion,
the weighted profit-guidelines of ASPR tend to induce more
expensive methods #)f production and higher procurement costs.

These higher costs result from the allowance of differential
profit rates depending on the type of input used. Because

market prices of inputs already reflect their scarcity and
value in other uses, production decisions should be based on
the relative prices of the inputs. But firms are assumed to

maximize profits and so base their decisions on the contribu-

tions of the input- to profits. When profits depend on the

type of input used as well as on the costs, the choice of inputs

fov production of the desired o~itput is biased toward the use
of tiie inputs with the higher profit weights. This bias or dis-

tortion increases the production costs above the minimum

(efficient) costs of production. In addition to the increase

in pI-odttction costs, the price, including profit, paid by the

governm~ent is increased. The increase in price is due both to

the use of inputs with the higher profit weights and to the

higher overall production costs that profits 3re based on.

Tht above theoretical analysis show-s that if the procure-

ment procedure is a r~egotiated. sole-source contract, the ASPR

profit-factor weights will lead to a com~in~tion of i~pots

that represents an hinpt cost in excess of the minimnum necess~ary

to produce the saiw leval of output. Th~s will be true aven
wholn ther-e exists a competition for solection of supplies.
Dafore examining how this result might hecomte alliMP ptarf
factor in determining the winner of a reprocuremosit award undor

cumpntitive bidding. It is ný'cessar-y to eqplore the relationshiP
between the unit price charged and the underlying cost struc-

ture within the context of a negatively slped progress -urv*.



4. Empirical Indications

In spite of this extensive theoretical discussion of the
ASPR profit guidelines, it is difficult to show conclusively
that production methods are not efficient and that some costs
are excessively high. And because ;:his appendix has argued
that particular costs (those with high profit weights) are
inflated over the general ten.ency of cost justification, some
evidence of the excessive use of labor is needed. This empiri-
cal work was not done, because of the emphasis of the project
on other aspects of competition, but there is some tentative
evidence provided by other studies. For example, the work by
Peck and Scherer [63], The Weapons Acquisition Procesa: An
Economic AnaZlysis, reported on a study of the productivity of
engineers in the weapons industry:

The study concluded that improved utilization of
scientific and engineering manpower would give in-
creased output yields of up to 100 times, the most
likely potential increase being estimated at 10 times.
Reasons for the low indicated productivity included
the use of engineers on routine jobs, assignments of
little or no value, unnecessary duplication of effort,
high turnover (the average survey respondent changed
jobs every 3.3 years), and effort spent on unassigned
projects. The authors cited as underlying causes of
these problems the difficulty of keeping informed on
technical advances, government duplication of projects,
design competitions, duplication by prime contractors
of subcontractors' work, tho mana aC eoning phloeo-

troots, and inadequate management. [63, pp. $1S-Sl6;
emphasis added]

A ricent study by the Logistics Managemoit Institute (L-41)
also reported some ompirical evidence that "cost-based pricing
leaus to excvssive labor aiid higher costs" 164 , p. 10; see
ale .71 Tn addition to these piev-rse incentives
from pri-es ila d on costs, L41 also reported on the common
industry view that the work will be spread aronK the firms in

F- LO
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an industry; this view encourages overbuilding and overstaffing
in order to get future work [64, pp. 15-16].

Thus, the empirical evidence from other studies shows that
the cost-based profit guidelines of ASPR have an impact on
increasing costs. This impact, however, is only one aspect of
several overall incentives within government procurement prac-
tices to increase costs. Nevertheless, the bias induced by the
differential ASPR profit weights has been neglected in previous
discussions of incentives, and this appendix has tried to remedy

the neglect.

B. PRICING POLICIES AND EFFECTIVE COMPETITION

1. Pricing Policies Under ASPR

A potential source of confusion throughout the analysis Df
the effects of competitive procurements is the relationship
between the prices charged and the production costs. For nego-
tiated and sole-sourct procurements, some form of price or cost
analysis is required by ASPR; and when the weighted profit guide-
lines are used, there is a strong relationship between costs and
prices, because prices are costs plus the profit objective.
Therefore, when manufacturing costs follow a negatively sloped
progresý curve, prices of subsequent units will fall as well.
When procurements are formally advertised, however, W)oD is not
required to take into account the costs ana profit., since con-
tracts aust be firm fixed-price or fixed-price ,*ith escalation
S[ASP 2-I04.11. Thus, with procurement by formal advertising,
the-hre is no indication that prices closely follow costs; the
relationship will depend on the pricing policy used. There
is also the general prcsumption that prico competition is
adequate in formally advertised procurement (see the con-
ditions listed in ASPR 3-807.1(b) ({)*], so the following
analysis will assume that commercial, competitive pricing
policies are followed under formally advertised procurements.



2. Description of Commercial and Negotiated Pricing Policies

The usual description of commercial (assumed competitive)

pricing policy is a constant price for a large fixed number of

units. So in Figure F-3, if production costs follow a progress

curve L, the loss in area A for the early units (due to the

constant price) is offset by the profit in area B on the later,

lower-cost units of output. To a certain extent, this pricing

policy is followed in negotiated defense procurements, since on

each buy a total price and an output are set, giving a constant

average price per unit. The important difference between com-

mercial and defense pricing practice appears to be in how the

quantities are set. In the commercial case, the quantity (QC

in Figure F-3) on which a profit is to be made is determined

by the expected sales over an extended period of time. In defense

procurement, however, there is often a series of buys, but if

the curr-nt producer can assume with some reliability in a sole-

source case that he will get the subsequent procurements, the

expected output is larger than called for by the initial con-

tract. Assume in Figure F-3 that QD is the total expected out-

put for the series of negotiated procurements. If the first

contract is for a total output of Ql, the defense pricing policy

will set a price PI that will yield a reasonable rate of return

on the costs of that contract. On the next contracts (Q2 - Ql)

and (QD - Q,), average prices P2 and P3 are set that earn a

similar profit rate on the associated costs. Thus, with this

kind of pricing procedure, there is a closer relationship

between prices and cost: than in the comintrcial case described

to the loft in Figure P-3. In both cases, however, a similar

overall profit ratz miay be earned.

3. Effective Competition Only on First BUY

The relationship between prices and costs is important in

maintaining effective competition in a series of procurements.

1, 2
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Figure F-3. PRICING POLICIES

The maintenance of effective competition when production cýsts

are falling as cumulative output increases depends on the size

and number of competitive buys. In a competitive, formally

advertised procurement for a fixed quantity, as long as all

firms have similar costs, each firm will bid a price allowing

the lowest acceptable profit or a competitive rate of return.

However, if one firm has initial costs much lower than the

other firms, it can underbid the others and itill got a greater-

than-competitive profit. Here, competition is not effective

in eliminAting excess profit. But if this situation is recog-

ni:ed by the procurement officer, there is no longer adequate

price competition according to ASPR '3-307.l(b)(l)b], and

there would have to be negotiation of prices rather than for-

mally advertised procurement. Since the low-cost firm may

retain strong bargaining power, high profits may remain even

with negotiation. ASPR does recognize the difficulty of

eliminating all excess profits and states:

While the public interest requires that excessive
profits be avoided, the cv•tracting officer should
not become so preoccupied with particular elements
of a contractor's estimate of cost and profit that

F-13



the most important consideration, the total price
itself, is distorted or diminished in its signifi-
cance. [ASPR 3-806(b)]

Thus, with initially similar costs, effective competition

can be obtained on the first contract and there will be no excess
profits. But when a subsequent contract is considered, there is

the question of hew many competitors there will be. If all firms

faced the same potential progress curve for costs at the first

buy, and if one firm won all (or even the largest part) of the
first contract, then this firm would have a cost advantage on

the later buy because it is farther down its progress curve.
This firm can slightly underbid its competitors, win the second

contract, and earn more than a competitive profit.

This process can be seen in Figure F-4, where L is the prog-
ress curve faced by all firms, Q1 is the amount of the first

competitive buy, and (Q2 - Ql) is the amount of the second buy.

If price P1 is the average price per unit on the first buy that

just yields a competitive rate of return on the costs of the

first buy, then for an additional equal buy of Q1 (m Q2 - Q1)

the nonproducing firms will charge PI again to get a competitive

return on their costs. (Of course, the second buy does not have

to be the same size as the first; but equal size is assumed, to

simplify the diagrams and reduce the number of prices to be con-

sidered.) The firm winning the first contract, however, will have

to cover lower costs, shown by the area under curve L between

Q1 and Q,. Assume that an avergo price of P, will give a com-

potitive return on the latter costs. The current producer can

therefore charge some price Pb betwevn P, and P1 such that its

aonproducing competitors are just underbid. The exce~ss profits

are then meaiured by (PM P,)(Ql - Q1). It may look a, if there

are two competitive procurements in this example; hut when one

firm gets all the first bid and when the firms initially face

similar costs, the winning firm has a cost advantage on the later

buys allowing it a groater than competitive profit and elimi-

nating effective Co-paetition.
F 14
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Figure F-4. INEFFECTIVE COMPETITION ON SECOND BUY

4. Effective Competition Over Series of -u•

Still assuming that costs of all firms are initially

similar and that any changt in costs can be predicted and

obtained by all of them., effective competition over the total

desired output can be maintainod even in the v•resesace o' progress

curves. It can be maintained by eliminating the cost advantage

that the contiact winner has on late: buys, Before discussing

several ways in which competition can be maintained, it should

be pointed out that the suggestions are based on the assumption

that the producing firm has a cost ad;vantage. liohever, if non-

producers can also lower their costs (e.g., through unprzdicted

technological changes or by not licensing the current producer
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to use a certain patent), then effective competition can be

had on more than the first buy- and large procurements will not

be desirable. Thus, the recommendations of this section would

apply more to standardized products with a slowly changing

technology base than to products in a rapidly changing field.

One obvious way to eliminate the cost advantage of the

contract winner is by splitting the output evenly over all firms

with fairly close bids (still assuming that the initial costs

of all firms are similar). This splitting means, however, that

the total production costs (anl so prices) will be higher than

in a winner-take-all bidding, simpl', because costs are assumed

to fall as cumulative output increpses. Since giving bidders

equal shares of the total procurement will maintain effective

competition over a series of buys, profits are not excessive--

but at the cost of excessively high production costs.

Another way of maintaining effective competition is to

consolidate the series of procurements into one competition.

This method is designed to lower the production costs by

having the contracts on a winner-take-all basis, and it will

be shown that excess profits will be eliminated as well. Con-

solidation ot the series of buys crn be done in two ways:

(1) re 1uecsting bids on a v." .ner-take-all basis for Q2 (in

Figure F-S), or (Z) requesting bids for Q with the statement

that an additional qjuantity (Q.,- Q1 ) will be bought in the

future. If the comuperitive bid is for quintity Q,, then an

average price of P5 will be bid, whore P3 will Just give a

competitive rate of return over costs of the whole quantity.

(P 3 is between prices 1• and P-,, which a.s defined earlier for

Figure F-4 just allow competitite returns on the quantities

Q and (Q - Q1) respectivclr.)

If. hvwever. tne comp, ttivte bid is for quantity Ql with

an announce3 separate procurement of -Qj Q1) later. where

again for simplicity thi, two pro.urermentsz are the same size,

~~A~~k4 ~~~~ - 1 . .,6~...--
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Figure F-5. PRICING POLICIES UNDER EFFECTIVE COMPETITION

the bidders know that the winner of the first competition will

have a t 0* . . t--.h•.- Or s,,, '- buy and will win it a!; well.

Qn thQe SeCorj equ-Ll-SiZed buy t hle nonproduc ng firms (the losers

on the first competition) Will bid P1 to give t competitive

return on thei, higher costs, so tthis is the maximum that the
winner of the first comoetititon can bid on the second buy. To

get an overall competitive return, assuming that slightly less

than Pl will be charged on the secc;'d buy. o price Olxightly more
I

than P 2 will be bid on the first buy. The compct-itiv2 bidding

will reverse the prices, giving cornpztirtv, returns--the price

P•n si the first bid gi'. e a _onpetitive rciurn on the costs of

the second quantity, while the price Pt 7:: the second bid gives
a competitive return on the costs of the first. Although thi.
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reversal of the prices bid may appear to be unduly complicated

and to break unnecessarily the tie between costs and prices,

this price pattern is generated by competitive bidding because

of the cost advantage of the winning firm on the second pro-

curement. If theie are other factors involved (e.g., the

bidders feel constrained not to raise the price on the second

procurement and even to lower price somewhat), a different

pattern of prices will result, such as the constant price P3

over the whole output, where P3 had been defined to give a

compctitive return on the overall costs.

5. Theory Summarized

The basic points of this section are that (1) the presence

of progress curves generally gives lowest costs when production

is by a single firm, (2) actual production experience givei

a cost advantage over nonproducing firms, and (3) effective

competition requires costs to be fairly close. Therefore, to

have the lowest production costs and to minimize excessive

profits to the contractors, Dot) must choose a single producer

but ensure that its entire purchase is effectively competed,

with all bidders facing similar costs, This can be done either

by obtaining hid., at one time for tht total output to be pro-

cured or by purchasing a series of smaller quantitles with an

initial announcioelnt of the total procurement. Effect ve com-

petition is not maintali'ed w'ith a series of t.unconnected winner-

t-al competitions, hecause the winntr of th, first will

have a cost advantage Ln the 1atel topctitiuns, though this

advantage will not he reflected .n the fitst price bid.

This di-cussion has aiSo shown tnat the pricing polzciei

unler competition can have little direct re i•.u~hip to the

actual costs of prod-cti,,un. Over the levan! dcis oll-quaftity,

a covpatitive returin will he earne•d. awt as Xigý:re lt- ha•

shown, the prtce on one contrajt zay be more aPpropriate to the
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costs of another contract than to its own production costs. The
lack of relationship between prices and unit (rather than total)
costs means that the distinction between prices and costs is
particularly important. Progress curves depicting production
costs .zannot then be easily derived from price data for competi-
tive firm fixed-price contracts. Moreover, comparisons of pre-
and post-competitive progress curves from price data maust be
carefully qualified and restricted. Nevertheless, procurement
decisions made on the basis of the total costs (rather than unit
costs) for the total desired quantity will still be correct.

C. SOLE-SOURCE VERSUS COMPETITIVE PROGRESS CURVES AND

PRICE-QUANTITY RELAIIONSHIPS

To complete this discussion, we need to examine two distinct
questions: (1) whether negotiated or competitive contracts imply
fundamntally different underlying cost progress curves, and
2) whether as a consequence of pricing practices in successive

competitive procurements what is empirically observed is not the
true cost progress curve but a competitive p.-ice-quantity curve.
In what follows we will show (1) that there are scund theoretical
reasons to su-pert the existence of a price-quantity curve in the
competitive case that is flatter than in thv sole-source case
(which would explain the observed result of A shift in sutppliers
at the time oi first rvproc-urmentnt under comp,,titive conditinns-),

1and (2) that pricing pra~cAces used in subsequnt comvetitive pro-
ure�tnt5 will lead to thhe empirical oshervation of a coMPetifive

p, ice curve even flatter than the coimc titive-cest progres, curve.
Thp.,c 4uestions will be ti-eated in the order they uere ri4i-ez,

. Definition of ffcient Production

The argument' leading t, the cnac•iu-.ion that the intiai
;u-pplier has a distinct cost advantage over all potential

15so Figure F-c. above.
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competitors on subsequent buys, permitting him to e;,.tract
excess profits, hinges on some special conditions. It was
explicitly assumed that all producers had the same (or at least

veysimilar) production costs- -sp.ecifically by the statement
that 31l firms faced the same progress cuinve. In addition, and
of crucial importance, an implicit assii.lpt.or was mnade that the
com1mon underlying productior pruce-.; was in f4-t the most effi-
cient one available, wheri (fii:ý.'ency is defined to mean the
employment. of the respective factors of prOducýtion in such a
mixture as to yield any givren output at the least possible cost.
As defined, a relative judgment of ufficiency is made by simnul-
taneously considering the contribution to productivity of an.,%
particular factor and its cost. Section A of this appendix
showed that the ASPR weights might encourage inefficient
production; we wai~t to examine here the resulting 'outcome
stemming from the use of an ineffi.iený mode.1

Tn a negotiated contract for any particu' r pie,.e of
equipment, the supplier alust develop rather prcse estimates
regarding the quantity and quality of inputs to ble usad in
production (e.g., so a-ay man-hours of enginceriný. labkor, so
many man-hours of production labor, etc.). T*heso es~iimates
then fttrm the basis foi h."s production ..-ost ind, . st iz~port -ll!y,
become art integral part of the procuremvit c~ontra'-.. Ihli S
contractual relationship also fi.xei the prodVC-tion Vrocess ini
the sonsle of precribing the mix of znputs that will
in producing tile equiptment in quvestion. once -010 4riput%.,'
portion5 Are fixed. zhe as-sociatpd progrcss curve is also fixcd,
since the progi,,si curve, i. peulsa r lip the choicezý of in~puts
as well as to tile typt c1' eq~nr being produtci-d. Though

!To cnncentrate the frnus. of the inq~uiry. we wi'l sot aside-
SOMO important questions such. ;- proprietary atns inven-
tions .and rmethodoltnglv5' or. til Rencral, those things thaT
m~ay give a distinct technical advantage to a suibset of proe-tcers.

Z 0



sensitive to a complex set of elements, the downward-sloping
progress curve involves a learning phenomenon where an increase

in physical productivity is derived from performing the same

function over and over again. Any input will have embedded
within it a magnitude of latent levrning-potential, ranging
say from zero for a simple machine to some large value for an
intelligent but not specially trained human input. ihe degree
of realization of this latent potential will depend on the
peculiarities of the output involved. A complex assembly made
in turn from complex subassemblies, each with several components,
allows room for a great deal of learned efficiency of technique,
while a simple assembly with indelicate and trivial subassemblies
does not. Thus, an interaction operates between the inputs and

output and the learning phenomenon, but once the inDut mix

and output type are fixed so is the structure of the progress

curve.

2. Sole-Source Progress Curve

If we assume that the input mix agreed to in the negotiated
procurement contract is not the most efficient mix possible,
then the contractual progros• cairvf would lie ahove the progress
curve that would have prevailed under the case of the most
of4iclent mix. How far above depends oil the initial difference
in p-oductivity between the two production shumes (contractual
and most efficient) and the rate at which learning takes place
within the respective schemes as cuMulative output increases

(i.e., the slopes of the respective progres. curvesl. The

siope of the progres. curve a sociated with the inefficient
production scheme maY be steeper ban, t- same a, or Id.s

steep thni the slape associated with the efficient scheme, but

(by definitiOn of efficiency) this progress curve Mu-t lie

everywhere above the progress iurve of the ef-cient scheme.
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If we superimpose the necessarily higher intercept value
and the obserted steeper slope of the progress cu: ,e for the
biefficient scheme, we would produce the situation showin in
figure F-6, whaere L' ajd L are the inefficient and efficient
progress cu:vzs, respectively.

e p

2
0

P

0 -

CUMULAY11Vt COUTPUT

Fi.u,-e F-6. PLOT OF EFFICIENT ANU INrFFIrlENI PROGRE!$ CURVES

d kNw suppose a negotiated contract is awarded for the
qu?:,titv of output shown by Q, to a supplit with progrea
curve L'. With no loss ý,f Zcneralilzy, w- can as•wze that L :and
L' already embcdy an ordinary returtn over a.tual outlav. Then
tho unit prica that would prevFii for zhis procuremtnt %ould be
Pik following the argutent devclop;d earlicr (in the discussion
of Figure F-4, aoove), and full costs w'ulad just oe covered.
On a subsequent purch&se of equal s:r '(Q 9 the
inefficient firm would Just cover its cost., and earn an ordinary

- •! r -z :
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return by charging price .... But if the second purchase was

made after open price-competition, the firm with progress curve

L could bid a )rice P3 and win the competition, still earning

an ordinary return.

If -igure F-6, then, correctly portrays the underlying

progress curves, it is not inconsistent to observe the result

in price-competitive ruccessi;e buys of the original supplier's

losing the procurement contract. A close examination of Figure

F-6 will reveal that it is not permissible to make a statement

stronger than that such a shifting of suppliers is possible.

Shifting of suppliers is by no means P.2cessary; and, given a

different relative struc:ture of the progress curves or different-

sized procurements, *here need be no shift. Consider, for

example, changing Lde relative position of L, and 1. in iUigure

F-3 so that the itercept vlue of L' is onliy slightly above

that of L, keeping the procurements at sizes QI and Q2, respec-

tively (as shown by Lo in Figure F-6). if we were to show the

prices that would prevail using VY, then on a competitive

secon! buy the inefficient producer would againk win the contract,

3. Relative Slopes of the Teo Proe4,is rurver

To compxet4e this ciscussion, wr- ,,.vd top-'ie a theoreti,

cal rptional- for drawing the -urvte- t' in Ixgu-e F-6 with a

steeper slope tha, the curve i.. in othev words, the reason that

thv slope of ýhe progress curve ef the Incfficient production

scheme should he steeper than th.vt of the efficient, To

,CcomPl1tsh this, we ,ieed to explore further what is meant by

"effer.ancy." By definition, ef.'icient predur.ion m'anq lowest

cost for any given leve, of output, Funct Icollv, t-ffifient

prodouctain ileatl. to chtcse that mix of factors of ,rot.ction

(labor ,mnd capital) which mininizcs cost .or mny given level or

output. kt efficient pr- .. uctijoa scenme, then, would pro-iucc

the opti a! piogrvtss curve and, as well, the iea~t cost for rn'

output.



Within the context of a negotiated procurement situation,
where the profit rate is governed by the ASPR guidelines, cost

justification becomes more important than cost minimization.

Also, as shown by Table F, the ASPR guidelines are heavily

weighted in favor of extensive uise of labor- -especially engi-

neering labor. One consequence of the guidelines is that a

potential supplier with a large complement of research-anc3-

development (R&D) personnel (a very important1 aspect in winning

a design competition) will attempt to retainh these inputs as

part of his production costs. Another consequence is that he

will substitute production labor for capital. Both these acts,

the loading of R&D personnel onto his production scheme and

the substitution of pr3duction labor for capital, will be to

the ecinoinic advantage of the supplier; and hie will engage in

them up to the limit to which hie is able to justify his costs

and not jeopardize his chan'cis of winni ng 'i contract.

But such a proceduri- 'is a djistortion of -the rriix uf factors

of productiahn away' from. -the. op~timal .wifdAb-ovv (Subsection I).

'and-this dis~tortion will produ-Ce higher Unit- costs .for all levels

.Of output. Mruvovc. thc bsh -t:tilttioni of*1.10f0 'c pka

(wiebi~ ieexpeýns.ivo) will. ~r pItce c higher rateo

10 a rini 1g t han ta~kos p- the ef fc iont, pr:g,-Juct Iort schemne,

folIlIQW. IZ. froM -hV faCt t h3t tie I oarnin process a.u't 0s
mare directly with lrlbor .thatx wkt pýt I. Theom nio

(7h igelr 'aniIt CIS ts and a hihr iat~ oi lkearn jng will prodkic 2

ai progress curve iii~onei tjo.c schome with a

in r-_ c pt value zar'd stcz~pe. ýýopetk i h ~rs

curve for the afficiont Chewe.

In .211 c:ase w4icre thecon and ntsh-equeW~ prv.-ur#vert N

are m~de under compe~ltive codition,;i the fixed-price ccntr;ýct

does not permir direct oh ,,rvatioit of cost-qtlantitv reiit.iont-

ship. Whlat is oý!ervcd at the first anid subse~ue:ut competitive



procurements is the quantity purchased and the purchase price.
!f the price specified in the winnii. bid was jus'• that price
which covers cost (incl',ding an ordinar)r return), given the
number of .nits bought, then the curve empirically estimated
from the data would be the legitimate cost-quantity relationship;
however, there is theoretical evidence to show that the estimated
curve may deviate from this-

In Figure F-7 (below), let L represent the true optimal
progrss cucve and Q and Q2 the quantities of .he first and
second competitive procurements--a sole-source procurentent of
a given size has already preceded these. The successful bidder
in the first competitive procurement wins the competition by
bidding a price Pl whichI just covers his cost of producing
the cumulative output Q,. Following this, let there be a
subsequent comapetitive 2rocure.ient of size Q., also won by the
supplier of Q1 . If the second bii is based solely on cost,
a price P. would prevail. These V:wo procurements, then, would
produce observotions of the two ordered pairs (Pl, Ql) and

p., Q,), from which we cculd, bhv adjusting our quantity data
to the midpoints of the two procurements (points a and b in
Figure F-7), estimate the line L. the tyue cost or progress

curve.

However, by assumptýon, the winner of the first competitive
|procuremont is• the taOSt afficit~i.- produý;er and he need not bitl
a pricv as low a, P,• to win tho -ý-ond compttitivi ., uee~•
any• price less than P I will he suffi'cient to Wifl. Cons.id"10r
that he bid• a price PH - tp• t will OtIF-Crve. empiric;Olty
in thts c'-•se ire the ordered pairs• P1. Q0) andi (P4Q•. An•d
our estim•ated -_13tion•shi; Iill iow- be fit. to the points, a and
b* (snowy as t* in Figure•F-) The curve ;,.1 ha,.- a loier
int.ercept and less steep s-lope than the Cýrvv I.-

A furryn or possibi.lity, which w ould prordurce an t,• ' ..e

curve than the observed curve L*,, would be the case whero onc•

ir-l•
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Figure F-7. PRICE-QUANTITY VERSUS COST-QUANTITY

supplier wanted to win the first competition badly enough to

bid below h.'s cost on the first procurement. SuICh ant action

would make our first observed value some number al -e a. whichi,

combined with b',* would iroduce a cuirve with a lower intercept-

valuc and flatter slope than for LO. fliddio'g below cost on the

first pr'ocuremecnt is not necessarily irratioxial behavior as a

market strategy. The cost advantg the initiul supplior ha.;

over all others on the second #~nd suth *i~qutnt proturument5, and

the potential fo~r excess profits, makes, wintiing thc' first Com-

peti'tin vory importanti. H!ý is, hwever, conronted by the

uncertain evont of there ever being subsequent prouremrnts.i

F-Z6
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Appendix G

SOURCES CONTACTED FOR COMPETITIVE DATA BASE

Early in the study it was decided that the analysis of the
effect o' competition on the acquisition prices of equipment

would be based on the procurement histories of items that the

services had purchased under both sole-source and competitive

type contracts. It was expected that there would not be too

much difficulty in obtaining a comprehensive list of equipment
with such procuremrrta histories and that the main problem would

be in obtaining the year-by-year :ost-quantity data, The expec-

tation was correct in that the detailed procurement hi!tories of

t candidate items were not easily obtained, but the surprise was

that there did not seerg to be any way to dev.lop a comp.rehensive

list that showed all the equipment that had been procured under

both iole-source and competitive contracts.

An early lead that prtoised to provide, a comprohensihve

list of the desired procur -ents was the file of data from the

£ndividuat Prooturomant Aatiorl ft (P Form 350) whc-1

made out by the contracting officers of all s.rces for aWl

procuromen'ts of over $10,000 value. Tnoýie data are kept in

computer file ir the Pentagon and include iofoim•tton ct-e

extent of competition• in the contracts, i.nfortulattvey. the file

could Aot be searched for precurernts of s.if ic cqit,.pnent S

Lt wns possible to-and we did-t-determtae the aoie-SOMC, Snd

coametitive procurements by ytar trr Federal Sto,'ý CjAs•.es F•S)

w thin a Weapon Systv.'4 Code, hviý there was no -ay to idesitify

the specific itens within the PCS,

2Ct



Another source that seemed promising was the automated
Procurement Record Histories of the Army and the Air Force.

The individual commodity commands of the Army and the Air

Material Areas (AMA) of the Air Force Logistics Command (.AFLC)

rec-ord a great deal of data in a computer file about each pro-

curement contract they make. Among other things, these files

identify items by name and Federal Stock Number (7SN) and give

the date, number of items, unit pri:e, and type of negotiation

for each contract. If the files were complete, they would be

capable of providing exactly the data required. Before request-

ing this information frow the Army and the Air Force, however,

a check was made at two of the AMAs and the Army Electronics

Command to see if the information in the files was really ade-

quate. It was not. The Procurement Record History file data

was characterized by internal inconsistency and incompleteness.

Many known procurements were simply not entered into the file.

At any event, the data in them did not seem to be worth the

considerable effort that would be required in having the AMAs

aý-d the Army commodity commands prepare the special programs

necessary to search the files for our needs.

After dt.-rmning that ithere was no mechanical way to
develop a truly comprehensive list of procurements meeting the

desired criteria, it was decided to volicit the information

fiom ai6 -any potential sources as could be determined. The ran-

dom nature of the sample was preserved by as.king the personnel

contacted for the names of all equipment they know Gf that had

been procured under both sole-sourc* and competitive contracts.

In genernl, the effort involved (') following up leads found

from tne literature search und (2) personally contacting pro-

curement and project offices in the commends of the three

services. In addition to asking the individuals in these

offices for the names of ites of equipment, they were also

asked if they knew of other possible sources of the data we

needed; and then these leads were foliowed.

o-2.



After obta.'ning the name of an item that had the desired

contractual history, it was necessary t. find the specific year-

by-year details essential for the progress-rurve analysis. For

only a minority oi? the candidate items found was it possible to

obtain usable data. The information either was not available

or was incomplete, or engineering changes had distorted the

price data too much for it to be used. An example of this prob-

lem is the M-113 Armored Personnel Carrier, which was cited as

a good candidate system since there had been 25 separate pro-

curements of the vehicle over a 12-year period by both sole-

source and competitive contracts. Further investigation, how-

ever, revealed that most of the records were in dead storage

and that there had been almost continous major ,iigineering

changes over the life of the equipment. The track system had

been greatly altered, the engine had changed from gas to diesel,

the transmission which had been contractGr-furaished equipment

(CFE) during the early years of ý.he procurement haW later be-

come government-furnished equipment (GFE), and there ;iere many'

other changes--all of which impacted directly or. the unit price

of the vehicle. To have -'-.ained all the necessary records and

then to have calculated th, ..*,'ect on costs of tht eng-_neering

changes so that the influenc of competition on tht unit price

could be estimited would have been a major study in itself.

In Appendi~x H, there are summaries of the daty. that were

collected on all the equipment zhat were used in dev,-loping

the estimating relation5hip for the effect of competition.

Summaries of the cost histuozes for some of the equirmert that

was not used in the analysis are also in-luded, fo7 eeial

in for mat ion.

Inasmuch as no mec;hanical way was discovered to develop ii

list of equipment meeting our criteria, and since the aý:tuai

list finaliy used is small, it seems appropriate to !.'st the

a&encies contacted in thth data search. Many of these agencies;

G-3



were visited and a number of individuals in several offices were

contacted; others were limited to telephone discussions. In all

cases, however, the persons in the agencies were asked whether

they knew of any mechanical way to generate the list we desired

and if they would tell us the names of any specific equipment

that they thought might meet our criteria. The principal agen-

cies contacted are listed below:

Defense Contract Audit Agency
Office of the Secretary of Defense

- DDPA&E Cost Analysis Division
ASD (Comptroller), DAS (Systems Policy and Information)

- ASD(IWL), DAS (Procurement)
U.S. Army Hq., Director of Materiel Acquisition
U.S.A, Aviations Systems Command

- Procurement Division
- Comptroller, Cost Analysis Division

U.S.A. Mobility Equipment Command
- Production and Procurement Directorate
-Comptroller, Cost Analysis Division

U.S.A. Tank-Automotive Command, Production and Procurement
Directorate

U.S.A. Weapons Command, Production and Procurement
Directorate

U.S.A. Missile Command
Production and Precurement Directorate
Comptroller, Contract Cost Division

U.S.A. Electronics Command
Comptroller, CGst Analysis Division (Ft. Monmouth)
Production and Procurement Directorate (Philadolphia)

U.S.A. Materiel Command
- Production and Procurement Directorate

Comptroller, Cost Analysis Division
* Spare Parts Program Manager

U.S.A. Logistics Management Center
- Defense Logistics Study Group
- School of Acquisition Management

Hq. U.S. Navy
- Comptroller

Director ol" Budget and Pe-ports
Assistant for Cost .vieu and Analysis

- Management Information Of~ic•
Program Planning OffiLe. Systems Analysis Division

U.S.N. Hatorial Comm: -, DCVN Procurement and Production

G-4



U.S.N. Air Systems Command
- Project Manager Offices for A6A, Anti-Radiation

Missiles (SHRIKE, STANDARD ARM), SIDEWINDER
- Aircraft Components Purchase Division
- Weapons Systems Purchase Division
- A3st. Commander for Material Acquisition

- Acquisition Control and Resources Division
- Air-Launched Missiles Branch
- Air-to-Air Guided Missile Branch
- Ai.r-to-Surface Guided Missile Branch

U.S.N. Ordnance Systems Command
- Torpedo MK-48 W,ýapon System Project Office
- Surface Missile Systems Project Office

U.S.N. Ship Systems Command, Naval Ship Engineering Center
Hq. U.S. Air Force

- Comptroller
- Directorate of Data Automation
"- Directorate of Management Analysis
- Directorate of Procurement Policy

Hq. Air Force Systems Command
- Cost Estimating and Ana!ysis Division
- Cost Information and Management Support Division
- Director of Procurement

AFSC, Aeronautical Systems Division
- Director of Procurement and Production
- Comptroller, Cost Analysis Divisicn
* Deputy for Reconnaissance and Electronic Wariare
- Deputy for Systems Management
- Deputy for Subsystems Management

AFSC, Electronics Systems Division. Cost Analysis Branch
Hq. Air Force Logistics Command

Director of Procurement
Sacramento Air Materiial Area
Ogden Air Material Area
Warner Robbins Air Material Area

Space and Missile Organi:ation. Cost Analysts Divisionl

G;-$
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Appendix H

DETAILS OF THE DATA COLLECTED FOR
THE ANALYSTS OF THE EFFECT OF COMPETITION ON PRICE

A. GENERAL

In order to make a quantitative evaluation of the effect

of competition on price, it was necessary to obtain data that

could be normalized to isolate the effect of competition on

price changes from the many other f4-,tors that affect them.

The kind of data that seemed most likely to permit this was

procurement histories of items that had been purchased under

both sole-source and competitive contracts. The progress

curves from a large number of such histories might reveal

discontinuities at the points where competition was introduced

that would permit quantitative analysis of the effect of

competitioti, J, indeed, there was any pattern on how compati-

tion aý'tfected pricet. Na•urally, due consideration would have

to be given t; other factors that impacted on the prices, such

as urgency of the roqulrement, engir.eering changes, time breaks

tn productiot, etc.

As mentioned in the body c' the repnrt. the collection C.

t•iese procurement histories! proved to be. more difficult zh,

anticipated; for exanple, o comprehensive Vst of the namros Of

items with a unit value exceeding $1,000 which had been procired

t-.nder both sole-source and copetitive contrazts could not be

"developed. It seers useful, therefore, to displh# in this.

report t.e data that was c,;lected--even that data which could

r-.>t be used in the quantitative analysis. in relation to the

¶tiae and effort spent on the collection effort, the actual

i ll - I



quantity Pf data obtained seems small... However, this is the

sort of information that is essential to a quantitative examina-

tion of the effect of competition-on cost~s,'and it should be

of val.ue both to persons reviewing the.rnethodology used-~in this

study and to those doing sub-sequent analysis in this area.

T"herefore, eveni at I the cost of adding considerably to the bulk

of the report, the-data-base is presented here in considerable

detail.

The information displayed here falls into three categories:

(1) that which was used in the quantitative analysis, ()that

which was dropped from the quantitative data base after careful

stu~uy, and (3) thz't which was obviously not suitable fr'r the

analysis. The data will be disciissed in the order of those

three categories. Prices are tabulated in constant 1)70 di;1lar-~.-

Escalation tables obtai-ned from the Office of the SecretAry of

Defense (05D) were used to normalize raw data. The progress

curves were calculated from the quantity and normalized price

data by the 1CLOIL$ program in the G~E Time-Sharing computer.1

Bi. DATA USED 'AN THE QUANTITATIVE ANALYSIS

Nineteen it ems were u,.ed in the quantitative analysis of

the effect (.4 coiitpetition. For each ot these, there were enough

dat to plot the solo-source and competitive procurement data

soparately. The procurement data are also tabulated. In

addition to the table and the progtres5 curve, Aa short resume

of the production history is given for each item. A 3uminary

of the essential data on theso 18 items of equ~ipment is

displayed in Table H-0.

'The ICLOT$ program u~s originally properei'u1 y persoanrel of
thc Defense Contract Audit Ahency. A complete description. of
thte technique may be fouiid in DOMA~ 7640.1 [3].
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1, BULLPUP Missile Guidance, Control, and Airframe

The Guidance, Control, aue. Airframe (GC&A) subsystem of the

BULLPUP, an air-to-ground missile, was procured initially on a

sole-source basis from the Martin Corporation, but after one

multi-year buy (in 1961), it was decided to switch to a competi-

tive procuremcet method. The intent was to qualify a second

vendor and, after a period of split buys from both producers

(to enable the second source to achieve a truly competitive

posture), to have a winner-take-all competition. In FY 61, the

"Maxson Corporation won the bidding, to become the sccond source;

and both Maxson and Martin produced BULLPUPs during the period

FY 61-63. The FY-64 winner-take-all buy was won by Maxson.

Table H-i shows the price-quantity data for each firm, and

Figure H-i shows the progress curves for the two suppliers.

Table H-I. PRICE-QUANTITY DATA FOR THE BULLPUF M!SSILE GCIA

I Type Unit Price
Contractor FY . Contract Quantity (197r, $)

Martin S Sole-5o.rce 700 18 000

59 Sole-source 2,315 9.20',

60 Sole-source 3,805 S,693

61 Sole-source 3,375 4,969

61 Competitive* 1,078 3,725
62 Comoetitive* 6,363 3,247

62 Competitive* 9,541 3,121

63 Competitive' 6,355 2,518

63 Competitive* 2,800 21518

Mexson 61 Competitive* 200 6,226

62 Competitive* 1,000 3

63 Competitive* 3,238 3,134

.64 Competitive 3,580 1,474 .

""plit buys,

1H-4
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2. TALOS Missile Guidance and Control Unit

The original award for the guidance and control unit for

the TALOS, a Navy surface-to-surface missile, was won by the

Bendix Corporation. In the period FY 58-60, Bendix produced

592 units undei sole-source awards; however, the price data

f~r these units could not be obtained. During FY 61-65, Bendix

continued to produce under sole-source contracts, and the price

data for these awards was available and is tabulated. In FY 66,

the procurement method was changed to competitive; and with

four companies bidding, Bendix won the multi-year FY 66-68

procurement. which was the last buy of this item, Table H-2

shows the price-quantity data, and Figure H-2 shows the single

progress curve (for Bendix'.

Table H-2. PRICE-QUANTITY DATA FOR THE TALOS MISSILE G&C UNIT

Type Unit Pricej
ýontractor FY Contract Quarntity (1970 S)

Bendix 58-60 Sole-source 592 (unknown)

61 Sole-source 17F 218,,506
62 Sole-source 4WY 16,232

63 Sole-source 241 179,84

64 Sole-source 94 162,82

65 Sole-source 94 159,263

66" Compet'tive 470 87,636

Mutti-year buy.
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3. TO-660 Multi ]exer

Tha Raytheon Corporation was the original supplier of the

TD-660 Multiplexer, an electronic device which converts voice-

frequency signals in several communications channels to a time-

division multiplex, pulse-code-modulated signal. The first

four buys o' the equipment were negotiated (sole-source) with

Raytheon, but in FY 69 the procurement method was made competi-

tive and was won by the Honeywell Corporation. Table H-3 shows

the price-q'iantity data, and Figure H-3 shows the progress

curves for Raytheon and. Honeywell.

Table H-3. PRICE-QUANTITY DATA FOR THE TD-660 MULTIPLEXER

Type Unit Price
Contractor FY Contract Quantity (1970 $)

Ravteon 67 Sole-source 400 22,240

68 Sole-source 350 11,945

69 1 Sole-source 355 8,280

69 Sole-source 1,070 5,943

Honeywell 39 Competitive 425 3,524

_ _.....___.
6 9 . Competitive 993 3.228

"H-9
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4. TD-352 Multiplexer

Just as with the TD-660, the TD-352 Multiplexer was origi-

nally supplied by the Raytheon Corporation, which furnished the
equipment for four successive buys under a single sole-source

contract. Different unit prices were negotiated for each buy.

In 1968, the procurement nmethod was changed to competitive,
and the Honeywell Corporation won both this contract and the

succeeding one. Table H-4 shows the price-quantity data, and
Figure H-4 shows the progress curves for Raytheon and Honeywell.

Table H-4. PRICE-QUANTITY DATA FOR THE TO-352 MULTIPLEXER

Type Unit Price
o nrr e t r 0Y Contract Quantity (1970 $)

Raytheon 65 Sole-source 560 I1,901
66 Sole-source 61 9,553
67 Sole-source 675 10,916
68 Sole-source 87 10,269

4oneywell 68 Competitive 2,218 4,291

69 Competitive 140 4,114

- ,-- -
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5. TO-202 Radfo Contjj~er

The TD-202 Radio Combiner Is a device used as a radio
transmission interface unit, which accepts outputs from multi-
ilexer-, and 2rccesses them for tiansmission. It is also used
:, ¢-adio repeat,ý stations and as interface units at radio-to-

cable conversor. terminals. The pattern of the previous two
items is repeated Žc the TD-202. The Raytheon Corporation
received the first ::1le-source contract in 1965 and was the
only vendor until doneyweli won the competitive contract in
1967. Although Honeywell again won the 1968 competition, 170
units were also purchased in that year from Rayth-- under the
existing sole-source cotract, The price-quantity data are dis-
played in Table H-S, and Figure P-S shows the progress curves
for Raytheon and Honeywell.

Table H-5. PRICE-QUANTITY DATA FOR THE TO-202 RADIO COMBINER
• - r

Type Unit Price
Contractor Fy Contract Quantity (1970 S)
Raytheon 65 Sole-source .8 8,220

66 Sole-source 4L 5,817
6? Sole-source 185 5,623
6 8 Sole-source 170 t3•66

Voe•e W 68 cowpe ti t ie V,8 0 7
S6 Competiti,.e 450 1,)35

H•-Il
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6. TD-204 Cable Combiner

The TD-204 Cable Combiner is an interface device used

between a multiplexer and a coaxial cable in a cable communica-

tion link. It processes 3ignals to convert them to a form

acceptable for cable transmission and demultiplexing. It is

also used as a repeateT and as an interface unit in radio-to-

cable conversion stations. Thc TD-204 is the last of the items

witl'. the Raytheon...Ionerwel7l pattern. Raytheon received the

initial solp-sourc. cont.'act in 1965 (renegotidted in FY 67)

and was the only veindo. for negctiated prices under that con-

tract anti'. 1968. At tnis time the procurement was made com-
.. , 4 K ..... ,eywt,..l won the •uW,,--.ent two contracts.

Tabie 0-6 shows the price-quantity daLa, and Figure H-.6 shows

the Raytheon and Honeywell progress curves.

Table H-6. PRICE-QUANTITY DATA FOR THE TD-204 CABLE COMBINER

I Type Unit Price
Contractor FY Contract Quantity ( 9YU $)

Raytheon 67 Sole-source 760 7,726

67 Sole-scurce 255 6,696

67 Sole-sou"ce 633 5,793

68 Sole-source 484 5,506

68 Sol e-source 555 3,755

Honeywell 68 Competitive 5,943 1,877

6 Compet t 145 1,763

fl. i
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7. HAWK Missile Motor Metal Parts

The HAWK is a ground-to-air missile weapon system produced

by Raytheon. After the first three years of production, the

HAWK motor metal parts were bought by the Army Missile Command

(MICOM) as Government Furnished Equipment (GFE). Aerojet

General Corporation was the contractor for the HAWK motor

metal parts for tht. first six years of production, both as a

subcontractor to Ra.ytheon and as a prime to MICOM. In the

period PY 62-63, MICOM decided to introduce competition; and

the subsequent three competitive contracts were won by the

Intercontinental Manufacturing Company. Table F-7 shows the

price-quantity data, and Figure H-7 shows the progress curves

for Raytheon and Intercontinental.

Table H-7. PRICE-QUANTITY DATA FOR THE HAWK MISSILE MOTOR
METAL PARTS

__Type Unit Price

Contractor FY %ontract Quantity (1970 $)

Aerojet General 57 3ole-source 200 (unknown)

58 Sole-source 256 3.593

59 Sole-source 1,366 3,018

60-61 Sole-source 4,300 1,622
62 Sole-source 2,006 1,186

Intercontinental 63 Competitive 2,346 1,014

64 Competitive 1,545 814

'p 64 Compe t i t ive Jj19' 795

H-16
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8. APX-72 Airborne Transponder

The APX-72 transmits idp'ntification codes when interrogated
by friendly radars. It was originally produced.,under a sole-

source contract with the Bendix C-arporatiou. After the first

production, it was decided to make the procurement competitive;
but additional units were required before ll the documentation

needed for competition was ready, and a second sole-source

contr•ct was given to Bendix. The multi-year competitive con-
tract in FY 70 was won by the Honeywell Corporation" and all

the subsequent productio'i was under that contract. There are

two models of the APX-72 (the RT859 and the RTS59A), and it is

virtually impossible to determine whether the learning from the

RT8S9 should be carried over eItogether tco the RT8S9A production

or whether the two models should be treated separately. The

price-quantity data for both models are shown in Table li-s-, and

the progress curves for Bendix and Honeywell are shown i1.

Figure H-.. The curves are shown for only the RT8S9 •rodi:cUon.

Table H-8. PRICE-QUANTITY DATA FOR THE AIX-7ý
AIRBORNE TRANSPONDER

Type i Uvit Price
Model Contractor FY Contract Quantity 1 (1970 $1

RT85. Bendix 7V Sole-source 10,887 4,150
RT859 71 Solq-source 2,363 2,636

RTB59A 71 Scle-source iI'O 258O

RT859 Honeywell 70 Competitive 3,373 I 1,653
RT859 71 Comoetitive 1,687 1 ,553

RT859 71 Competitive 1,500 1,511

RT859A 71 Competitive 3,798 1,790

RTB59A 72 Competitive .,302 1,418

_______A__ jflj Competitive 469 1,396

H-1B
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9. . K-48 Torpedo C'mponents

Four major components of the MK-48 Torpedo (the Warhead,
4the Exploder, the Eiactric Assembly, and the Test Set) were

first produced by the Delco Corporation under sole-so,;fce
contracts and later by the Goodyear Aerospace Comr~ny when the
procurement was made compotitive. The price-qvantity data are
shown in TLble H-9, and the progress curves, or points, are
shown in Figure H-9. Since the methodology for the quantita-
tive analysis of the effect of competition requires a sole- .ou"ce
progress curve, only the data on the #arhead and the Electric
Assembly could be used, there being only one sole-source data
point each for the Exploder and the Test Set.

Table H-9. PRICE-QUANTITY DATA FOR THE MK-48 TORPED0 COMPONENTS

rtype 'Unit Price~Component - CDrtractor FY , Contract jQuanitity (I170 $)

Warhead Deieo 70 Sole-sour , 48 . 15,500

71 Sole-source 47 19,391
72 Sole-source 457 11,019

Warhead' Goodyear
Aerospace 73 Competitive 480 5,087

Exploder - Delco 70 So~e-source 58 25,800
Exploder - Goodyear

Aerospace 72 Competitive 480 5,15
71 Comoetltive 492 5,043

Electric Assembly -

Deltco 71 Sole-source 71 29,053

72 Sole-source 546 13,356
Electric Assembly
Geodyear Aerospace 73 Competitive 417 6,027
Test Set - Deleo 70 Sole-source 4 69,5Z5
Test Set - Goodyear

Aerospace 72 (oioetitive 34 14,717

__71 Competitive 6 1745ý7
______ _____ _____ - -•z
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10. Aerno 60-6402 Electronic Cootrol Amlifier

The Aerno 6C-6402 was the first produced under a sole-
source contract awarded to the General Electric Corporation

in 1966. GE won four procurements of the item by sole-source
n~gotiation until 1969, when the procurement method veas made

competitive and was won by the Lear'-Sieg1er Corporation. The
price-quantity datA are shcwn in Table H.-16, and the progress

curves for both GE and Lear-Siegler are tihown in rigure H-13. 1

Table H-1O. PRICE-QUANTITY DATA FOR THE AERNO 6U-6•C?
ELECTRONIC CONTROL AMPLIFIER

Type -Unit Price
Contractor FY Contract Quantity (1970 $)

General Electric U6 Sole-scurce 70 8.988 I
67 Soe-u, 194 7,184

68 Sole-source Z49 7,410

69 Solc-source 22 6,921

Lear-$iegler 69 Competitive 39 3,030

71 Competi-ive 80 3,314

7 2 ..o .tive 1? 3,314

~22
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;11. SPA-25 Radar Indicator

The SPA-ZS Radar Indicator was produced Ly the Motorola
Company under sole-source contracts during the period 1964-69.
The procurement method was made competitive in 1970 and was
won by the Litton Precision-Clifton Company. There is strong
evidence that the first unit price charged by Motorola was
unrealistically low and did not cover the costs of production;
and for this reason the price was nit used in the quantitative
analysis of the effhts of competition, althongh the first
production quantity was considered. The first Litton unit
price seems very low also, and their subsequent prices are
much higher. The price-quantity data are shown in Table H*-11,
and the progress curves are showr. in Figure H-I1.

Table V!-11. PRILE-QUANTITY DATA FOR THE SPA-25 RADAR NDICATOR

ype ~Unit PiContractor FY Cortract Q uatity (1970
Motorola 64 Sole-source 819 6,320

67 Sole--source 555 "0,841
60 Sole-sour:e 97 10,679
69 Sole-source -,771

Litton Precision- i
Clifton I70 Comoeti t i-e 403 6..819 '

72 Competitive 40 1 8,830

172
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"12. SHILLELAGH Missile

The Army SHILLELAGH gun-launched tactical missile was
first developed and produced by the Philco-Pord Corpcration

undar sole-source negotiation. It was then decided to qualify

a second source for the missile and to divide subsequent pro-

curement between the two sources according to a modified compe-

tition: Each vendor would got some of the buy, but the split

would be determined by the prices bid. The Martin-Marietta

Company won the competition to become the second source, and

from the end of 1966 through 1969 both Philco and Martin pro-

duced --he SHILLELAGH. The ?rice-quanztity data are shoun in

Table H-12, and the progress curves for Philco and Martin are

shown in Figul:e H-12.

Table H-12. PRiCE-QUANTITY DATA FOR THE SHILLELAGH MISSILE

Typ Unit Price
Conit ractor FY Cntract lQurntity (1970 s

66 Sole-source 1,393 14,141

6 Sole-sourCe 16,552 4,484

68 Competitive ?1,846 2,673

69 Competi tive 35,903 2,015
fMrtin-Narietta 67 Competitive* 4,960 3,041

69 Competitive 7,540 2385

Ss01it buys.

H-Z6
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13. ROCKEYE Bomb

During the period 1967 through 1970, the Hoioywe.l Corpora-

tion produced the ROCKEYE bomb under sole-source negotiated con-

tracts. In 1971, it was decided to introduce a secoad source

for the ROCKEYE bomb, and the Marquardt Corporat-on was selected.

Subsequs~it production was divided between the two companies on

the basis of their bids. Table H-13 shows the price-quantity

data, and Figure H-13 shows the progre-.s curves for both companies.

Table H-i3. PRICE-QUANTITY DATA FOR THE ROCKEYE BOMB

T ype Unit Price
Contractor FI. Contract Quantity (1970 $)

Honeywell 67t Sole-source S35 8,021

68 Sole-source 4,270 4,470

69 Sole-source 7,150 3,121

70 Sole-source 18,100 2,344
70 Sole-source 5,800 2,309

72 Competitive 18,058 1,882

72 Competitive 9,029 1.738

72 Competitive 13,43) 1,769

72 Competitive 4,000 1,6 z
3 Ce

73 Competitive 2,500 1,540
73 Competitive 28,098 1,540

Marquardt 72 Competitive 5,000 1,641
72 Competitive 2,500 1,606
72 Competitive 4,500 1,606

73 Competitive 3,500 t,734

it buys.

It-28
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14. TOW Missile

The TOW antitank missile was developed by the Hughes Air-
craft Company, which was also given the first sole-source pro-
duction contract in FY 68. The Army Missile Command (MICOM)
then decided to introduce a second producer and selected the

Chrysler Corporation. The contTact with Chrysler provided for
an "educational" buy and option buys to bring Chrysler to a
fully competitive position with Ilughe-, after which there would
be a winner-take-all cor.petition for the final, multi-year-buy.
irora FY 6ý through FY 71, the TOW was produced by both Hughes
and Chrysler, and in November 1971 Hughes won the buy-out com-
petition. The prize-quantity data are shown in Table H-14, and
the progress curves for both Hughes and Chrysler are shown in
Figure H-14.

Table H-14. PRICE-QUANTITY DATA FOR THE TOW MISSILE

Contractor F cType "Unit Price

S Contrct Quantity t 970 $)

Hughes Aircraft 69 Sole-source 5,350 5,237
70 Sole-source 10,400 5,070
71 Sole-source 2,500 4,062
71 Sole-source 6,500 3,556

72 Competitive 12,000 1,999
73 Competitive 12,000 2,060
74 Competitive 12,000 20040

75 Competitie 10,837 2,021
Chrysler Corp. 69 Sole-source 200 19,037

71 Sole-source 24685 5,329
71 Sole-source 4,000 J 04

t Educational awards.

H- so
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15. USM-18i Telephone Test Set

16. FGC-20 Teletype Set

17. MD-522 M4odulator-Demodulator

18. CV-1548 Signal Converter

The procurertent-history data on the four itens listed above

were all obtained by correspondence with the U.S. Ari•:y Electronics

Command (ECOM) and were for the most part limited to the informa-

tion in the ECOM computerized Procurejnent History Data File.

These data are shown in Tables H-15 through H-18. For each ef

these items, there were data on only one competitive buy after a

number of sole-source procurements. Figures H-I5 through H-18

show the progress curves for the sole-source procurements and the

points for the competitive buys.

Table H-15. PRICE-QUANTITY DATA FOR THE USM-181 TEI.EPHONE TEST
SET

Type Unit Price
Contractor FY Contract Quantity (1970 $)

Hewlett-Packard 67 Sole-source 17 2.035

69 Sole-source 33 1,303

69 Sole-source 8 1,318

70 Sole-source 278 1,290

72 Sole-source 506 734

INLS Company 72 Competitive 357 422

Advertised, but only one bidder.

14-32
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Table H-16. PRICE-QUA4TAITY D~ATA FOR THE FGC-20 TELETYPE SET

Type 'Unit Price
Contractor FY Contract Q,,iantity (1970 $)

Kleinsc-hmldt Com~pany 67 :Sole-source 169 2,338

67 Sole-source 690 1,976

67 Sole-source 819 j 1,985
69 Sole-source 26 ,q

Futuronics Inc. 70 Competitive 276 1,308
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Table H-17. PRICE-QUANTITY DATA FOR THE MD-522 MODULATOR-
DEMODULATOR

Type Uniit Price
Contractor ry Contract Quantity (197A S)

Gowsral Dynamics 66 Sole-source 247 6,510

68 Sole-source 1,288 4,466
68 Sole-source 562 3,531

68 Sole-source 3b 3,531

62 Sole-source 115 3,152
69 Sole-source 295 3,052

Futuronics Inc. 70 Competitive 2,263 1,275

LiJ _
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Table H-18. PRICE-QUANTITY DATA FOR THE CV-1548 CONVER[ER

Type Unit PricPq
Contractor FY Contract Quantity (1970 S)

Raytheon Corp. 65 Sole-source 560 7,692
65 Sole-source 400 7,691

65 Sol e-source 69 4,833
65 So-le-source 288 6,210

65 Sole-source 408 5,967
65 Sole-source 400 6,051

69 Sole-source 1 ,820 3,702

Bowmar/ALI Company 69 Competitive 7,638 1,503

it-38
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C. DATA DROPPED FROM THE QUANTITATIVE AN4ALYSIS

There were four systems for which the price-quantity data

initially seemed well suited f~c the type of quantitative

analysis being done but which ultimately had to be dropped from

the sample. These four were the SHRIKE Guidance and Control

Unit, the M-14 Rifle, the WRC-l Receiver-Tr,,nsmitter, and the

SIDEWINDER Guidance and Control Unit and 1Holleron Assembly.

Each of these four wi.ll be discussed in turn~.

1. SHRIKE GuidAnce and Control Unit

The SHRIKE is an air-to-grouaid missile designed to homie in

on and destroy enemy radars. It is used by both the Air Force

and the Navy, but the latter is the joint procuring agency. Tht.

Navy did the basic development of the Si-!RIKE, and in 1962 Texas

Instruments (TI), Incorporated, won a competition to improve ýknd

complete. the design and development of the guidance and cncitrol

unit for the missile.

TI was paid $5,078.925 for this design and .1velopment

work, and in FY 64 was paid Sl,92S,658 for aO~ditional R&D test

models. The initial procurement plan foi- the SURIKE a&C unit

was £1pprovid in .January 1963 avid called for negotiated contracts

with T1. In the Spring of 1564, the Navy, decided to introd%:ce

competitive prilcurement for the 66C wtit an-,! devised a plan thlm

called for a v.-all part of the FY-65 requiremfnt and most of the

FY-66 reqizlrement t4 be p -oured compotitively. The contract

anotisted with TI for the FY-65 rroductiott izicluded options fcr

FY 66 that would be exercisedI in tht 'c that th~e winner of

the cý*mpotitive awArd failed to produce an gccapvoble misile.

The effect oi cotapetitioa 'As indicated h), ti fact tf~st the
unit price of the wtafting bid by Sperry Farrtgut uas $4,710, Al-

though the riegotiated unit price for the i~uediately preceding
production by TI was S19,924. Although the influ'ince of colm-

petition in reducing the unit price in this case seems sanifest.



the actual price-quantity data for the SHIRIKE G&C uz it could
x~ot be used in calculating the formula for the ef'ý,ct of cow.-
~jetitions because the competitive prices were in too many cases
negitiated upward--due to nodal changes. Thus, Sperry won the
initial competition with a unit-price bid of $4,770 and actually
produced 118 units at this price, but the bulk of the units pro-
duced under this first FY-6S contract (1,833 units) was at a
unit price of $7,930 because of engineering changes introduced
after the initial contruct award. Engineeting changes undoubt-

*edly impacted to some degree on the price of all the items used
in this analysis, but their effect in the case of the SHRIKE
G&C unit seems so great as to make its prices incompatible with
the others.

The data that were collected on the SHIRIKE G&C units are
displayed in Table H-19.

2. M-14 Rif~le

A-4though the -,,,it Price fthe Mt-I 4i"le did not c^.me up
to the cieer-: ;et for the quantitative analysis, the size and
nature of the procurement and the obvious importance uf the
~OUIPMent to the A~rmy made it a candidate for iaclusion as an
exceptioni. After adoption by the Army, the first production

* contract was awarded sole-source to the Springfield Armory;
and, subsequently. production contracts we're given to three
differeiit civilian firus. the total program cotst In. exctss of

It doveloped, how~ever,, that the cost of tht z'pringfxeld
Armory production could not be determined, so there wer,, no
sole-source cost data--not even one Point.

* Since practically all th data obtained oa tho M-14 Pitfle
are contained in the roport by U.S. Amty Weapons Co~and,
AMSWFPPi-69-0l. Procuewsiit li~etory cite A~~y of M-1 Reilai
(28 January 1969). it is not roproducedl here.

H-43
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Table H-19. PRICE-QUANTITY DATA FOR THE SHRIKE G&C UNIT

Unit Price
Contractor FY Quantity (1970 $) Notes

Texas
Instruments 63 75 29,772 Urgent requirement.

"C" band. Negotiated.

53 124 24,507 Pilct production. "S"band. t"egotiated.

65 294 6,340 "S" band. Negotiated.

65 1,210 9,333 "S" band extended cap-
ability. Negotiated.

1 65 204 6,105 "C" band. Negotiated.
67 1,735 6,839 "S" band extended cap-

ability. Competitive.
Split award.

67 600 5,997 '" band extended cap-
ability. Competitive.

68 3,907 .,C041 "S" band extended cap-
ability. Cotnetitive.
Split awarn.

69 1,690 5,301 "S" band extended cap-
ability. Competitive.

69 1o0 7,541 "C" band extended cap-
ability.

70 300 7,499 "C" band extended cap-
ability.

71 200 7,999 Unknown model. Coin-

petitive.
72 100 9,020 Unknown model. Nego-

tiated.

Sperry 65 i'i8 5,O00 "S" band. Competitive..

55 1,833 9,310 "S" band extended cap-ability. Com,-cti tive .

67 1,936 5,999 "s" band extended cap-ability. Competitive.

Split award.

67 448 6,110 "S" band extended cap-
abi li ty.

68 1,750 5,424 "S" band extended cap-ability. Competitive.

Split award.

H-42
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3. 4AC-1 Receiver-Transmitter

The WPRC-.I is a receiver-transmitter used for ship-to-ship
and ship-to-shore communications. It was first procured on a
sole-source basis from the Bendix Corporation. The second pro-
curement was competitive and was won by Genet-a' Dynamics.
Bendix regained the procurement 3n the subsequent and last com-
petitive contract.

On the first contract, Bendix miscalculated its bid price
and made a claim for $21 million to the government, and an award
of $9 million was allowed. As a consequence, there is consider-
able uncertainty as to just what the correct unit price for the
first Bendix production 3hould be. Since this was the only
sole-source buy and since there were only two additional con-
tracts, the data were judged to be unsuitable for the quantita-
tive analysis.

Table H-20 displays the data that were collected.

Table H-20. PRICE-QUANTITY DATA FOR THE WRC-1 RECEIVER-
TRANSMITTER

Type Unit Price
Contractor FY Contract Quant..'ý (1970$)

Bendix 66 Sole-source 1,172 --

70 Compet tive 94 15,55I
70 Competitive 45 14,839
71 Competitive 7 14,201

72 Competitive 32 13,593
General Dynamics 68 Competitive 240 14.981

Urit price (1970 dollars) was (1) S8,560o if actua1 $9
millioA• •ward is included, or $,,086, if the tiaimed
$21 million award is aiuoed,

•-43



4. SIDEWINDER: Guidance and Conitrol Unit and Wing and
RolTeron Asml

The data collected or, the Guidance and Control unit (G&C
unit) and the wing and roileron assembly were never seriously
considered as being adequate for inclusion in the quantitative
analysis sample, but the impact of competition seemed so strik-
in~g that it was at first thought the data coald be used some

way in the analysis.

The only data available on the Guidance and Control unit

were for three contracrts in FY 71 and FY 72. However, since
-thi~s particular G&C unit has been greatly nodifiedl from previ-

gus models, it is uncertain how much lerrning from prior pro-

duction would be applica!.-e even. if the data were available.

The Raytheon Corporation had been producing the SIDE-

WINDER G&C unit under sole-source negotiations since the pro-

gram's inception, but w4.th this latest model in FY 71, the Navy

decided to introc'uce a second producer and, to this end, asked

for proposals frura Philco-Ford and Gerneral Electric for a 7/00-

unit production. Philco-Ford won the competition with a unit

price bid of $6,100.

Tn FY 72, a 3ole-source. contract was negotiated with Ray-

theon for 1,100 units at a unit price of $11,494. At the same

time, an optional quantity of 470 u~nits was proposed for comn-

petitive bidding betwefon Raytheon and Philco-Ford, with quotes

being asked for 100-unit incremental quaistities from 100 -to

500. The bids rectivet! are shown in Table H1-21.

Philco-Ford won this competition. but because of an ongin-

eering change made after the above bids, both companies had to

bid again on the 470) qu;nitity. Again. Phllco-Ford won, with u

unit-price bid of $6,?M~. The losing RaytheoA bid was for a
unit prica of $,981~.

The win?' and rolleron assembly of the SIDEWINDEk is four

rougahly tr1iftgular fins that are fitted on the aft third ef

H1-44



Table H-21. SIDEWINER FY-72 OPTION QUANTITY BIOS

Qtjintity Raytheon Unit Price Philco-Ford Unit Price

1100 $14,340 $5,875
200 13,296 5,800
300 13,188 5,785
400 12,783 5,770
500 12,486 5,760

the missile and are actuated to guide and stabilize it. They
have an interior honeycomb structure, to give both strength and
lightness. The Army CHAPARRAL uses two fins that are identical
(except for the paint) to the SIDEWINDER's and two that are
simple metal stampings. The Navy does the procurement for both
services.

No specific procurement data prior to FY 70 were available;
they were all in dead Ttorage. However, the Weapons Diotio'nary
indicates that about 37,,YlS SIDENINDERs and 6,0'J0 CHAPARRALs
were produced through FY 69. This would mean thiat about 162,100
individual fins were iiiade, all by the same compa~ny,, Farmers
Tool ana' Supply Corj-or&ttion (FTS), before tho~ current contract.
The original price was $250 per fin (or $1,000 per SIDEWINDER
set) and has gradually been reduced to the $199 point or' the FTS
bid for Ff 70.

The Navy had from early in the program advertised thie wing
and rolleron.procurements; but until FY 71, only FTS (the ori-
ginal supplier) had made ýids. The data on the 1FTS FY470 con-
tract and the IPY-71 low bid of Engineering Research, Inc. (M)~f,
are as follovs:

FTS: FY 70 SIDEWINDER - 1,200 sets #$783.68 0$195.92Z ca.)
MIAMM~AL - 3.030 sets 0$391.66 ($198.83 ea.)

ERI: FY 11 SIDEWINDER - 1.400 sets 0$698.00 ($17/4.50 ea.)
CHAPAM~L . 2,242 sets @S306.00 k,31S3.00 ea.)
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Over the course of the produztion of roout 162,100 fins,
the unit price had declined from $250 to an average of t197.34

-- about 23 percent. The first competitive buy resiulted in a

drop from the current price of 17 percent and from the o.,iginal

$250 of 34 percent.

D. DATA NOT SUITABLE FOR THE QUANTITATIVE ANALYSIS

In the attempt to collect as large a data base as possible,

some cost histories were accumulated which were obviously not
suited. for the quantitative analysis. However, since the in-

formation was difficult to acquire, and since it does have a
subjective bearing on the analysis, it is displayed here. The

names of the 10 items in this category, grouped according to

the primary reason the data could not be used, are listed below;
and the data avo displayed in Tables H-22 through H-31.

Aerno 42-0750 Voltage Regulator

Aerno 42-2028 Generator Unit pric'e too ZOzW
AN/PRC-77 Manpack Radio Set

AN/VRM-I Radio Test Set
Standard MR 6 ER Missiles

AN/SQS-208A Transducer No eoZe-aource
Pr'ogr-)8 curve

AN/ARA-63 Radio Receiving-Decoding Setl

ANiARC-54 Radio So ooipatitive data

AN/APM-123 Transponder Test Set Nie.,wing data

NU/GRC-103 Radio Relay Set
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Table H-22. PRICE-OUANTITY DATA FOR THE AERNO 42-0750 VOLTAGE
REGULATOR

'y - Unit Price
Contractor FY Con'cract Quantity (1970 $)

Bendix 661 Sole-source 380 135

67 cl'e-source 380 '145
68 Solo-source 295 134

71 Competitive 298 S4

72 Cor•.petitive 164 55

'.ear-Siegler 69 Competitive 344 75
. 70 Competitive 314 71

Table H-23. PRICE-QUANTITY DATA FOR TIE AERNO 42-2028
GENERATOR

Type Unit Price
Contractor FY Contract Quantity (1970 $)

Bendix 67 Sole-source 380 '69
68 Sole-source 380 694
68 Sole-source 273 465

Lear-Siegler 69 Competitive 332 512
70 Competitive 314 427

Table H-24. PRICE-QUANTITY DATA FOR THE AN/PRC-77 MANPACK
RADIO SET

Type Unit PriceContractor FY Contract Quantity (197U S)

RCA 67 Sole-source 7,837 1,171
67 Sole-source 10.798 1,360

Electrospace Corp. 68 Competitive 56,312 668

72 j ompetitive 4,133 433

E Systems, Inc. 70 Competitive 16,191 579
Cincinntti Electronics 73 Competitive 6,j608 397

Sentinel Electronics 73 Competitive 6.617 397
Bristol Electronics j73, Competitive 451_ 530
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Table H-25. PRICE-QUANTITY DATA FOR THE AN/VRM-1 RADIO TEST SET

Type Unit Price
Contractor FY Contract Quantity (1970 $)

Monmouth Electric 67 Negot ated 1188 624

Electrospace Corp. 68 Compeitivel 732 317

La Pointe Industries 69 Com~eitive 51 260

70 Comoetit~ve 171 249

Table H-26. PRICE-QUANTITY DATA FOR STANDARU MR AND ER MISSILES

Standard Type Unit Price
Contractor Missile FY Contract Quantity (1970 $)

"- t
General Dy- MR 66 Sole-snurce 50 149,766
narics Corp. 67 Competitive 144 60,230

67 Competitive 72 30,764
63 Competitive 240 29,786

69 Competitivel 240 32,445
70 Competitive 400I 33,767

71 Competitive 400 32,653
ER 66 Sole-source 50 149,766

I 67 Competitive 575- 61,039

67Arpt -iv 0 31,075
68 Competi":ive 660 30,090

69 Compet;01ve 660 32,712
Y1 Competitive 500 34,024

7- 1 Co'apetl tIve S00 32,901

Table H-2/. PRICE-QUANTITY OATA FOR THE AN/SQS-208A TRANSOI'CER

CType uptit Pricel
Y Contract Qv~ntity (1970 S)

Dynaoiiics Corp. of Ater. 167 sale-swurcef 29 76,869
Hazeltine Corp. 681 C t 4) 40,r00," 3 Competitti ve 69 30,621
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Table K-28. PRICE-QUANTITY DATA FOR THE AN/AAA-63 RADIO
RECEIVING-DECODING SET

Type Unit PriceI
Contractor FY Contract Quantity (1970 $)

AIL Company 2
69 Sole-source 1 .3. 7,849

ASC Systems Corp. 72 Competitive 1,067

Table H-29. PRICE-QUANTITY DATA FOR THE AN/ARC-54 RADIO

Type Unit Preie

Contractor FY Contract 'uantity (1970$)

Admiral Corp. 64 Sole-squrce 900 7,379

64 Sole-source 8%3 5,796
65 Sole-source 1,381 5,751
66 Sole-sourcoe 1.160 5,076
66) Sole-sovrce 300 5,039

66 Sole-source 3,103 4,866
66 j Sole-source 2,650 5,033

Table H-30. PRICE-QUANTITY DATA FOR THE AN/APM-I3 TRANSPONDER
TEST SET

Contract FY C;ori,-ac Q arnt ity I 70

Packard-Bell Company 6i ,olia-source 62.43
66 Sole-source 31ý 6.076
71 Sole-source 625.

18 Sole-source - --

I-6^ Sole-so~irce 195 6,629
69 Sole-sourco -326 6*599

Tech 'idustries 69 Compet1ttve 242 2,161
71 ioi petitive ....

Unknown.
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Table H-31. PRICE-QUANTITY DATA FOR THE AN/GRC-103 RADIO RELAY
SET

-- Type Unit Price
Contractor FY Contract Quantity (1970 $)

Canadian Commercial 66 Sole-saurce 400 32,799
68 ';o!4-source 350 26,771

Magnavox Company 6 Com 142 10,395
69 Competitive1 71 10,376
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v. Append'ix I

-REVIEW OF DEFENSE INDUSTRY PROFIT STUDIES

This app:,idix summarizes the results of various, studies on

defense industry profits. The empirical work of this report

(Chapter IV) ,3howad that large price reductionis were obtained

what. competition was introduced into defense procurement th-7ough

tho use cf formkilly advertised bidding. 1n order to get some

indication -if whether these price reductions were permitted by

excessivel.y hign profits in the sole-source cases or by reduc-

tions in the cx.q.s of production, a review of defense profits

was decided o1i. Although the data on pro-fits of firms beforý

and after feernally advertised bidding are unavailable, the

profits from negot•iated and sole-source contracts should be ,:he

largest p&.c of defense firms' profits, because these contrac~ts

are still .;or such a large proportion of the totzl proctiremouts.

Therefore. a study of defense industry profits will be, ip.

effect, a study of profits froi niegottiated atctd sole-source pro-

r'.,reatr.rts, which is t•ho desired blias (f-inc~e the, possiiy If

OXCO34 profits on h,:eContracts i.ý being examineJ).

Since tho studi4,s reviolwed bel1ow were made 4y" govorvnmen

agencies and4 by •acdomics, the appro-chos aad specific areas•

e~pas:•dv'rysorojohat. Uac~usi the Allocatlloa within a iirm
o• po~t, •ot•,and a'•s toilltary and covaer~ial work •

open to disagroemoeu, the s~tudies tried diffe~rent way's of defin-

M&g and separ;ting defiaso f°rom cotsmercial proýfits. But ini

spie -of the vari.ed z-P)roa0,tcs, the overall results are thaz

v•ilitary profits are ýIot sqmnfic-antly higher thant CoX.-.Crcial

profits.

Ii

I,
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The i1afense rnduatry Profit Rev' ew: 1968 Profit Data of
the Logistics Management Institute (LMI) covers an 11-year
period, 1958-1968, and includes all companies having over
$200 million annual defense sales and a representative sample
of companies whose annual defense sales are between $25 millicn
and $200 million and have at least 10 percent of total company
business in defense sales (43 companies for 1968). Sales, cap-
ital investment, and profits for these firms were allocated to
defense work and to commercial work. The financial character-
istics of these defense-oriented firms were comppred with those
of a sample of commercial companies that were in the same
durable-goods categories,

TYe comparison of before-tax profit to sales ratios is
shown in Table I-1. On the basis of Profits/Sales, dofense
busino:s is less profitable than commercial business within the
same firm and less profitable than predominantly commercial
companies are. But a more important iinancial characteristic
for investment decisions is the ratio of profits to total cap-
ital investment, where total capital investment is the amount
assigned to capital shares and surplus plus long-term debt.

Table 1-I. COMPARISON OF BEFORE-TAX PROFITS TG SALES

P ~r cent a ge

(Prof its/Sales)

Type of Firm. 1968 1967

Defense Companies
Defense business 89 4.17

Commercial business 7-64 6.36
Comatercial C000ahies 11 1-1 .3

ISource: LMH. p. 26.
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Again, allocating the capital investment and profit% within

a defense-oriented company to its defense and commercial work,
the ratios for profit to total capital investment (TM) are

shown ir. Table 1-2. Depending on the year looked at, thexe may

or may not be any difference between the defense and commeicial

profit rates within a firm, but the commercial companies again

do bett,ýr thax the defense-oriented companies.

Table 1-2. 'CMPARISON OF PROFITS TO TOTAL CAPITAL
i NVESTMENT--ALLbCATED

Percentage

(Profit/TCI)

Type of Firms 1968 J1967
Defense Companies

Defense business 12.82 13.02

Commercial business 16.74 13.43

Commercial Companies 19.54 18.2Z

Source: LMI p, 20.

Since t hre are problems in allocating profits within a

firm, LM1 also compared defense companies as a whole with corn-

mercial firms, using samples based on audited financial statn-

scnts. The ratio (found by L241) of profits to total capitia
investment on this sample is stown in Table i-3. These figures

show that in 1967 there was little difference 'etween the pro-

fi'ts of defense and commercial companies, but a largtr differ-

once existed in I6B,

A caonporison of the above figures with the results given

In Table 1-2 for the Farne Profit/TCI ratio shows differenceN.

that could lead to difeerent policy recomaend4tions. The dif-

ferences in the ratios sre attributable to two factors: (1)

Table 1-2 used czntnactor-suppiied data for defense firss,

while the second used published financial data; and (2) the
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Table 1-3. COMPARISON OF PROFITS TO "TOTAL CAPITAL
INVESTMENT--NON-ALUOCATED

Percentage
(Profit/TCI)

Type of Firm 1968 1967

I efense-orie! ted companies 16.2 16.0
VommerciallY-oriented companies 21.7 17.5

Source: LMI, p. 46

data for the commercial firms were based on different sizes of
samples for the two tables. Because the financial ratios are

Sso sensitive to the data base used, care must be taken in star-

ting conclusions about defense profits. Therefore, other
studies of defense industry profits will be reviewed in order

to obtain a general consensus.

Another study with an approach similar to LMI's was done
by the General Accounting Office (GAO) during 1970. GAO stud-

ied the profits on negotiated contracts for 74 large DoD con-

tractors and required them to separate the sales, profits, and

investments for the defonsu and commercial portions of their

sales, (Note that the samples of th GAO and V11 studies dif-
for, but that both 5eparate defense from commercial business

within a firm.) )or its findings and conclusions., the report

profits on DOD contracts averaged 4.5 percent of
sales over the 4 years, 1966 through 1969, but
profits on compvrable cut"netcial work of the 74 con-
tractors #veraged 9.9 porcrnt of sales for the sace
paIod. W-en profit was considered as a percent of
the total capital investment (total liabilities And
equity but exclusive Of GOvernment capital) used in
generating the .ales. the dtfference narrowed--Il.2
percent for DOD sales and 14 percent for conorcial
sales. FtVrther, when profit vas considered as a per-
cent of equity capital inv,stcent of stockholders,
there was little difference between the ratt of ro-
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turn for defense work and that ior commercial work.
The 74 large DOD contractors realited average retuins
before Federal income taxes of 21.1 percent on equity
capital allocation to defense sales and 22.9 percent
on equity capital allocated to commercial sales....

The major factor causing the rates of return or, con-
tractor capital investment for defense and commercial
work to be similar was the substantial amount uf
capital provided by the Government in the form of
progress payments, cost reimbursements, equipment,
and. facilities. This reduceo the capital investment
required from the contractors for defense work.
[28, p). 11

Thus, the GAO and LMI studies report the same general ranges

for the various financial ratios in spite of their different

data bases. Moreover, GAO feels that the rates of return on

defense aia commercial work are quite similar when the amount

of government-provided capital is taken into account.

A. M. Agapos and Lowell E. Gallnway, in their article

""'Defense Profits and the Renegotiation Board in the Aerospace
Industry" [65], attempt to evaluate empirically the effective-
ness of the Renegotiation board established to insure that con-

tractors wit'i the government do not reap unusual profits from
their activities. The study covers the period 1942-67 and looks

at aerospace firms that are government prime contraztors. divid-

ing the firms into two groups-.(1) those with 80 perc ;nt or more
of their sales subject to renegotiation and (2) those with less

than 80 percent of their sales subject to renegotiation, but
with 50-80 percent uf their total sales to the government.

using multiple least-squares regression techniques, they

estimated a statistical profit function for the U.S. aerospace

industry,. The measures of profitability used were profits

(both btfo:re and after taxes and renego'iation) as a fraction

of net worth and as a fraction of total assets. (The Renegoti-

ation Act of 1951 instructs the Renogotiatior Board to consider

the return to net worth in its determinations.) Agapos and

Gallaway report that their regression results suggest "that the



presence of the board has led to an inflation of aerospace
profits which have been renegotiaZed away by the board" [65,

p. 1103•]. Their overall basic conclusions are as follows:

1. There is almost no evidence that aerospace firms
in contemporary America are able to reap unusually
large or excessive profits from the presence of posi-
tive shifts in the demand for military hardware. 2.
It appears that the parties to the contract negotia-
tion process--an integral part of defense procurement
in the aerospace industry--have very effeictively dis-
counted the presence of the Renegotiation Board and
have thus rendered it quite ineffectual. [65, pp.
1103-41

Ge•,rge J. Stigler and Claire Friedland, in their article

"Profits of Defense Contractors" [66], use a different approach

to a profits study by looking at the profitability of invest-

ments made in defense contractors. They feel that "Stock market

experience avoids (or at least ignores!) the complications of

accounting practices, including the difficulties of segregating
assets and income within the enterprise" [66, p. 692]. They

looked at the largest defense prime c,'itractors from the annual

DoD lists, compared the contracts with the total sales of the

companies in the same years to obtain an average -ercen"_'age of

defense business, and calculated the market value of an initial

investment in common stock of a company with reinvestment of all

dividends in the stock of that company, The investment perform-

ance of the defense firms was compared with the average va.;4e of
an invesLment in each company listed on the New YorK Stock

Exchange. Their main ffiidings are as follows:

1. The investments in defense contractors were
almost twice as profitabl, in the 1950's as the in-
vestment in all listed stocks....2. In the 1960's the
investments in d-efense contractors did approximately
as well as in all NYSE, stocks .... Thus there is sub-
stantial agreement between our study and that of the
Logistics Management Institute. [66, p. 6931

But in spite of theii- results, Stigler and Friedland are hesi-
tant to judge the efficiency of present systems of procurement.



They suggest that more impoltant questions are the risk in the
defense area, the existence of monopoly or blocked entry into
the defense contracting business, and the relationship between
the profits of defense contractors and their performance on
contracts.

Another study, Douglas R. Bohi's "Profit Performance in
the Defense Industry," examines the

profit performance of defense industry firms in the
past decade to determine whether the profit rates of
firms engaged heavily in defense contracting differ
significantly from profit rates of non-defense-
oriented firms. Related points of interest to be
considered include: (1) whether there is any rela-
tionship between the percentage cf business attributed
to defense contracts and the profit performance of
different firms, (2) whether traditional defense
industry firms have become more or less dependent on
defense business, and (3) whether the Vietnam war has
altered the profit performance of defense firms.
[67, p. 721]

Bohi looks at a sample of 36 defense firms that consistenl'.y
appeared on the annual lists of the largest defense contrac-
tors for the period 1960 through 1969. Ho examines the volume
of defense contracts awarded to the 36 firms; defense profits
as a percentage of total sales; profits; and profits as a
percentage oi net worth (the latter ratio is the only meazure
in common with s,veral other studies). He was u.ablo to find
significant difference- between the profit rates of the de-
fense firms and those of the 500 largest manufa.cturers as
listed in Fortune for the same period. He further found that
the "hypothesis of no significant correiatior. between profits
and the concentration of defeuse business cannot be rejected"
[67, p. 726]. Behi also reports that the traditional defense
contractors havo been diversifying into commeroial business,
because the ratio of defense contracts to sales had declined
(while the total defense contracts to thesc firms had not do-
clined). He also fids that traditional defense firms (the 36
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that have been consistently on the list of the largest contrac-

tors for the period 1960 through 1969) have been taking a smaller

portion of total defense procurement. In considering the issue

of whether there has been a change in defense profits as a result

of the Vietnam war, he notes that profits and profit rates for

the 36 defense firms studied did increase during the Vietnam war

period, but that so did manufacturing profits in general, and

that the increases are not significantly different. "In fact,

it appears that the source of the bulk of the increase in profits

of defense contractors during the war was nondefense business"

[67, p. 727]. Bohi concludes that

there is no evidence for arguing that defense business
is any more or less profitable than nondefense busi-
ness in general. Whether or not this result implies
that defense profits are too high or too low depends,
of course, on the relative risk and relative effici-
ency of defense and nendefense business....Relative
risk and relative efficiency, not relative profit per-
formance, are the important issues. [67, p. 728]

To summarize all these studies of defense industry profits,

it appears to be still uncertain as to whether or not defense

industry profits (either for the defense contrqctor as a

whole or for just the defense part of the business) are sig-

nificantly lower than profits for commercially-oriented firms.

Some studies (e.g., Stigler and Bohi) have reported no statis-

tically significant difference, while the LMI and GAO studies

report that some measures of profits give lower returns on

defense business and for defense-oriented firms. But in either

case, all studies have suggested that the important question

for policy purposes is not the level of pzofits but their

adequacy--including coasideration of government-supplied capital

and the risk borne by the firms.

Recalling the initial purpose of this review of defense

industry profits, there is no strong evidence that the defense

industry is excessive~y profitable. In fact, since the profit

rate is lower on defense business in some of the studies,
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ME-,

other factors (like government-supplied capital and the firm's
cost risk) would have to have a large impact to make defense
profits higher than commercial rates. Since defense profit
rates do not appear to be excessively high, the price reduc-
tions obtained under competitive, formally advertised procure-
ments are likely to have been enabled by reductions in the
production cost.

'-9
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Appendix J

DETAILED COMPARISON OF COMMERCIAL AND MILITARY
AIRCRAFT, SHIP, AND WHEELED-VEHICLE PRICES

Chapter V presented the methodology used in making the com-

parison of military and commercial prices and some summary tables

of the results. This appendix presents thie data and detailed

calculations that were usel to derive the summary tables of

Chapter V.

A. COMPARISON OF MILITARY AND COMMERCIAL AIRCRAFT

Table J-1 presents the airframe cost index used to normalize

prices to 1970 doliars.

Tabli J-1. AIRFRAME COGT INDEX

Year Index Year d Year Index

1945 1.586 1955 1.388 1965 1.225

1946 1.566 1356 1.370 1966 1.170

1947 1.546 1957 1.352 1967 1.132

1948 1.526 1958 1.335 1968 1.006

1949 1.506 19S9 1.318 1969 1.041

1950 1.486 1960 1.285 1970 1.000

119511 1.466 1961 1.270 1197 .072

196.1.446 1962 1.270 1972
S . 1963 1.270

1964j 1.401 1964 1.254,~_ 1
Source: Office of the Assistant Secre-

tary of Defense (Systems; Antlysis)

J-l
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1. Piston Aircraft -Case Studies

a. C-119 Versus-Convair 240, 340. 440

The tables for commercial aircraft are set .ip with nine

column headings (see Table J-2). The first four are self-

explanatory. The fifth column (labeled "Empty Weight Deliveredtt )

is the product of the number of planes de ivered that year and

the empty weight of one airplane. The sixth column is the prod-

uct of the number of planes deiivered that -i,-ar and the useful

load-carrying capacity (hereinafter shortened to "useful

capacity") of one a~irplane. The seventh columnn is the selling

price or average selling price of one plane in that year (or

current-year dollars). The eighth column is the (seventh-

column) selling price normalized to 1970 dollars, using the con-

version indices of Table J-1. The last colu=n is the total

price- -obtained by multiplying the price per planae (in 1970

dollars) by the number of planes delivered thi. year. This

toyal prire should be roughly the amout~n received by the air-

craft man ýfacturar for total flyaway sales of that plane in

tbat year. The totals at the bottýom are tt~e total number of'

planes delivered, total empty weight delivered, total useful

capacity ýielivered, and total program sales ovor the span of

years the plane was Produced..

As Ta~le ý-? indicates, the total amount received by C.oil-

vair for its 240, 3401 440 series was S4S4,S90,000 (1970 dollars)

for a total o-fk 565 plaaes delivered. Tutal sales of tile Convcr~i

seriei are then divided by tut~ll egmpty weight del~ivered, to ob-

taifl a prica per pound for that particuisr commercial Plane.

'ZinLO total pou~nds do-livere~d was,~~OO the average price

per pound of empty weight for the Convair 140. 340, 440 was

S727.5S. Price per pound on sk us Jul -capacI - basis w"s $48.98.

DatA for the C-119 prograrm are shown I' Ta 'rbi J-3. In. this*

case, m~ore jA&I *tary planes were produced Owln co=O clal Planes.

in ordtr to normalize fto- quantity. tbe qUatititY of C-119S PreO-

J.2



Table J-2. CONVAIR 240, 340, 440 PROGRAM DATA

"" . Empty Useful .
I Emptr deigft C&'AeCWV'yj Totvi

Weight DelivW'rPo Delivered Price Price Price
(thOSIA.d Hufmbr (thousand (t hovsafd (i11 ion (million (million
Yeal pow~nds) Deliver.ed pounds) pounds) current S) 1970 5) 1970 5)

1947-

1951 240 27.0 176 4,752 2.351 .440 .66 116.16

1952 340 29.5 35 1,033 613 .S41 .78 27.30

4953 :40 29.5 101 2.986 Il749 .578 .82 82.82

19S4 3'-0 29.5 61 1,800 1,0•1 .613 .66 52.46

1955 340 1 29.5 14 413 245 .750 't.04 14.56

1956 440 31.3 57 1,784 1,048 .560 .89 50.73

1957 440 21.3 79 2,473 1,452 .67U .11 71.86

1958 440 j1.3 21 657 a86 .700 .93 19.53

1959 440 31.3 14 438 M54 .768 1.01 14.14

1960 C,40 33.5 S 1 92 .780 1.00 5.00

Total 563 15,1494 9,282 454.59

Here defined (for Tables J-2 through J-17) is aircraft mnazimum gross takreoff waight
Minois empty weight.
bAveraga•vsight for the five-year span.

sAorage price for the five-year ipa.s.

duced is cut off to equal the total production quantity ($63
aircraft) of the Convair 240, 340, 440. The total cost of 563
C-119s i3 $6_27,230,00Q (RDTOE plus procuremert) and must be in-

creased by 4.6 percent to account for govzrnment capital invest-

ment. Thus, the total program cost is S646tO80,000 (1970 Anl-

lars). This total is divided by total omptF weigt delivered oi,

563 pluites (22,520,000 paunds), to arrive at a price of $29.13

per pound of empty weig•t ftr the C-119. Similarly, the price

pef pound on a usefTl-capacity basis vas $40,54.

Finally, the ratio of the price por pound of the miliary

'ircraft to the price per pound of the co ercial aircraft is

used as a comparison of the costs. The price per pound of

empty veight for the C-119 * cosared to the price per pound

of evpty weig•ht for the Convair series (o29.13!$27.5S) jive

ratio -f 1.06. The C-119 cost about 6 perc•et au" per pound;

the -vo programs arg quite comparable. Likewise* the tatio on

a usefui-capacity basis ($40.54f$4R.9R) is 0.85.
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Table J-1. C-119 PROGRAM DATA (1948-1951)

Empty Useful ROTIE and
Empt) Weight Capacity Procvrement Procurement

WelgPt Delivered Delivered Cost Cost
(thousad Number (thousand (thousand (maIl ion (millionb

Year moe,. pounds) Delivered pounds) pounds) current S)A 1970 U)

1948 C.119C 40 37 .480 .064 26.71 40.76
1949 C-119G 40 99 3 960 2.846 1 43.07 64.86

1950 C-119C 40 53 2,120 23 24.17 35.93

19$1 C-}igC F,G.HI C 0R4Q-l 438 .,520 12 586 335.6O.

&Flyaway ctsts only.
bEstimated RDT&Z of 50 times the cumulative average cost of ;_0 units,

50 x .932 46.60.
CUnit prico in )qSI assomed in subsequent case studies:

For Convair series, analysis for 374 of these $38
For Lockheed Constellation, analysis for 33C of these 438
For DC-6. an4lysis for 348 of these 438
For OC-7, analysis for 147 of these 438.

b. C-11n Versus Lockheed Constellation

Lockheed re,:eived $1,096,970,000 (1970 dollars) in sales

of its Constellation series (Table J-4). The total empty weight

delivered fox S19 airplanes was 34,771,000 pounds. Thus, the

price per pound of empty weight for the Constellation was $31.55.

The price per pound on a useful-capacity basis was S41.24.

The total cost for 519 C-119s is $S75,S70,000 (Table J-3).

To account for government capital investment, this figure is in-

creased by 4.6 percept, for a total of $6042,0S0,000, Total

empty weight delivered on 519 planes is 20,760,000 pounds, for a

price of $29.00 per pound of empty weight for the C-119. -

iarly, the total useful capacity Jeliver'd on 519 pJanos is

14,9180Ss pounds--giving a price per pound of usiful capacity

of $40.36.) Comparison of thi3 $4-9.00 price to th- price of

131.55 per pound of etmpty weigitt for the Consttllation •ries

produces a ratio of 0.92. The two planes 4re compurable in

price, the C-119 costing about 8 percent le.s per powid. (On

the basis of useful capa-ity, price-per-pound comparison of the

C-119 and the Constellation series produces a ratio cv. 0.98--

i.e., the C-119 cost 2 percent less per pound.)

j-.



Table J-4. LOCKNEEO C01STELLATIO1 SERIES PUOSIA DATA

Emptyt weight Caiacity } . Totalt1elivred Oe tverd Price Price PylceYear Model j(thftusand Number (thousand (thousand (million J(illlon (all1on
Y . dDllpvered1 pou pounds) Currp n 5) 1970 S) 1170 S)

194 049 S g o580 420 .684 1.065 10.851946 049 56.0' 57 31,06 2,394 .17b 1.135 64.7019 49 3.190 282 .790 1.12

649> 58.06 1 3.190 590 .160 ).17P V.85
7490 365 1,474 .870 1.345)

194C 749 58.01 22 1,276 938 .93 0b 1.419 31.22
1949 749 $7.0' 17 959 725 1.080 1.626 27.64
1050 6452 128 8 9 7b 1.333)

749' 3 ).364 1.022 1.51s-1951 649 5 a 85 .809 1.3191
749 5.0 18 1,410€ 767 1.120 642 39.5u'104 69.0 204 1.25C 1.533.

1952 1049 69.O i o 1.380 1.020 1.260b 1.822 36.44
1953 1 J49C.D.,EG 0.0 28 1,932 1,428 1 3600b 2.119 59.89
1954 1049C.CE.G 69.0 41 2,829 2.091 1.700 Z.Z92 9..U
1955 1049C.0.E.G 69.0 55 3.795 3,520 2 b015b 2.•7 153.84
1956 1049C60..,G} 69. 0960 2.110b 2.al 1l1049H 69031 3,651 192 1.2 •6• t4.15•I I 355 2.60 2.1070 2.896t1957 1049C.0,E.G 159.0960 2.180 2.94704H27, SMC4C 1.728 1.906 Z.577V

1649 85.3 5 . 0 2.0 ,gf ? .3

1958 14 ,0EZ 9 3192 2.200 2.937104914 1 1216 9 , 45.131.2T68.29 2.52?1649 85.3 19( 429 2.356 3.14S~
1959 10)4%0 69.0 4 276 258 1.393 j .19 .98Total 

1.969r .... t 4nd ..)5 e19 34,771 26,6 4 1,095,79

f;Avata~e •rtce.

L~ ee Po at4 ecordilto• tho 4&*Ua apoduted of Voch nodet,

c. C-110 Versus DC-6

For the 531 DC-6s sold (Table 3-5), Douglas received a
total of $79i.630,000. The total empty weight deliveved was
28,258,000 pounds. On 4 price-per-pound basis, the DC-6 cost
428.11. On a useful-capacity basis, the total pounds delivered
was 26,Z7S.OZ3--giving $30.11 per pound.

The cost of the first 531 (total ntmber of !C-6s bui•t)
C-119s was $S96,700,000 (Yable J-3). It is increased by 4.6
percent, for a total of S624,100oOOO. Total empty Weight de-
livered for S37 plaaes was 4),480,000 pounds; total useful

-S



Table J-5. ,C-6 PROORAM DATA

Em .pty JUseful
Ep W eight Cipacity TotalWeight De1!vered Delivered Price Price Price

•(thousand Numbet (thousand (thous ena (million (million (million
MYer(s) .4odel pounds) Delivered pounds) pmunds) current 3) 1970 $) 1970 S)

71949 1 C-6 51.5 ISO 7,•25 6.856 .69' 1.05 157.5019590 , D
1952 IQC-6.As 52.8' 114 6,019 5,720 .97' 1.42 161.98

i1953 OC-6,AB 5 2 . 8 b 69 3,643 1 3.462 1.10 1.57 108.33
11954 OC-6.A,8 52.8• 41 2.165 2,057 1.20 1 .69 69.29
1955 DC-6,AB 52.8 14 7J9 703 1.25 1.74 24.26
1956 DC-6.A.B 5 2 . 8b 39 2,059 1 1.957 l.30 1.78 69.42
1957? OC-fi.AAB 52.8• 44 2,323 2,208 1.ýo 1.76 77.44

j19 SE8  j C$:.A:6 52.8 65 3.432 3.262 1.40 .8 121.551959 O-,-.A.8 2  __ _ .__5 _ 1.40 1.86 1.86

TOW 53 28.158 [ 6,5791.61

Aea*price for the re-t i p.bAverzg* weight for the v•riou- models.

capacity, 15,436.06S pournds. The price per pound of empty
weigit for the C-119 was $29.06; the price per pound of useful
capacIty, $40.43. The ratio of the C-119 price per pound of
empty weight to the DC-6 price per pound of empty weight is 1.0A.
The two are very close in price per pound of empty weight. How-
ever, on a useful-capacity b-asi., the ratio ot the C-119 price
per pound to th- DC-6 price per pound is 1.54--indicating that
the DC-6 cost abouat 4 percent more.

d. C-!19Versui. DC0-7

A total of 356 DC-?7s wa delivered, for a tot.al oC
$1,03Z,110o000 (IiT0 dollars) pald to Douglas (Table J-6). The
total empty weight of the XC-7s was Z3,1S4,000 pounds; total
useful capgcity, 1?,86S,509 pounds. On a basis of price per
pound of ezpt)? weight, the DC7- cost S44.S8, on a basis of price
per pound of useful capacity, $5;.7T.

In order to compare the C-119 and the 1C-7 we will find
the cost of the first 336 pa!nos (Table J-3). The total RDTG
aad procurement cost must be Lincreasod by 4.6 percent to account
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"lable J-6, 0C-7 PROGRAM DATA

Empty Useful
Empty Weight Cavacity Total
Weight Delivered Delivered Price Price Price

(t h ousnd Number (thousand (thous "d 'million 1(mi11!on (ft loe
va _r Model pounds) Delivered prunis) 9ounds) current 5) 1970 S) 1970 1;

1953 0C-7 66.3 11 729 61S 1.60 2.20 25.o8

1954 DC-7,BC 69.00 48 3,312 2.548 1.9 3  72 13b.56
1955 BDC*-78, 69.01 30 2.070 1,592 2 .07b 2.87 86.56

1956 0C-7,8,C 69.0k 67 4,623 3,555 2 .25 b 3.08 206.3f

1957 00-7.6,C 69.0' 123 8'87 6429 2.32b 3.14 386.22

1958 PL-7.SC 69.0 5,7 .12. 33.. ) 012_6 2.6C 3.47 i'97,79

Total 336 13,154 17,866 1.032.1j

'Average weight.
bAverage pitce.

for investment of government cpt~al. The total program cost

for 33b C-119s is -77,323,580. Total empty weight delivered

came to 13,440,000 pounds; total useful capacity, 9,658,320
pounds. The price of the C-119 is then $28.07 per pound of
empty weight and $39.07 per pound of ful capacity. The ratio

of the C-119 price per pound of empt, at.ght to that of the DC-7
($28.37/$44.58) was 0.63. It appears that the price per pound

"f ampty weight for the C-119 was about 37 percent less than

that of the DC-?. Op. a basis of useful capacity, the ratio of

the C-ig9 price per pound to that of the DC-7 ($39.07/$57.77)

was 0.6$--indicating that the price per pound of the C-I19 was

3 about 32 percent less than that of tra DC-7.

. C-123 Versus Cornvair 2401 34q, 4q4

lheni comparing co=arcia! and military programs in which

more co~er• isl plor.s were produced than military plaues, we

must use anotcer mce-hoo. To es:imate projected cost3 of the

military aircs"ft (a-la), least-squ&res regiession line was.

fitted through actual cost points. A progress curve w4s then

drawn ot the cunulative average cost versus cuuiative quantzlt,.

The C-123 program is shown in Table J-1, arad its progress curve

is given in Figure J-l. Since on)y 472 C-123s were produced,

:the progress curve of Figuro J-1 was extonded to a production



quantity of 563 planes (total number of 240s, 340s, and 440s
Sbuilt). Developed on a cumulative-average- basis, the curve

determined that through unit 563 the cumulative average flyaway

cost would have been $865,000. The RPT&E spent on the program

was estimated as 50 times the cumulative average cos' of 100

units. Since the progress curve shows cumulative average cost

to be $1,220,000, the RDT&E would be $%1 million. The -ost for

the entire program through 563 planes would be (RDT&E plus pro-

curement) as follows:

RDT&E $ 61,000,000

Procurement (563 x $865,000) + 486,995,000

$547,995,000

Return on government investment x _.046

=$573,204,770

*! Table J-7. C-1Z3 PROGRAM DATAa

Unit Flyaway
Cost

Number (miilion
Year Delivered 1j970 $)

1952 1 1.62

1953 186 1.09

1954 16 4  0.82

1955 73 0.66

1956 42 0.82

1957 6 0.73

Total 472

aAverage empty weight: 31,050

pounds; average useful capacity:
26,950 pounds; RDT&E estimate:
$61 million (1970 dollars).

bFor comparison with DC-7, "num-

ber delivered" ended here with
149 of these 164. Unit price
in 1954 is assumed.

J-8
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The program cost is increased by 4.6 percent to account for
government capital investment. This cost is divided by total

pounds (empty weight of one plane times 563 planes) to give the
price per pound of empty weight to the military. The empty
weight of the C-123 is 31,050 pounds. If 563 planes had been

built, the total empty weight delivered would have been

17,481,150 pounds. This, the price per pound of empty weight

for the C-123 was $32.79. The price per pound of useful capa-
city was derived similarly: 563 x 26,950 pounds = 15,172,850

pounds of useful capacity; thus, the price per pound of useful

capacity was $37.78.

The previously derived price per pound of empty weight for
the Convair 240, 340, 440 was $27.55; price per pound of useful

capacity, $48.98 (see Table J-2). On an empty-weight basis,
the ratio of the military C-123 to the conuaercial Convair series

is 1.19 (the C-123 cost 19 percent more per pound); on a useful-
capacity basis, the ratio is 0.77 (the C-123 cost 23 percent

less per pound).

f. C-123 Versus Lockheed Constellation Series

From the C-123 progress curý'e (Figure J-1), we see that

had 519 (the number of Constellations built) C-l2Ss been built,

the cumulative average flyaway cost of the 519 planes would

have been S880,000 (1970 dollars). The total procurement cost

would theit be $456,72.0,000. The estiitaet RV&4• ost was Soi1

million. The cost of the program pro jectd t hrough S1 xits

woulA then be thi sum of tht RDUTE aindpro curement: S517.720,000.

This amowta must Ibe incre, asd by 4.6 perc'unt, so that the total

"n-t to the mili-tary for'Si.C 123s wo-u-d be .,00,030." Total

e:: tlgh" divered would be 1,610,000 V)Unds; oLt4Zl Use-iful-
Laci, *I.-, • p- Thc Ct , oO the C-13 is $3.I 6% pr

powud of eotqy waight and $39.i)0 per powid of useful caspcity-ý

The Constellation c-t-•31.5$ per pound of.ecptX weSg ht and "

J-lc .



$41.24 per pound of useful capacity (see T~able J-4). The ratio

of the C-123 price per pound of empty weight to the Constellation

price per pound of empty weight is 1.06. On a basis of useful

capacity, the ratio of the C-123 price per pound to the Constella-

tion price per pound is 0.95.

g. C-123 Versus DC-6

From the C-123 progress curve (Figure J-1), we note that for

537 planes (the number of DC-6s built) the cumulative average fly-

away cost is $&70,~000. Thus, for a total of 537 planes, the pia-o

curemernt cost would have been $467,190,000. Estimated RDT4E

spent on the program was $61 million, for a program cost of

$528,190,000. Since this figure must be increased by 4.6 percent

to account for government-provided capital, 537 C-123s cost a

total of $552,500,000. Total empty weight delivered on 537

planes is 1.6,670,000 pounds; total useful capacity, 14,322,174

pounds.. Thus, the C-123 cost $33.13 per pound of empty wei.ght

and $38.58 per pound of useful capacity. The flC-6 cost. $28.11

per pound of empty weight and 130413 pe-r pound of useful capacity

(see Table 1ý-S), Comparing the military and the civilian plane

on base., of empty weight and useful capacity yields ratios of

1.18 and 1,28, rspectively.' The C-123 cost abqWt 18 percent

morA per pound of orapty weight than the DC-6 ana eboUt. 28 per.ý
cent more per pound of useful capa,0ty.

h. C-Ig3jerss O2C-7

Since more flC-7s were built than C-2s it was not neces-

s ary to pr.oject beyond the actual number of C-12Ss that werv

built. The prsicurtment gad IROT4 for 336 C-123S- vas S387,7.20,000

in. 19?0 dollars (see Table J-7). To uccount for governaent capi-

tal investmeut, t~his iigure is increased by 4.6 percout, to

$405,600,0000. Total ttapty weight delivered of. 336 aircr-aft is

10,4210,000 poun4t.; total useful capacity, 9,324,010P0 pUnds.



Thus, the C-123 cost $38.94 per pound of empty weight and $43.50

per pound of useful capacity. For comparison, the DC-7 cost

$44.58 per pound of empty weight and $57.77 per pound of useful

capacity (see Table J-6). On bases of empty weight and useful

capacity, military and civilian plane comparisons yield ratios

of 0.87 ($38.94/$44.58) and 0.75 ($43.50/$57.77); the C.123 cost

roughly 13 percent less per pound of empty weight than the DC-7

and 25 percent less per pound of useful capacity.

i. C-124 Versus Convair 240, 340, 440

The procurp-c.Iit figures for the C-124 are shown in Table J-8,

and its calculated progress curve is presented in Figure J-2.

Table J-8. C-124 PROGRAM DATA a

Unit Flyaway

SNumber (million
Year Model , Delivered 1970 $)

1949 C-i24A 28 3.31

1950 C-124A 50 1.88

1951 C-124A,C 165 2.76

1952 C-_24C 151b 2.30

1953 C-124C 52 7.33
Total 446

aAverage empty weight: 101,165 pounds;. aver-
age useful capacity: 115,23ý pounds; RDT*'
estimate: S)32 million (1970 dollars).

bFor ýomparison with DC-7, "number delivered"
ended here with 93 of these 151. Unit orice

Ein i90 is assumed.

From the progress curve ,'Figure J-2), we ste tbat the cumula-

tive Avera, cost of 100 C-124s is S2,640,0OO. Thus, the ADTUE

cost is estinsted to be SO x SZ,64-0,00, or S132 millio". Had 563

J-12
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(the total number of 240s, 340s, and 440s) planes been built,
the cumulative average flyaway cost would have been $2,430,000

(Figure J-2). The procurement cost for 563 aircraft is
$2,430,000 x 563, or $1,368,090,000. The total program cost is

$1,500,090,000 (RDTIE + procurement). This total m.ust now be

increased by 4.6 percent to account for Fovernment-provided
capital, for a total of $1,569 million. Total empty weight
acýlivered for 563 aircraft was 56,960,000 pounds; total useful

capacity, 64,877,305 pounds. The cost per pound of empty
weigAt for the C-124 was $27.55; the cost per pound of useful

capacity, $24.'8. The Convair 240, 340, 440 also cost $27,55
per pound of empty weight, but $48.98 per pound of useful
capacity (see Table J-2). The two planes are equal in price

per pound of empty weight; but, on a basis of useful capacity,
the C-124 cost 51 percent less than the Convair 240, 340, 440
in price per pound.

J. C-124 Versus Lockheed Constellation

The RDT&E cost of the C-124 is estimated to be $132 mil-
lion. In projecting the progress curve (Figure J-2) to unit S19

(total number of Constell3tions built), we see that the cumula-

tive averAge cost of 519 aircraft is $2,450,000. Thus, the

procurement cost for production of 51& C-124s would have been

$S,27l,S50,000. Including RDT6E, the program cost is then

$1,403,550,000. To account for gaverny nt-funde,. capital sup-
plied to the contractor, this figure is increased by 4.6 per-
cent to a total of 5l,468 milllokn. Tot". pound, of ampty weght

delivered for S19 planes wa! $Z,S00,000; total pounds of useful

capacity, S9.606,96S. The C-124 cost $27.95 per pound of empty

weight and $24.$5 per potind of useful capacity. i*rozo the analy-

sis for the Constellation (Table J-4). we saw that it cost

$31.5S per pound of empty vweight and S41.24 per pound of useful
capacity. In conparing the military" plane to the civilian, the

ratio ptr pound of empty weight is 0.89; and the ratio per pound

* J-14



of useful capacity is 0.60. Thus, the military C-124 cost about
11 percent less per potuad of empty weight than the Lockheed Con-
stellation and 40 percant less per pound of useful capacity.

k. C-124 Versus DC-6

Estimated RDT&E for the C-124 is $132 million. From the
progress curve (Figure J-2), we note that through unit 537
(total number of DC-6s built) the cumulatxve average cost is
$2,440,000. Thus, if a total of 537 C-124s had been built,
they would have cost $1,310 million. The program cost would
then be $1,442 million. Since this total must be increased by
4.6 percent, the total program cost would be $1,S09 million.
Total pounds of empty weight delivered for 537 aircraft would
be 54,300,000; total pounds of useful capacity, 61,881,195.
The C-124 cost 47.77 per pound of empty weight anid $24.39 per
pound of useful capacity. In comparison with the DC-6, which
cost $28.11 per pound of empty weight and $30.13 per pound of
useful capacity (see Table J-5), the military costs per pound
of empty weight and per pound of useful capacity versus the
rommercial costs pe:- pound of empty weight and per pound of
useful capacity yield ratios of 0.99 and 0.81, respectively.

1. C-124 Versus DC%?

Projected costs are not needed for comparlson here, since
more C-124s were producod than DC-7s. The C-124's total cost,
including AMTUE, through 336 planes is $9•8,120,000 (Tablo J-8).
To account for government-funded capital supplied to the con-
tractor, the total co-t is increaed by 4.6 percent, to total
$1,033 million. Deliveri~g 33,900,000 pounis of empty we'Aght
and 38,118,960 pounds of useful capacity, the C-124 cost $30.45
per pound of empty weight &nd $26.68 per pound of useful capa-
city. The price per pound of erpty weight for the DC-7 is
S44.s$; the ptice p.'r pound of useful capacity. $5'?.7 (fee
Table J-6). The ratios of the cost per pound of eopty weight

J-IS



and per pound of useful capacity for the C-124 to the cost per

pound of empty weight and per pound of useful capacity for the

DC-7 are 0.68 and 0.46, respectively. On a basis of price per

pound of empty weight, the C-124 cost 32 percent less than the

DC-7; and on a basis of price per pound of useful capacity, 54

percent les:;.

2. Turboprop Aircraft -Case Study: C-130 Versus Electra

The Electra was the only turboprop comnmercial airliner

completely designed and produced in the United States. It was

developed by Lockheed and powered by four Allison turboprop

engines. Lockheed also developed for the U.S. Air Force the

C-130 transport, powered by the same basic engine.

Table J-9 presents data for the Electra airliner. Note

that the total program consisted of 164 aircraft delivered

over the four-year period, 1958-61. Sales prices are shown in

both current and 1970 dollars. Total empty weight delivered

was 9,212,000 pounds; total useful capacity, 9,320,700 pounds.

The total receipts from flyaway salas to the airlines were

S492,670,000 (in 19710 dollars). In 1961-62, Lockheed reported

a total writo-off loss of $123,7,8.00O on the Electra. This

loss converted to 1970 doillars is SIS3,337,360. Thus, the total

cost to Lockheed for the Electra program was $646,007,1260.

lie-ce, for the Lock~iood Electra., the aertual price per pound of

ovm- ty weight was $70.13i and, per pound of useful capacitY,

T~i1e J-10 present'4 data for the C-130 simiar to that for

the Electra. Týabia 11-0 includes *nly the first 164 C-IIAO~s
delveed~o s o oimali~e the nu.oi- of milit-ary kircrAft to

the total number in the Klectra prog-rao. we ha4v assumed, '-hat

the total w _-s;Asyt~er Cost for the first nint 4ircroaft was

made up solely of fiyvaay ani RUMT4 co-sts. Since there were so

few Aircraft, the sptres and .ground-support-equi~pment procure-

S- 16
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Table J-9. ELECTRA PROGRAM DATA

I.Empty i Usefu
Empty Weight Capacity Total

We •Wight Delivered Delivered Price Price Price
(thousand Number (thousand I(thousand (million (rillion (million

Year pounds) Delivered pounds)f pounds) current $) 1970 S) 1970 S)

1958 56.0 12 672 684 2.053 2.74 32.88

1959 56.0 107 5,9S'2 I 6,099 2.265 2.99 319.93

1960 56.0 24 1,345 1.368 2.290 2.94 70.56

1961 57.3 21 1 203 j 1.17 2.600 3.30 69.30

Total 1 164 l 9,212 J9 321 1 492.6

I Strengthenwd wing introduced in production in early 1961. Aircraft delivered

earlier were modii'ieA. __._-

Table J-10. C-130 PROGRAM DATA

Ep If R a ROTH and
I Empty Welqht I Capacity Procure-ent Procurement
I Weight Nubr Delivered Delivered Cost cost

SI (thousand Number }(thousand ( thousand ' million ( mi.llion

Year o 0 pounds) Delivered pounds) pounds) current S) 1950 S)

11952 - 0 - 0.5 0.72

193YC-I3A 59.33 21~ ~ 4

1i954 C-130A 59.33 20 ]l,187 1,?97 9 4.2b 132.54

1955 L-130A 69.33 48 2,048 2.114 117,0~ 162 40l
I1, .- 130A 59.33 84 4.594 5.449 68. "30.43

19g57 C-130A 5V33 178 1145 6061

To~~a1 L I 164 9,73l~1 069j__ 7.5

&r~~ Iv,%

m ( .. i ..o rO r ,-V f00..

Jk ',• , ,o.r- ,u, -,.Ir• t•Flyawa, to&Z t~l, , .
I I~~~p_•_,_partof_ aft o_, o. for 4S C-.I__-- u_,--. _ ri-c ,__ s,, f,,d ,,",. ,, fr W''.-. . .

ment in th&t firs.t incre-ent was protably small. For the sub-

sequen ýears. we have used on01Y the .lyawAy costs, on the

assumption that the RDT&E phase should have been nearly com.

pleted after the delivery of the first nine aircraft. Using

these assumptions, the empty weight for the first 164 aircraft

delivered vas 9,7,1,CO0 pournds (and the usettul capacity,

10.639,008 pounds), for a tottl cost to the Air Force of

S$'61,650,000 tsee Table J-10). To account for government-
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provided capital, the price paid to Lockheed should be increased
by 4.6 percent, for a resulting $796,685,900. Hence, the aver-
age price per pound of empty weight for the C-130 program for
the first 164 aircraft was $81.87; the average price per pound

of useful capacity, $74,88.

The ratio of price per pound of empty weight for the C-130

versus the Electra was $81.87/$70.13, or 1.17; the ratio of

price per pound of useful capacity, $74.88/$69 31, or 1.08. In
other words, the comparison of these two programs indicates that
DoD paid 17 percent more per pound of empty weight (and 8 per-
cent more per pound of useful capacity) for the C-130 than the

commercial airlines paid for the similar Electra. Access to

data at Lockheed confirmed our general results. The C-130 re-

quired vaore production man-hours per pound than the Electra.

3. Jet Ai.-craft - Case Studies

a. KC-135_C-135 Versus Boeina 707

The KC-135/C-135 was compared to its commercial equivalent,

the Boeing 707. Total empty weight delivored on 704 KC-13S/

C-135s (the total number of 707s delivered through 1972) was
68,64B,000 pounds; total usoeful capacity, 108,496,710 pounds.

The total procurement and RDT&iV cost of S3,290,360,0O0 (see

Table J-l1) increased by 4.6 percent for gu~ernment-funded capi-
tal yields a total of $5,441,716,S60, for a cost pot pound oi
empty weight of SSO.14 for the KC-13S/C-13. ,progrim and a cost

per pound of useful capacity of S31.72. Total 'alos of the 707
came to $S,S49,68C,&00 (see Table J-lZ). Total pounds of empty
weight delivwred was 89,1S4,000, for a priec of $6.Z6 per

pouzA of empty weight on the Booing 707; total pounds of useful
capacitly was 1'8,056,373, for a price of S47.01 per pound of
useful capacity. The ratio of the price per pound of empty
weight for the EC-13S/C-13S to the price per pound of empty

weight for the Boeing 707 is 0.0; the ratic, of the price per

J- IS
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pound of useful capacity for the KC-135/C-13S to the price per
pound of useful capacity for the Boeing 707 is 0.67. Thus, on
a basis of price per pound of empty weight, the KC-13S/C-135

cost approximately 19 percent less than the comparable Boeing
707; and, on a basis oA price per pound of useful capacity,
33 percent less.

Table J-1l. KC-135/C-135 PROGRAM DATA

Empty Useful PRDT E and
impty Weight Capacity Pr-cureiet ProcurMnt

Weight Nel¶ !I.'! ie lvered Cost Cost
(thousand Number (thousand (lthuo,• and (million (ml1lionModel pounds) Delivered pounds) pv:'-ds) currf.nt S)a 1970 $)

1955 KC-135A 97 29 2,813 4 43 213i.? 390.31
1956 KC-135A 97 68 6,596 10,404 29S.8 405.25
1967 KC-135A 97 118 11,446 18,054 398.6 Z)8.91
19S8 KC-135A 97 130 12,610 IS,890 368.6 492.§•
1959 KC-13•5A 97 81 7,857 12,393 216.5 285.35
1960 KC-135A 97 561 8, ,S 171.14 2 1986C-135A 105 I5ý 1•Sc i,7M4 190

11961 KC-135A 97 I85 .4 0 5 c 20, 6 2d 261.87
C-I3SA,9 105 20 3,4091

1!962 KCýI364 97 841 9.72c 12,520 2 3d.

Yotal68.648

___-135 lOS 1 12,852 273.3 347.09

- 19 .y cost% oftiy. 28' _ ,3.5 8_._4_ e
b)ý ROT4( estite 2f 50 tioes .At cjeuj.t~v# &ierita cOs& if 100 limt%, or

. Total ?lyIvay iosts !or )oIt aor¢s.

oplpo f lta Of a$; iq8tt ;rtcq 196) *w~u~d-

b. C-jAVer%'js B oein 74

Developed at about the some tkie, the Lockheed C-SA and
the Soeilag 747 are similar in si:e, technology. and aerodyniaic
performance characteristics. However, sete of the features in-

corporated in the C-SA tended to increase its cost ptr poeutd of

empty weight relative to that of the 747. In particular, the
C-SA is equipped vith a sophisticated iiwrtial navigation sys-
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Table Z-12. BOEING 707 PROGRAM DATA

Empty.1h; C.-acty Total
Weight Oel bered I)el i vered Price Price Price

(tu , Number ((thoi$=nd thousand (milion . •(lhlon (million
year Mode14 pounds)9 Delivered pounds) pounds. current S)" 1970 5) 1970 1)

1958 707-120t1
77C707-1208 117 7 P9i $.)'. .90 6.54 45.7A707.-220 i

1959 117 7i 5.541 S0.47 1 4.40 5.80 423.40
1960 117 s8 7:,'5 9,4:7 5.50 7.07 480.76

1961 "p { j I
124 1.364 1 .7 5.90 7.49 S 9

707-4,10

1962 124 36 ',71W 5,06 6.20 7.97 299061
1963 124 28 ",472 3,748 C.75 8.5' 23M.76
1964 130 32 4,160 5,E24 6.76 8.411 271.3"Yf

1965 1 130 54 7,020 91828 6.75 8.27 446.58.
1966 110 1 77 10.010 14h014 17.00 8.19 606
1967 111 14,.90 20,i66 7.25 8.'1 :""
1968 1.10 111 14.430 70,202 7.50 8.?1 91i.42

1969 130 59 7,.70 10,738 0.00 3.33 491.471
j1970 130 19 2,470 J.4 i8 8.50 A. 850 161.&O[
19SH1 130 10 1.300 1 IF 10.00 9.72 37 21)j
1972 130 4 520 721 ,so I •.s . ,Q.44

Totl 704 8.134 i 9.68

a year 1958-60 in~lude Ifatr 7?IVtMOWS8 lubiqouert year:T Ikelufd, .qRqtn !o4etS.

aAve~ra; eapty wetqht tkr 411 models.

CA*rVet0g price for 411 r-$els.

tom, has a ýoft-field-landing capabdlity. and %F, both no-s and
tail loading raMps. The soft-field landir.g-gcar and loading
ramps add weight as well as cost to the airplino v-,. e,' th,
dollar-per-pound basis of our analysi%, ta' nr4 be ht grfiautly
difforeut from the avorage dollars per p'stmd for th• 747 empty
weight. flo-ever, the avionic equipment certainly tends to iA-
creasi the price poor pound of the C-.A relative to that of the
74?.

Table J-13 presents dara for the 747. The 747 wilI prob-
abIy reuwain in production for a number of years. Numbers de-
livered during the first four yeats of its pr•duction life were

quite siailar to numbeors of UC-8 deliveries (see Table 13. above,
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Ch. V). During the first four years of production, 197 74 1 s we:-e

delivered, compared to 176 DC-8s. We will assume that total

deliveries and production life--can will be the same as for the

DC-8 (5S6 airplanes and 15 years).

Table J-13. BOEING 747 PROGRAM DATA

(rice Price
•urnbe r (million (mijlion

Year Delivert.-d current $) 1970 $)

1969 4 1I.0 19.8

1970 9Z 21.0

1971 690 23.5 22. 9

!9_L 30 24.0 2•.6

Total 195

Average empty weight: 355,000 pounds;
average useful capacity: 347,484 pounds.

Table J-14 shows prices in current and constant dollars

for the Boeing 707-320. Over the IS-year period, the price of

the 70?-320 has incz:eased at an average of 2.1S per;ont per

year in reel terms. Assumiqg that the 747 will increase at

this same rate, its average price (at the midpoint of its pro-

auction life) will be S19,800,000 x (1.D2-S) 2 $Z3 million in

1970 dollars. Total receipts from flyaway sales prices to the

airline would be 5S6 x $23 •illion $12,800 million; and empty

weight deliverod would be SS6 x 355,003 - 197 millior. pounds.

Hence, the price per pound to the airlines would be
$12,800 million / 197 mi11ion - $64,.97•.

Table J--I presents C. SA projrnm *:ost dat;. The current-

year dollav figures have bein converted to 1970 dollars by the

cost indnx of Table J-1. A total of 81 ai-la-nes was built.

Unit flyaway costs were converted to a cumulative-average basis

J-z1
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Table J-14. BOEING 707-320 PRICMS

Current 1970
Dollars DollarsYear (millions) (millions)

!958 5.4 7.2

1961 6.0 7.6
10'62 6.27.

1963 6.8 8.6

I 9b4 :5.8 5

1965 6.8 8.3

1966 . 8.3

1971 8.5 8.3

1972 10.3 9.7

Ti J-15. C-5A PPOGRAM COSTS

Unit
C1,away

RDT&E Procurement Cost
(million (million (million

Year 1970 $) 1970 $) Quantity 1970 $)

19 6- 
- 1

1965 550.6 ..

1966- 5 110.1

1967 728.4 8 1 '

1968 ..- 770.3 18 4 .

169 -- 776.0 27 28.7

1970 -- 775..9 23 32.9

ro al 550.6 3,030.6 81

and plotted on Figure J-ý, and v trend line was fitted through

the points. We have assigned all the RDT&E co't ($55S0.6 million)
to the flyaway cost of the five R&D aircraft. This data point
appears consistent with the four other data points of Figure j-5.
The resulting progress-curve slope is 80 percent, a typical value
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for aircraft progress curves, It is possible that there were
some other RDT&E costs not included in the $550.6 million figure.

In order to normalize the C-SA program prices for number of
aircraft built, it is estimated from Figure J-3 that the C-SA
cumulative average cost would have been $25.3 million 'i produc-
tion had been continued to a total of 556 aircraft. C-SA total
cost for a program of 556 aircraft would have been 556 x
$25,300,000 = $14,066,800,000. This figure is probably somewhat
low for two reasons: (1) as discussed above, we may be missing
some RDT&E costs other than the five R&D aircraft flyaway costs;
and (2) Lockheed lost money on the p:ogram. No attempt has been
made to correct for these two factors. To account for government-
provided capital, the price paid to Lockheed should be increased
by 4.6 percent: $14,066,800,000 x 1.046 = $14,713,872,800.

The empty weight of the C-SA is .21,000 pounds. Hence,
total empty weight for 556 aircraft would have been 556 x
321,000 = 178,476,000 pounds; and the average price per pound
of empty weight for a C-5A program of 556 aircraft would have
been $14,713,872,800/178,476,000 - $82.44.

The ratio of price per pound of empty weight for the C-SA
versus the 747 was $82.44/$64.97 = 1.27. The price per pound
of empty weight for the C-SA was about 27 percent greater than
for tV:- 747.

Using the same cost data aq dcscribed above for the C-SA
and the Boeing 747, but comparing costs per pound of the two
aircraft on a basis of useful capacity (instead of empty weight),
our results showed the C-SA to cost about 6 percent less than
the Boeing 747. One argument for this change in ratios ,an be
explained by reference to our definition of useful capacity as
aircraft maximum gross takeoff weight minus empty weight. A3
mentioned previously, the empty weights of the two aircraft are
close, with the C-SA only 30,000 pounds lighter; but the maximum
gross takeoff weight of the C-SA is greater by approximately
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60,000 pounds than that of the Boeing 747. Thus, 80,000 pounds

per C-SA aircraft will be included in the total pounds to be

divided into the same cost used for empty weight. Actual useful-

capacity data for the C-SA are S56 x 424,821 pounds - 236,200,476

pounds of useful capacity; the average price per pound of useful
capacity for SS6 aircraft would have been $14,713,872,800 /

236,200,476 - $62.29. Similarly, for the Boeing 747, we would

* have 556 x 347,484 pounds - 193,201,104 total pounds of useful

capacity; the average price per pound of useful capacity would

have been $12,800 million / 193,201,104 $6,5.25. Therefore,

the ratio of price per pound of useful capacity for the C-SA

versus the Boeing 747 was $52.29/$66.25 - 0.94--indicating that

the C-5A cost about L percent less than the Boeing 747.

c. B-52 Verss Boeing 707

In Table J-12, it was shown that the average costs per

pound of empty weight and of useful capacity for 704 Boeing 707s

were $62.26 and $47.01, respertively, The comparable data for

the B-52 are shown in Table J-16. The production quantity data

were taken from ProJeot BACKFILL [24]; the cost data were Tiro-

vided by the Cost and Economic Analysis Division, Comptroller

of the Air Force (AFACM); and the empty weights for each model

of B-52 were taken from the USAF Standard Aircraft/Miasi~e

Charaoterietic (Green Book).

Before normalizing for quantity for the comparison with

the 707 progriai, the total B-52 program cost (per pouuid of

empty weight) works out as flows:

Total flyaway cost $8,030,600,000
Proproduction R$D + ,1,

$8,275,700,000

Factor for government capitalization x 1.046

$8,656,380,000

Total empty weight .- 129,469,014 lb

$66.86/lb
J-25



Table J-16. B-52 PROGRAM DATAa

Empty Useful Total
EFaipty Weight Capacity Flyaway

Weight Delivered Delivered Cost
(thousand Numbor (thousand. (thousand I-lion

Year Model pounds) Delivered pounds) ( pounds) 1970 $)

1952 B-52A,B 1 7 6b 20 3,556 5,444 754.8,

1953 B-52B,C 178 43 7,646 1),704 531.6

1954 B-52C 178 25 4,445 6,805 236.7

1955 B-520 178 77 13,692 20,958 833.4
1956 B-52D 178 93 23528 25 313 0642

B-52E 175 40 11,009,
1957 B-52E 175 60 "16,5131

B-52F 174 24,600 2,003.5
B-52G 171 53 16,801!

1958 B-52G 171 101 17,293 32,017 967.9

1959 B-52G 171 39 6,677 12,363 376.2

1960 B-52H 173 62 10,710 19,546 769.7

1961 B-52H 173 40 6.10 630 49z.6

Total 742 129,69 203,703 8,030.6

aRDT&E: $245.1 million (1970 dollars,.

Assumed to be the same as models C atnd D,

Similarly, for 742 B-52s, the total pound, of useful capac..ty

are 21S,682,481. Dividing the final cost of 742 B-S2s by the

total pounds of useful capacity, we find that a B-52 costs

$8,656,380,000 / 21S,682,481 $40.13 per pound of useful capa-

city.

To normalize for quantity for comparing with the 704-

aircraft 707 program, the cost and weight of the last 38 B-52H

.ircraft are subtracted from the program, resulting in the

following:

J-76
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Total flyaway cost $7,562,630,000

Preproduction R&D ÷ 245,100,000

$7,807,730,000

Factor for government capitalization x 1.046

$8 ,166 ,890 ,{000

Total empty weight 122 904b894 Ib

$66.45/lb

Similarly, for 704 B-S2s, the total pounds of useful capacity

are 203,702,601. Dividing the final. cost of 704 B-S2s by the

total pounds of useful capacity, we find that a B-52 costs

$8,166,89O,00O / 203,702,601 - $40.09 per pound of useful capa-

city.

The reason that the cost pe: pound at 704 units is less than

that at 742 units is that the increase in B-S2 unit price due to

model changes is much greater with the later models than is the

decrease in unit price due to the learaing effect. This "tailing

up" is clearly seen in Figure J-4, which plots each year's B-52

production at the lot midpoint for the year against the unit

price for that year.

if (instead of subtracting the end production from the L-52

progrAm) a progress curve is calculated from the AFACM date. and

the total flyaway cost of 704 B-52s is taken from it, the results

are as follows:

Total flyaway cost $7,401,710,000

Preproduction R&D + 245j_00,000

$7,•646,810,000

Factor for government capitalization x 1.046

$7,998,560,000

Total empty weight * 122,904,894 lb

-, $6S.08/lb

Similarly, for 704 B-52s, div•iding the final co~t derivad from

a progress curve by the total pounds of useful capacity, we find
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that a B-S2 costs $7,998,560,000 / 203,702,301 $39.27 per

pound of useful capacity.

The results, vihichever way is used, are surprisingly close
^o the $62.26 per pound of empty weight (and the $47.01 per pound
3f useful capacity) ior the 707.

4. iata for Aggregated Comparison

Table J-17 presents in tabular form the data used to make

the aggregated comparison of military and commercial aircraft
presented in Figures 19 and 20 of the main report.

B. COMPARISON OF MILITARY AND %OMMERCIAL SHIPS

Navy combatant ships have many features and much equipment

not found in commercial ships, and any valid comparison of con-
struction costs of NAvy and commercial ships would be most
difficult. Further, since regular Navy auxiliary ships are de-
signed to operate with fighting fleets, they nearly always have
extra features (such as equipment for underway replenishment of

ships at se.- that make their constru'ticn costs higher than

those of comparable commercial ships.

The Military Sealift Command (MSC) is responsible for ship-
ment by sea of supplies, material, and personnel of the three
services. MSC has umbarked on a "Build and Charter" program,
under which contracts are let to commercial firms to build ships
to MSC specification for charter on a long-term basis. MSC con-
tracted in June 1972 for nine 2S,000-deadwaight-ton (DWT) tankers

unrier the "build and chazter" arrangement. The only "build and

'harter" ship now in service is the Admira. CaZag;an, a roll-on/

roll-off (RO/RO) ship built in 1967.

Case studies for both the tankers and the rAO/kO ships are
presented below. They were compared on a basiF of unit price
versut weight.
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Table J-17. DATA USED FOR AGGREGATED COMPARISoN OF
MILITARY AND COMMERCIAL AIRCRAFT PRICES

FCum-jla-tivel Cumulative
Cumulative Averaqe Average

Averaoe Empty Useful Quantity

Cost Weight Capacity of

S(million (thousand (thousand Aircraft
Aircraft Typea 1970 $) pounds) pounds) Produced

C-leg P 0.99 40 29 1 .036I

C- 123 P I .OR 31 27 472

C C-124 P 2.9' 101 115 44t

C-130 T 4.46 59 6e 600

C C/KC-135 J 3.61 9A 154 7 777

C-141 J R.5Q 134 189 284

C-5A J 44.96 321 425 I1

B-52 J 11.67 175 291 742

C-121 P 2.97 73 72 I]7

Kr-97 P 1.84 88 88 810

C-133 T 12.47 117 172

Convair 240,340,440 P 0.81 ?9 16 563

Constellation P 2 .1 67 51 519

DC-6 P 1 .47 52 49 537

DC-7 P 3.07 69 53 336

Lockheed Electra T 3.94 56 516

Boeing 707 J 7.88 127 168 704

DC-8 J 8.30 135 174 556

Boeing 747 J 21.89 .... 355 347

Boeing 727 J 5.64 8r 78 ftý

Boeing 737 J 3.78 58 49 311
Mar:in 202-204 P 0.58 27 11 103

IDC-9 J 4.00 4q 649

Lockheed L1011 J 18.00 25n 0 196 17

Jetstar J 1.79 22 20 150c

Gulfstream I T 1.32 22 15 200

Gulfstream 1I J 2.90 37 29 42

Learjet J 0.72 7 7 325

Convair 8P0-990 J 9.70e 100 115 124

Fairchild F-27 T 0.95 25 19 126

ap - piston; T - turboprop; J x pure jet.

bIncludes reported losses of Lockheed.

CApproximate.

dAs of February 1969.

eIncludes reported losses ,f CGeneral Dyramics.
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1. Case Study: MSC 25,O00-DWT Tankers Versus Commercial
Tankers

Nine ýS,000-DWT tankers, all of which will be owned by

Marine Ship Leasing Corporation, are being built under the

"build and charter" program. Five of the ships are being built
by Bath Iron Works Corporation, and four by Todd Shipyards

Corporation. Price per ship for each group is $16 million.

All tankers between 25,000 and 120,000 DWT under construction

and on order in U.S. yards as of 1 February 1973 are shown in

Table J-18.

Table J-1B. U.S.-BUILT TANKER PRICES

IUnadjusted
Number Unit Price meea• n r 1

of Deadweight (million Delivery f i',ior
Builder Tankers Tons corrent S' Date i974 SV

Bath 525,0 16.0 AT 1 777 161

Tod 25,000 16.0 q/74

Bethlehem Steel 3 1120,OOO 3ý.O Z -

Bethlohem Steel j 1 69,8O0 I.0 ý. 1 1

6eth2ehem0,000 3.S.0 Il,'71 i

G~ijdeo sun 3 35,rQ .*I I
Natinal steotl 3 J, 0 2Q.9 I

N a t Ivfa1 I teel 3 9 0 ,0 j 07 vf'!-

Sim ShipbuildiftJl I I
Todd 1 A

"All tankers between 25,000 And 1V,O00 N!vT nd~r cor$sruc t i "op a ,'
order, I Februiy 1973.

Council of America, wasninqton, . . and• vor. ,' ;r,'"

im , M , *le Admini.stratlmnt '-.S. *v^•Dart.-ent
Comm.erce.
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Since 1969, shipbuilding co,ts have been increasing at
I

about 5 percent per year (see T;,{ble J-19). The average delivery
date uf the nine tankers for Mt,fC (August 1974) was taken as the

base date, and prices for del.ivery dates of commercial tankers
before or after that time were adjusted in the last column of

Table J-18 to reflect the S-percent-per-year increase in ship-
building costs. These adjusted prices versus DwT are plotted
in Higure 21 (see Ch. V, above). The price of lb million for
the MSC tankers appears within the norral commercial pri.:c trend

for rankers from 25,5c'0 to 120,000 DM'.

Table i-19. INDEX OF ESTIMAFED SHIPBUILDING
COSTS IN THE UNITED STATES

Percent Percent
Year Indcx Incr•ase Index increase

1958 285 -- 1966 318 1.6

1959 292 ý.5 190 6 31 4.1

1960 295 1.O 1l68 343 2.4

'1961 291 0.1 1969 359 4.7
196Z 299 0.7 1970 95.

1963 3 03 1.3 '1971 39 .

1964 2.6 1974_ 4H1 e A . 4

Tratior, U.S. Department of Comterce,'
3 Ma ,1,97.

2. C~se Studjýo SlOnR-O ips j14SC es4 uCamerc'a 1

Table-, lists the O!RW2 Thiins delivered by U.S. sh~pvard.
th•-ough I . the fitst t• are owned by MSC, a;ad the third z
under long-term charter to 45C. The renain.-Jer are in commercial

service. The total acquiitio" cost; f'or the '.,tt and,
were comet hat higher than those shown in Fable, .1-20 ts'!e note•,
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Table J-ZO. U.S.-BUILT ROLL-ON/ROLL-OFF SHIP PRICES

1 Price,
ContractAdjusted
Contracttn 1967

IPrice Del ivery
Gross (millicp Delivery (million

Builder Ship Torts current 1) Date 1967 1)l

MSC or
MSC-Cha rtered

Sun Shipbuilding comgr. 13 79Z 11.30' 1/58 12.8
Lock~eed .sealift l2,O001 15.90 4/67 15.9
Sun Shipbuilding Adia. Cattaqhan 20,900 20.00 12167 20.0

Sun Shipbuilding Ponca de Leon 20,900 20.00 3/68 19.3
IngAlls Miormaaeea 14,400 15.95 4/69 14.7
Ingalls Mormnaoakw 14,400 15.95 7/69 14.7

IntM oraaetar 14,400 15.95 9!69 14.7
Ingalls Na-aen14,400 15.90 2170 14.7
uon Shipbuilding trio 1. Xo~agr 20.900 119.00 '12/70 16.6

KonShipbuilding ?or-taLeaa [15,13o V320 1/2 1,
Acquisition, costs obtained froum MSC were $111.552 millioný (Comett) and
117.00') million ($naif'±) The differencte i% due t4 equtpwent not in-

[soi4rc Sinbuilder's countrctl pfAric.
Sovce.- hibuilder's countctl pf"rie.

Table J-20). We have used the builder 's contract price. for all

ships, Stince theY were all obtained troma the- Shipbuild~ers

Council of America and should be the most comparable prIc-es.
Contract prices hive been adjusted 'In -%he last column of

Table J-20 to a 1A967 de~ivery date by iaso of the cost Aindex of

Table J-19. These 1967 prices are plotted versus gross tons ih

Figure .22 (set Ch. 7. above). The price of the Aii4 C4kz

was probably increased somewhat by the ihslailatior, 'Žt a gas-

turbine powerplant. The Ad irsa Ot1:_ 4.t~c wasinnddt in
vostigate the feasibility of large gas-uuvbtne-powered ~is

All the other ships are equipped witt, coowention~d steak. power-

plants.
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As Figure 22 indicates, prices of the MSC RO/RO ships lie
within the normal range of commercial RO/RO ship prices.

C. WHEELED VEHICLES

Section D of Chapter V presented statistical results for
the comparison of military and commercial wheeled vehicles.

The data points mf Figure 23 and the analysis were based on

the data in Table J-21. Vehicles are listed ny name, number of
axles, price in 1970 dollars, and curb weight•-for both military

and commercial vehicles.
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'f.ble J-21. WHEILED-VEHICLE DATA

Number Price Weight
Vehicle Designation of Axles (1973 $) (pounds)

Comr-rc~ial Vsiio les

Ford U900 3 21,29S 13,170

Ford U915 3 25,525 13,515

Ford F805 2 8,190 6,225

Forj F808 2 9,410 6,62s

Fo.rd X905 3 24,4 90 13,575

tord X9g8 3 24,475 13,615

Ford C907 2 11,650 7,275

Ford C915 2 12,905 7,965

Ford Z 9-.4 2 21,350 10,7a5

Ford Z903 2 22,335 10,980
GMC MH9670 3 V1q99 t3,405

GMC MH9700 .3 22,074 13,590
GMC 4M47671 2 8,203 7,290

GMC CE6670 1 5.Z59 6.835

GMC D19692 3 22.191 13,160
GMC 019702 3 1 2,216 13,295

G4MC TV7731 2. 1l.990 8,40-
GMC F'N9672 2 19,614 10,93ý7

IHC F4270 4 27,32 13.69i

1HC L0850, 9,141 1 442,'7

IHC COF407 V Z7,6699 13'.65

iHC C01910 10,908 8,24 -
I HeC C0 40 11 74•0 0••

IHC 9500 3 0:11t TO _0,000

Kenworth 85 3 95 ,0OG 4e.000

HACK Fe71zX 3 j 5,0Q(O -000

I*HC Pick-up, 10/10 C& 2C92 93,j35

(continued on net . page)
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Table J-21. (continued)

Number Price Weight
Vehicle Designation of Axles (1973 $) (pounds)

IHC Pick-up, 11/10 C&C 2 3,052 3,209

IHC Pick-up, 10/10 8 foot 2 3,130 3,302

I IHC Pick-up, 11/10 8 foot 2 3,216 3,619
IHC Oick-up, 13/10 C&C 2 3,834 3,513

IHC Pick-up, 13/10 8 Coot 2 3,999 3,923

IHC Travelall 100, 4x2 2 4,125 4,271

IHC Travelall 200, 4x2 2 4,381 4,504
IHC Travela.l 100, 4x4 2 5,014 4,467

IHC Travelall 200, 4x4 2 5,168 4,741

IHC Scout, Wagon, 4x2 2 2,979 3,370

IHC Scout, Wagon, 4x4 2 3,676 3,600

IHC Scout, Cab Top, 4x2 2 2,832 3,290
IHC Scout, Cab Top, 4x4 2 3,521 3,500
Military Vohioaea

Truck, Ambulance, X38365 2 4,632 3,700

Truck, Cargo, X39598 2 2,240 3,590

Truck, Carryall, X42064 2 3,178 3,235

Truck, Uelivery. X54531 2 3,619 51400

T-uck, Panel. X54805 2 3,050 21950

Truck, Stake, X56038 2 2,540 4,460

Truck, Stake, X56449 j 2 4,325 6,894

Truck, M26 3 74,016 271700

Truck, M123 3 42,713 ?9, 6 54

Truck. M819 3 19,$ .5 34.490

MET, XM 746 4 86,000 46.700

HET. Austere 4 81 001 46,000

M561, 1-1/4 ton 3 13,364 7,480

M616, 5 too 4 20D000 16,150

M656, 5 ton, w/wench 4 2 0 500 16,720

(concluded on ,t•txt uage)
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Table J-21. (concluded)

Number Price Weight
Vehicle Designation of Axles (1977 $) (pounds)

M454, Fire Truck 3 26,420 16,140

Truck, 3/4 ton 2 5,207 5,955

Truck, 2-1/2 ton 3 13,035 15,900

Truck, 5 ton 3 19,385 24,000

Truck, 1/4 ton 2 3,701 .,487

Truck, 8 ton 2 58,596 33,835

Truck, LF, 6,000 pounds 2 32,526 20,000

Truck, LF, 10,000 pounds 2 44,204 30,760
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